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ABSTRACT 
 
During the nineteenth century, the Mexican southeastern territories experienced a series 
of indigenous uprisings that targeted creole (white) landowners. These rebellions marked 
an unprecedented challenge of creole authority, exposing the precarious nature of their 
position as the ruling class. In fact, the creoles would lose complete control of their 
territory in the 1840s, resulting in a violent period of rebellion that would span over half a 
century. It was only in 1902 that the Mexican army would occupy the Southeastern 
territories to finally end the insurgency, but not before the war had emptied the region of 
over half its inhabitants, costing the peninsula some 300,000 lives. 
This rebellion, known as the Caste Wars, marked a sudden and violent disruption 
of social and racial hierarchies that had long organized life in the Yucatan peninsula. 
Creoles across the peninsula began attempts to explain the once impossible notion of 
indigenous hegemony, focusing on the racial component of its rebels while blaming the 
region’s violent colonial experience. They described the Caste War as a “war against 
civilization,” and as a demonstration of the Indio’s disdain toward new political systems 
dictating the political inclusion of indigenous groups. These letrados also condemned the 
Spanish conquistadores, emphasizing the extreme violence of the colonization period as 
the historical precursor and motivator of the uprising. Thanks to this legacy, the “barbaric 
sons of the colonized” waged a vengeful attack against “the sons of the colonizers” in a 
moment of creole political weakness.  
My dissertation, Haunted Narratives: Shadows of the Southeastern Caste Wars, 
1840-1958, confronts the nineteenth-century racial exegesis of the Caste War, 
demonstrating how this rhetoric serves to de-emphasize the liberal land reforms and mass 
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expropriation that motivated this uprising. In it, I demonstrate the double role of literature 
as both a way to access creole fantasy and as a window into the way racial discourses are 
defined and redefined in tandem with dominant social and economic factors. By tracing 
the Caste War’s imprint from within a select corpus of Mexican novels, essays, and 
newspapers from the period between the dawning of the Caste Wars of Yucatán and the 
Mexican Revolution, I elucidate the submerged unconscious on the discourses of race in 
Mexico as creoles work through their fantasies, fears, and delusions surrounding the 
indigenous rebel. In spite of the attention that scholars of history have given to this region 
over the past few decades, this is the first study that attempts to map out creole responses 
to indigenous rebellion.  
Haunted Narratives also focuses on the literature and historical register of the 
Guerra de Castas that occurred in the highlands of Chiapas between 1868 and 1870. This 
war, as in Yucatán, was a war defined by race as the Chamula and other Tzotzil 
communities purportedly schemed the violent extermination of all white Ladinos. These 
rebels are said to have created their own religion using a collection of rocks and clay 
idols that fell from the sky as their speaking gods. When their leaders were captured, they 
attacked the Ladino city Ciudad Real, initiating the violence; to augment their power, 
they crucified their own Indian Christ, a small boy from Chamula. While present in this 
dissertation, more time is dedicated to Yucatán’s version of Caste War because of the 
differences in duration and intensity. 
In the first chapter of Haunted Narratives, I begin by delineating a genre of 
novels and literary production I refer to as “Yucateco Pirate Novels.” In lieu of fiction 
that deals directly with the complexities of the war, the pirate motif became exceedingly 
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popular in literature, becoming a staple in early periodicals, newspapers, and publications 
of the era. This chapter focuses specifically on the function of this motif in two texts 
−both entitled El filibustero by Justo Sierra O’Reilly (1841) and Eligio Ancona (1864), 
respectively −as a means to escape or disavow the realities of Caste War by displacing 
the creole subject onto the sea. I argue that the pirate acts as a symbol that attempts to 
codify into a single persona the complexities of the sociopolitical moment; indeed, it is 
through the inverse connection that the narrative pirate shares with the land that the 
relationship these novels have with the Caste War is elucidated. As their homeland 
becomes lost in chaos, barbarity and violence –the antithesis of the ideals of their modern 
worldview–, the elite find in the pirate a safe depository for their moral and liberal 
values. When read in this way, Yucatecan narrative piracy can provide a window into the 
anxieties that the Caste War produced in the elite, and the narrative solutions they 
imagined to their sudden dispossession of land. 
 Chapter 2 turns to text that openly reference to these wars in a genre that I call 
“Caste War Conspiracy Texts.” My corpus for this chapter spans both Yucatán and 
Chiapas: first, in Yucatán, I take up the newspapers D. Bullebulle (1847) and El Fénix 
(1848-1851), and the novel Cecilio Chí (1868) by Gerónimo de Castillo. By juxtaposing 
direct representations of Caste War violence in the newspaper and the novel, I 
demonstrate how the journalistic narrative produced a fragmented vision of the Caste 
War. Its short, prosaic snippets lack narrative and therefore, can only offer partial and 
disjointed pictures of war. The Caste War Conspiracy novel, however, appropriates these 
newspaper reports and fleshes them out—where newspapers conjure fear, the novel gives 
them shape, turning them into a narrativized reality. Moreover, the novel also provides a 
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window into the conspiratorial nature of Caste War rhetoric, offering a complete vision of 
how Indio rebels plot and machinate creole extermination, and how the neighboring state 
of Belize—a site of racial and cultural otherness—supports those plans.  
 This chapter also considers a corpus of texts from Chiapas’ Caste War including 
the eyewitness accounts of Vicente Pineda from his 1888 text, Sublevaciones indígenas 
en Chiapas, and from Cristóbal Molina’s account, The War of the Castes: Indian 
Uprisings in Chiapas, 1867-70, as told by an eye-witness, Cristóbal Molina (1934), as 
well as Flavio Antonio Paniagua Ruiz’ novel Florinda (1889). Here, I demonstrate how 
the two eyewitness accounts are in fact fictionalizations themselves; their function, I 
argue, is to narrativize the violence and atrocities for a divided ladino class in order to 
demonstrate their collective power against a common enemy. The novel Florinda proves 
to be a fictionalization of an already fictionalized tale, which, I demonstrate, serves a 
two-fold function. As is the case with Yucatán’s Caste War Conspiracy Texts, the novel 
allows the possibility of seeing the conspiracies of rebel Indios; it also provides a 
rhetorical space where the eyewitness account can be factualized.  
 Chapter 3 explores a third moment of Yucatán’s literary representations of the 
Indio by considering the novels La cruz y la espada (Eligio Ancona, 1866) and La hija de 
Tutul Xiu (Eulogio Palma y Palma, 1884). In them, the dangerous racial subjects of the 
Caste Wars seem to disappear: in their place, the Indian represents the proud and glorious 
ancient Mayans. This motif –part of a genre that I call the “Buen Indio Novel”– reinserts 
the pre-conquest image of the Indian during a period of massive change: by the mid 
1850s, the Caste War had moved into its second movement known as Chan Santa Cruz, a 
period far more peaceful than the first few years of uprising. But more importantly, 
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Yucatán lay on the cusp of entering the henequen boom, a period of unprecedented 
wealth and prosperity that would catapult Yucatán into the world market, making it the 
wealthiest state of Mexico, and one of the wealthiest of Latin America. I argue that the 
Caste War violence and the severity of the interruption of racial hierarchies necessitated a 
new Indio model for the creole imaginary as they face labor shortages across henequen 
haciendas. Furthermore, this nuanced representation reestablishes the region’s cultural 
wealth that regional indigenistas would soon capitalize upon in their work. 
 In my final chapter, I move forward in time more than 100 years from the initial 
outbreak of the Southeastern Caste Wars, to the emergence of a corpus I call the “post-
Revolutionary Caste War Novels.” This chapter engages Rosario Castellanos’ 
internationally successful Oficio de tinieblas (1958) and the recontextualization of the 
events of the 1869 Chiapanecan Caste War in the years of Lázaro Cárdenas’ agrarian 
reform in the 1930s. This temporal entanglement allows Castellanos to eloquently 
illustrate the historical continuities between the two historical moments, emphasizing the 
similarities between issues surrounding land and race. More importantly, I identify 
moments in which the author uncritically transposes the 19th-century eyewitness 
accounts of Caste War on 1930s Chiapas, demonstrating, I argue, the continued relevance 
of Caste Wars within post-revolutionary understandings of race and indigeneity. I also 
investigate a similar novel published in Yucatán entitled La conjura de Xinúm (1958) by 
Ermilo Abreu Gómez. In it, Yucatán’s Caste War is also reconstructed, but serves a very 
different function: this novel is consistently critical of the nineteenth century sources 
upon which it relies. 
 Ultimately, this dissertation emphasizes the role of literature in revealing the 
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ideological formations of the ruling classes while simultaneously demonstrating the 
susceptibility and resiliency of power in (neo)colonial contexts. Furthermore, it elucidates 
the relationship between race, political economy, and land in the nineteenth and twentieth 
century and the role literature plays within these concepts. Because the Yucatán 
peninsula has long been earmarked as peripheral, especially in terms of its participation 
in the global economy, the focus on histories of dispossession and mapping those 
histories on liberal land reform and the expropriation of land proves valuable in fleshing 
out the paradox that regions marked as isolated actually prove closest to the world 
market. 
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INTRODUCTION 
According to the newspapers and journals of the period, seven Mayan peasants were 
arrested in Tihosuco, Yucatán in 1847 after reporting the region’s indigenous community 
was on the verge of massive uprising. Just as these men described, the rebel leaders 
Jacinto Pat of Tihosuco, Cecilio Chí of Tepich, and Antonio Ay of Chichimilá initiated a 
massive uprising, leading their southern Yucatec Mayan troops against white yucateco—
or creole—factions. Mayan rebels destroyed all haciendas, sugar mills, ranchos, towns, 
and cities in their path; as Terry Rugeley describes, “property damage for the years 1840-
76 defies calculation” (Rebellion 4). In all, more than half of Yucatán’s creole population 
either fell victim to the rebels or fled the peninsula, costing the rebellion nearly 250,000 
lives (Rugeley, Origins; Reed).1  
As the creole elite class began to realize the depth of the crisis, losing complete 
control of their territory in the 1840s, white reinforcements began to pour into the greater 
Tihosuco area to suppress the uprising.2 From the chaos, a militarized Mayan 
independent state called Chan Santa Cruz formed in the mid-1850s, receiving recognition 
as a sovereign state from the one of the world’s most powerful nations, the United 
Kingdom. Mayan hegemony seemed imminent. Only an invasion by Porfirio Díaz’s 
troops in 1902 would finally disintegrate the Mayan nation. 
                                                
1 The heaviest years of fighting, between 1847 and 1855, saw the highest number of 
casualties. Estimates range from 250,000 to 360,000 deaths throughout the course of the 
war.  
2 While today Tihosuco belongs to the state of Quintana Roo, the entire Yucatán 
peninsula was one state in 1847. Due to various factors including irreconcilable political 
differences and a push from the Mexican state to divide up Yucatán to discourage 
secessions, Campeche was named a state in 1858. Quintana Roo would not become a 
state until 1902, after Porfirio Díaz sent troops to quell the Indian sovereign state of Chan 
Santa Cruz.  
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While this 50-year period of peninsula-wide violence between creole factions and 
indigenous rebels—a period known as the Guerra de castas, or the Caste War—certainly 
resulted in the loss of life, newspapers began to construct a vision of the rebels’ savagery 
that suspiciously draws from centuries-old discourses that relegate indigeneity to the 
world of savagery and backwardness. Indeed, it was reported that the seven men who 
originally identified the uprising had given a reason for the unrest: the Indians conspired 
to kill all the white men they could find, take their wives, and live they had before 
Spanish contact. Reports began to emerge of women being raped, stolen away from their 
families and kept as concubines to the indigenous rebels; houses and possessions burned 
and pillaged; entire towns of creole families—including women and children—murdered, 
their bodies left to decay in the aftermath. Stories of boys murdered ruthlessly before 
their mothers and sisters, their hearts cut out, their blood drank; of those same women 
and sisters raped, their lifeless bodies left to rot aside the mutilated bodies of their 
family—these were the embellishments that defined the war in the creole imaginary for 
the greater part of the nineteenth and twentieth century (Ancona, Historia).3 As news of 
the war spread, the national and regional press began reporting on the rebel groups, eager 
to use this war to confirm the colonial definition of the indigenous as “enemies of order 
and progress.” And with Yucatán’s federalist politics in opposition with mainland 
Mexico’s centralist trends, causing an official secession from the nation in 1841, the 
symbolic definition of the region as an enemy of civilization appeared twofold: even the 
creoles were included in the national anti-progress rhetoric. 
                                                
3 For more on the trope of the sexual assault of white women in Latin America, see Gould 
and Santiago-Lauria To Rise in Darkness: Revolution, Repression, and Memory in El 
Salvador, 1920–1932 (2008), for example. 
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With their homeland on the cusp of national repudiation, the Caste War came to 
represent an unprecedented challenge of creole authority, exposing the precarious nature 
of their position as the ruling class. In what historian Terry Rugeley would call a “second 
Haiti” (Origins 174), the Caste Wars not only marked a sudden and violent disruption of 
social and racial hierarchies that had long organized life in the Yucatan peninsula, but 
also demonstrated the complete inadequacy of the creole intellectual apparatus to cope 
with the unimaginable deviation from the way they organized and understood their world. 
In spite of the attention that historians have given to this region over the past few 
decades, there is no academic study to date that delves into the cultural and literary 
histories of the Caste War period.4  
In Haunted Narratives: Shadows of the Southeastern Caste Wars in Mexican 
Literature, 1841-1958, the first study that attempts to map out creole responses to 
indigenous rebellion, I demonstrate the importance of literature as a way to access creole 
fantasy by tracing the Caste War’s imprint from within a select corpus of Yucatán’s 
novels from the period between the dawning of the Caste Wars and the Mexican 
Revolution. While many of these authors are recognized within the national canon, their 
novels are often analyzed in a way that estranges them from the defining historical 
moment of their time. Instead, I present a reading of these novels that centralizes the 
region’s historical context, allowing me to give meaning to the silences, traces, and 
emergences of the war that structure this corpus nineteenth- and twentieth century 
literature. While it is true that many of these novels are not dedicated to the events of the 
                                                
4 I am referring to work by historians Nelson Reed, Arturo Güemez Pineda, Paul 
Sullivan, Don Dumond, Ben Fallaw, Marie Lapointe, Paul Eiss and Terry Rugeley.  
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Caste Wars explicitly, I propose that the omissions in the literary register are in fact not 
omissions at all, but instead are examples of the multiple ways that racism and injustice 
can be codified into seemingly benign narrativizations within distinct genres and motifs. 
While Yucatán’s Caste War is the primary focus of this dissertation, Haunted 
Narratives also considers the literature and historical register of the Guerra de Castas that 
occurred in the highlands of Chiapas between 1868 and 1870. This war, as in Yucatán, 
was understood by white Chiapanecos—or ladinos—as a war defined by race. The 
Chamula and other Tzotzil communities formed a purported religious cult and schemed 
the violent extermination of all white ladinos. It was reported that when the rebel leaders 
were captured, they crucified their own “Indian Christ,” a small boy from Chamula, to 
augment their spiritual power in order to attack the ladino city of Ciudad Real. While the 
Chiapanecan Caste War lasted only a few years, ending in sanctioned violence toward 
and the oppression of Chiapas’ indigenous communities, its legacy its present in some of 
Mexico’s most internationally visible literature. 
The focus on mainly literary works by creole and ladino intellectuals provides two 
new insights to the study of the Mexican Southeast. Because the authors of my literary 
corpus experienced the crucible of an enormous and devastating regional conflict with 
monumental ideological, social, and psychological stakes, I argue that their textual 
production left behind a register of how racial discourses are made and remade. 
Following literary critic Sibylle Fischer’s work on fiction as a site for “alleviating or 
resolving…the paradoxes and tensions that characterized the political and 
epistemological situation…of the Haitian Revolution” (Fischer 115), I demonstrate how 
the Southeast’s literary imagination reveals what the historical record cannot: literature, I 
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argue, grants us access to the racial fantasies that organized the creole and ladino 
imaginary during a major ideological disruption, making its contribution to our 
understanding of the construction and deployment of race invaluable. 
As it does for Fischer, psychoanalysis proves useful in elucidating the realm of 
fantasy in literature. Beyond its everyday sense as “the activity of imagining,” I draw 
from Freud’s concept of fantasy as a door into the dialectical relationship between the 
conscious mind and the perception of reality, an “imaginary…compromise” (Fischer 114) 
between the subject’s perceived need for defense against the other and the desire for the 
other as the holder of that which the subject lacks. Freud describes it as follows: 
“… [I]n the activity of phantasy human beings continue to enjoy the 
freedom from external compulsion which they have long since renounced 
in reality. They have contrived to alternate between remaining an animal 
of pleasure and being once more a creature of reason. Indeed, they cannot 
subsist on the scanty satisfaction which they can extort from reality. ‘We 
cannot do without auxiliary constructions,’ as Theodor Fontaine once said. 
The creation of the mental realm of phantasy finds a perfect parallel in the 
establishment of ‘reservations’ or ‘nature reserves’ in places where the 
requirements of agriculture, communications, and industry threaten to 
bring about changes in the original face of the earth which will quickly 
make it unrecognizable. A nature reserve preserves its original state which 
everywhere else has to our regret been sacrificed to necessity. Everything, 
including what is useless and even what is noxious, can grow and 
proliferate there as it pleases” (Introductory 463). 
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In this passage, Freud begins a rudimentary description of phantasy as something 
complicit in what Lacan would later call the symbolic order: a system to situate 
subjectivity within a system of perception, to establish that which is internal, and that 
which belongs to the external world. He utilizes an agricultural analogy to illustrate that 
fantasy is often times the abject material banished from the social realm, free from its 
stops and restraints. Moreover, it is curious that the two components he mentions to 
illustrate his definition of phantasy—agriculture and industry—, are often the catalysts 
for change in the racial fantasies I consider in this dissertation. I argue that in 
slaveholding or plantation societies like those of the Southeast, the ideology of slavery 
and the discourses of race enter into a dialectical relationship with the excessive fantasies 
that slave-owners construct of the racialized subject (in the Southeast, indigeneity). 
Indeed, Lacan also argues that reality can never be approached directly—“reality” itself 
is transcendentally constituted, perceived by the subject through a set of coordinates 
unique to each individual. For Lacan, fantasy is the encryption of our desire to know the 
unbearable lack, the enigma of the subjectivized Other of the anonymous symbolic order 
(Lacan).  
Literature, I argue, presents a direct window into this encryption, a window 
through which, in the context of Yucatán, we can consider the mobilization of the white 
anxieties of racialized peoples. In this dissertation, I denominate the term Indio as 
shorthand for the creole and ladino fantasies of race, the end result of creole discursive 
productivity. I contend that by emphasizing the specific cultural and historical context of 
the textual production of this region, we can witness, in real time, how creoles/ladinos 
forged and reforged the deeply enduring discourses of race by accessing one of the most 
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active sites of creole (read: bourgeois) psychosexual fantasies: the literary text.  My use 
of  “Indio” also echoes Rebecca Earle’s assertion of the original fantasies embedded in 
the image of Indios as she claims that “ ‘Indians,’ as everyone knows, were invented by 
Europeans” (1; my emphasis). Moreover, I use this term as a reference to Paul Worley’s 
“the discourse of the Indio” from his recent work on literary representation and 
indigeneity in Yucatán. This discourse, he argues, delineates the obsession within 
hegemonic cultural production (for example, indigenismo) to assume control of 
indigenous cultures by representing them, producing images of them and telling their 
stories. This dissertation attempts to answer Worley’s call to end the perpetuation of this 
misrepresentation by exposing the creole construction of Indio discourse and the fantasies 
therein, thus emphasizing the distinction between the living indigenous communities of 
Yucatán and Chiapas vis-à-vis references to the textual constructions of the Indio in 
Southeastern literature.  
Freud’s mention of agriculture and industry also relates to my definition of race as 
shorthand for conflicts over land, as suggested by Joshua Lund’s notion that “…wars 
over land are made intelligible (or not) through race” (75).  In this sense, I define race as 
a socioeconomic construct that organizes people by either suturing or excluding them 
from the hegemonic political and economic apparatus. The fundamental catalysts of 
Caste War during and immediately after the war were expressed in strictly racial terms: 
the Caste Wars were understood in terms of an atavistic Indio hatred toward the 
descendants of the Spanish conquistadores, while socioeconomic factors were rarely 
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taken into account.5 However, the participants of the Guerra de Castas did not often 
respect such strict racial divisions, as more recent research has concluded. Instead, as 
Terry Rugeley argues, the opposing groups are best categorized by both their 
socioeconomic level and geopolitical location. Because rural populations were very 
mixed and many rural criollos identified with the Mayan culture that surrounded them, 
they often participated on the side of the rebels.  
We see this resonate in the Yucatán context specifically as key members of the 
Southeast’s creole elite—such as Justo Sierra O’Reilly, Serapio Baqueiro, and Eligio 
Ancona—wrote extensive volumes on the racial character of the wars, and on the 
historical architects of that character. Common motivators identified in these texts are the 
violence that the indigenous experienced at the hands of the Spanish or the innate 
“barbarous” character defined by a disdain for civilization. For example, in Eligio 
Ancona’s prologue to his novel El filibustero (1864), he establishes a colonial connection 
between the violence of the Spanish conquest/colonization and nineteenth-century 
violence perceived by the intellectuals of the time:  
“[…] cada azote, cada humillación, cada rapiña arranca de sus ojos una 
lágrima sorda, que derrama silenciosamente por la noche en su reducido 
tugurio o en la soledad de sus bosques. Estas lágrimas son tantas que 
forman un río, cuyos débiles diques amenaza romper constantemente la 
abundancia de sus aguas. Ciento cuarenta y seis años más tarde ya no hay 
poder humano que contenga ese río, los diques se rompen, la Península 
                                                
5 For more on the reconfigurations of race in Yucatán, see, for example, Gabbert, 2004; 
Eiss 2008; Gill 2001 
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entera se inunda con la sangre de sus hijos, y […] todavía un resto de las 
hordas salvajes desafía desde un rincón del Oriente el poder de la 
civilización” (Ancona Filibustero 17; my emphasis) 
This exegesis demonstrates a desire to subordinate Caste War events into a colonial linear 
history that veils the contemporary motivations of the uprising: that changes in land 
tenure regulations had begun to affect the Maya’s possibility to survive. Mexico’s first 
first terreno baldío-- or leyes de privatización—laws would privatize a large portion of 
Yucatán’s land previously in the hands of the indigenous, as well as lowering sugar cane 
export taxes at Yucatán’s ports, among others. Many churches and cofradías would be 
sold for commercial use, as well. By 1840, privatization laws had effectively squeezed 
the Maya out of important fallow lands they depended on for subsistence farming. This, 
paired with other sociopolitical factors, especially Yucatán’s precarious political situation 
that often coerced indigenous participation through empty promises, is what truly 
motivated the war.  
Even today, stories abound that do similar cultural work as the creole and ladino 
stories of the Guerra de castas. They define the Southeast as one of the poorest, codified 
as the most "culturally diverse," or as superficially Mexican. As Raymond Craib has 
suggested, Mexico’s ambivalent relationship with the Southeast is often attributed to its 
large and unruly indigenous population that have often challenged hegemonic national 
projects. Many times, the histories of the Southeast are often rendered invisible or 
unintelligible by the rhetoric of Indianness within the Mexican national narrative as they 
clash with Mexico’s own fraught relationship to racial and spatial politics. This 
dissertation begins the work of establishing the Southeast’s central role in the early stages 
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of global capitalism and how that role shaped the rhetoric of the region’s most exposed 
and vulnerable peoples. 
The second argument of Haunted Narratives outlines specific ways in which 
literature itself intervenes in the representation of race war. The corpus of this dissertation 
demonstrates the literary and cultural map of race war, as well as the atmosphere of 
paranoia, trauma, and disavowal that aids in suppressing and processing a war with the 
potential to radically dispossess the creole class. Keeping a close eye on historical 
context, I read a corpus of documents produced during the war—including novels, 
newspapers, literary magazines, eyewitness accounts, and political and historical 
essays—and categorize them into four distinct genres that characterize the rhetorical 
gestures that arise as creoles and ladinos attempt to produce indigeneity and render an 
inconceivable war intelligible. 
In the first chapter of Haunted Narratives, I begin by delineating a genre I refer to 
as “Yucateco Pirate Novels” that became exceedingly popular in the 1840s, becoming a 
staple in early periodicals, newspapers, and publications of the era. This chapter focuses 
on the function of this motif through two texts −both entitled El filibustero by Justo 
Sierra O’Reilly (1841) and Eligio Ancona (1864), respectively −as a means to escape or 
disavow the realities of Caste War by displacing the creole subject onto the sea. I argue 
that the pirate acts as a symbol that codifies into a single persona the complexities of the 
sociopolitical moment—, indeed, it is the inverse connection of the narrative pirate with 
the land that serves as Freud’s “nature reserve” of phantasy. These novels provide the 
creole class with a site to consider their perceived subjectivity: that they themselves have 
become lost in chaos, barbarity and violence –the antithesis of the ideals of their modern 
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worldview. In the Yucateco pirate novels, the elite find a safe depository for their moral 
and liberal values in their protagonists, providing a window into the anxieties that the 
Caste War produced in the elite and the narrative solutions they imagined to their sudden 
dispossession of land. These novels also reveal specific sentiments toward indigeneity 
and their role within the modern world. 
 Chapter 2 turns to texts from both Yucatán and Chiapas that openly reference to 
these wars in a genre I call “Caste War Conspiracy Texts.” In Yucatán, I read the 
newspapers D. Bullebulle (1847) and El Fénix (1848-1851) alongside the novel Cecilio 
Chí (1868) by Gerónimo de Castillo. By juxtaposing direct representations of Caste War 
violence in the newspaper and the novel, I demonstrate the fragmented nature of the 
Caste War journalistic narrative through its short, prosaic snippets. As the size of what 
today we might consider the size of a tweet, the Caste War journalistic narrative is 
limited to offering partial and disjointed pictures of war. The Caste War Conspiracy 
novel intervenes in this narrative to effectively flesh out, or fantasize through, the 
journalistic account, allowing us to clearly see the exegesis of the fantasy of rebellion. I 
contend that the two genres of literature work in tandem—newspapers begin to prep the 
reader’s psychological landscape by conjuring fear, and the novel fills in that fear, giving 
it shape. Moreover, the Caste War Conspiracy Novel also provides a window into the 
conspiratorial nature of Caste War rhetoric, offering a complete vision of how Indio 
rebels plot and machinate creole extermination. 
 This chapter also considers a corpus of texts from Chiapas’ Caste War including 
the eyewitness accounts of Vicente Pineda from his 1888 text, Sublevaciones indígenas 
en Chiapas, and from Cristóbal Molina’s account, The War of the Castes: Indian 
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Uprisings in Chiapas, 1867-70, as told by an eye-witness, Cristóbal Molina (1934), as 
well as Flavio Antonio Paniagua Ruiz’ novel Florinda (1889). Here, I demonstrate how 
the two eyewitness accounts are in fact fictionalizations themselves; their function, I 
argue, is to narrativize the violence and atrocities for a divided ladino class in order to 
demonstrate their collective power against a common enemy. The novel Florinda proves 
to be a fictionalization of an already fictionalized tale, which, I demonstrate, serves a 
two-fold function. As does Yucatán’s Caste War Conspiracy Texts, the Chiapanecan 
eyewitness account constructs the conspiracies of rebel Indios; it also provides a 
rhetorical space where these eyewitness accounts—all of which published decades after 
the end of the Chiapanecan Caste War—can be authenticated through the centuries old 
Indio tropes the accounts rely on.  
 Chapter 3 explores a third moment of Yucatán’s literary representations of the 
Indio by considering the novels La cruz y la espada (Eligio Ancona, 1866) and La hija de 
Tutul Xiu (Eulogio Palma y Palma, 1884). In them, the dangerous racial subjects of the 
Caste Wars seem to disappear: in their place, we find the proud and glorious ancient 
Mayans. This motif –part of a genre that I call the “Buen Indio Novel”– reinserts the pre-
conquest image of the Indian during a period of massive change: by the mid 1850s, the 
Caste War had moved into its second movement known as Chan Santa Cruz, a period far 
more peaceful than the first few years of uprising. But more importantly, Yucatán lay on 
the cusp of entering the henequen boom, a period of unprecedented wealth and prosperity 
that would catapult Yucatán into the world market, making it the wealthiest state of 
Mexico, and one of the wealthiest of Latin America (Evans). I argue that the Caste War 
violence and the severity of the interruption of racial hierarchies necessitated a new Indio 
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model for the creole imaginary as they face labor shortages across henequen haciendas. 
Furthermore, this nuanced representation reestablishes the region’s cultural wealth (Earle; 
Lomnitz Adler; Tarica) that regional indigenistas would soon capitalize upon in their 
work. 
 In my final chapter, I move forward in time more than 100 years from the initial 
outbreak of the Southeastern Caste Wars, to the emergence of a corpus I call the “post-
Revolutionary Caste War Novels.” This chapter engages Rosario Castellanos’ 
internationally successful Oficio de tinieblas (1958) and the recontextualization of the 
events of the 1869 Chiapanecan Caste War in the years of Lázaro Cárdenas’ agrarian 
reform in the 1930s. This temporal entanglement allows Castellanos to eloquently 
illustrate the historical continuities between the two historical moments, emphasizing the 
similarities between issues surrounding land and race. More importantly, I identify 
moments in which the author uncritically transposes the 19th-century eyewitness 
accounts of Caste War on 1930s Chiapas, demonstrating, I argue, the continued relevance 
of Caste Wars within post-revolutionary understandings of race and indigeneity. I also 
investigate a similar novel published in Yucatán entitled La conjura de Xinúm (1958) by 
Ermilo Abreu Gómez. In it, Yucatán’s Caste War is also reconstructed, but serves a very 
different function: this novel is consistently critical of the nineteenth-century sources that 
it draws from. 
 Ultimately, this dissertation evaluates the literary register of the Southeastin order 
as it constructs the organizing threads of race and racial discourses in nineteenth-century 
and twentieth-century Mexico by rendering indigenous rebellion intelligible. It also 
begins to consider how these discourses are reformulated to become congruous with the 
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ebb and flow of the global market. Mexican literature, I argue, is especially useful in 
elucidating the multitude of discourses that coalesce in the defining of the Indio and its 
ever-changing meaning. The textual residuum of the Caste War demonstrates that the war 
as a discourse is a continually expanding palimpsest, a “dialectical field of forces whose 
artifacts can be actively engaged” (Del Castillo 141), emphasizing the role of literature in 
revealing the ideological formations of the ruling classes while simultaneously 
demonstrating the susceptibility and resiliency of power in (neo)colonial contexts. 
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CHAPTER 1 
YUCATECO PIRATE NOVELS: THE SHIFTING CREOLE LANDSCAPES OF 
THE GUERRA DE CASTAS 
 
Justo Sierra O’Reilly and Eligio Ancona, two foundational nineteenth-century novelists 
from Yucatán, both published novels entitled El filibustero in 1841 and 1864, 
respectively. In them, the reader accompanies pirate protagonists as they sail along the 
Yucatecan shores. In the former, the evil pirate Diego el Mulato pillages and ransacks the 
colonial town of Campeche. He falls in love with Conchita, the daughter of an 
encomendero that Diego himself murdered, and the two develop a desire to elope 
together. The pirate in Ancona’s novel contrasts sharply with Diego’s character: the 
reader watches on as the orphan Leonel assumes his pirate persona Barbillas, allowing 
him the possibility to overcome social adversary and marry his beloved Berenguela. 
Unlike the violent Diego who ravages the Campeche coastline, Barbillas fights against 
the social and political injustices of Yucatán. 
It is true that writing about piracy is hardly a novelty by the nineteenth century. 
The earliest canonical accounts of piracy date from the 17th and 18th centuries, and 
embedded the realities and fictions of the cruelty and malice of the pirate world into a 
discourse of “primitive socialism and freedom” (Pennell 5). Their systems of self-
governance, their pseudo-democratic rapport, and their ability to manipulate economic 
forces –paired with gruesome and detailed landscapes of violence and danger – have 
captivated the imaginations of readers, authors, and scholars for centuries.6 
                                                
6 See (Exquemelin; Defoe and Johnson). See also (Cordingly). The seductive convolution 
of reality and fiction proves fertile ground for myriad scholarly interpretations of the 
pirate and its novelistic representation even today. For example, in Bandits at Sea (2001), 
David Starkey argues that pirates from the early 17th century to the 1830s were 
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The focus of this chapter, however, is not piracy in a traditional sense. Instead, 
this chapter’s primary concern is the representations of the 1847 Yucatán Caste War. It is 
true these two novels have no apparent connection to the War: there is no mention of it at 
any moment, there is no reference to it in any way, and since both novels are set in the 
colonies, it may seem impossible –indeed, almost anachronistic—to read these historical 
novels as novels of the war. However, I contend that many of the tensions, anxieties, and 
traumas that the creole class experience as they watch their homeland succumb to the 
rural (“Maya”) rebellion are displaced upon the figures of these novels. That is, while 
neither text directly discusses the Guerra de Castas, I argue that both the pirate and the 
sea become vehicles for expressing displaced anxieties over land and race, themes that 
are the crux of the Caste War, as I will show in this dissertation. Here, I ask: why must a 
conflict over land be dealt with through the sea? What connections does the concept of 
piracy have with indigenous rebellion?  
I turn now to Justo Sierra O’Reilly’s El filibustero (1841), a novel whose 
                                                                                                                                            
representative of the “egalitarian, democratic values which permeated their activities,” 
that pirate settlements were an act of defiance against “‘normal’ society” (112). Pirate 
brotherhoods, formed through purely economic motivations – functioned as an othered 
sort of service industry that dealt with the “transport and distribution, rather than the 
production, of commodities” (108). However, Marcus Rediker focuses less on the utopic 
vision of piracy and more on piracy as a representation of crime on a global scale. Pirates 
opted to exclude themselves voluntarily from society to form groups of exception.  
Kenneth J. Kinkor’s chapter in the abovementioned anthology is of particular interest. He 
recasts the eighteenth-century pirate not as men who voluntarily gave up their position in 
society, but as a deviant racialized subculture “engaged in an inchoate maritime 
revolt…almost a slave revolt” (196, my emphasis). According to Kinkor, the idea of this 
pragmatic slave revolt against social and racial oppression was necessarily articulated 
within “a form of pre-Enlightenment radicalism” that emphasized democracy, 
egalitarianism and community.  He goes on to claim that “…the deck of a pirate ship was 
the most empowering place for blacks within the eighteenth-century white man’s world” 
(201). 
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publication predates the official beginning of the Guerra de Castas by six years. Born in 
Tixcacal-Tuyú, Yucatán in 1814, Sierra O’Reilly witnessed the most intense years of 
Caste War violence and was extraordinarily active in the political, social, and literary 
arenas in the peninsula. His corpus can be roughly divided into the literary and the 
monographical: perhaps most renown for his historical novels La hija del judío (1848-
1849) and Un año en el Hospital de San Lázaro (1845-1846), he is considered to be the 
first Mexican novelist, beating out Manuel Payno by several years (Wright). His corpus 
of essays extends from historiographies of maritime law to historical reflections on the 
Yucatán peninsula. 
This chapter will put O’Reilly’s monographical and novelistic work in dialogue in 
order to tease out an almost uncanny coincidence: in spite of its central role in nineteenth 
century Yucatán, O’Reilly never once employs indigeneity as a motif or character in his 
entire novelistic career, nor does he produce novels that engage the contemporary 
situation of the peninsula. At work here, I argue, is a major displacement that borders the 
realm of disavowal: while O’Reilly can openly engage the present in his monographic 
work and essay, he turns to the historical novel conceivably to distance himself from the 
totalizing, constricting, and terrific nature of the impending race war. Furthermore, while 
the archetypes that O’Reilly employs often engage ideas of race, nationality, and 
ethnicity, he conveniently and efficiently sidesteps the peninsula’s specific indigenous 
identities.  
In El filibustero specifically, I argue that there are instances where it becomes 
apparent that O’Reilly systematically avoids referencing indigeneity directly. For 
example, in one moment in El filibustero, O’Reilly sidesteps identifying indigenous 
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characters as “Indios”, opting to address them instead as “gente sencilla.” And when 
referring to Indian witnesses of Diego’s attacks, he opts for a synecdochical reference to 
a “cacique de Sambulá,” a category in Yucatán that signified a middleman, a “noble, 
civilized” Indio that often collaborated and aided the creole population and the church by 
collecting tributos and swaying the larger population with his position. He then refers to 
the inhabitants of the pueblos scattered along the San Román coastline as “los romeros,” 
once again circumventing the word Indian. In fact, the only instance in which the word 
Indio occurs refers not to the Indio persona, but instead refers to Indio “flesh” (“la carne 
de un indio”) (4), which, as a prepositional phrase, subordinates the word to its noun 
while simultaneously evoking the Indio as a lifeless body, devoid of agency. The bottom 
line: in El filibustero, O’Reilly proves unable to utter the word “Indio” in a way that 
evokes the living indigenous population. My reading of O’Reilly’s piracy is based upon 
the sort of displacement and disavowal here exemplified; I contend that in the face of 
such denial, the pirate becomes a proxy through whom the novel can work through creole 
imaginings of land and race. Indeed, at the core of the Guerra de Castas discourse are 
anxieties concerning the legitimacy of the creole’s right to land ownership.  
But why piracy? While the tremors of social unrest resounded in the peninsula 
long before the apex of the war, physical pirate attacks were hardly a problem during the 
time after independence from Spain; the last pirate attacks took place in Yucatán the early 
1830s (Rugeley Origins). Indeed, it seems that the only active “pirates” of the period 
were the Yucatecan vessels themselves, declared such by Bustamante’s government 
during the peninsula’s brief stint as an independent nation, a response spurred by the 
federal government’s shift to centralism (Dumond). The revista in which O’Reilly’s 
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novel would originally be published—Campeche’s first revista literaria, el Museo 
Yucateco (1841)—includes several representations of piracy, varying from the 
reproduction and interpretation of historical documents that record the peninsula’s many 
conflicts with pirates during the colonial period, to poems that explore the freedom, 
simplicity, power, mobility and dominance that the writers found in the pirate figure and 
his aura of adventure.7  
El Museo was not alone in making the piracy motif popular: many other 
nineteenth-century revistas and periódicos across the peninsula, Mexico, and even 
throughout Spanish America would begin to reimagine piracy as a novelistic theme. In 
the context of Spanish American literature, Nina Gerassi-Navarro’s study on pirate 
novels entitled Pirate Novels: Fictions of Nation-Building in Spanish America (1999) 
draws heavily from both Benedict Anderson’s Imagined Communities and Sommer’s 
Foundational Fictions. Gerassi’s primary concern is with “read[ing] pirate novels as 
metaphors for the process of nation building in Spanish America” (7). In her reading of 
this literary trope across Spanish America, she identifies the pirate as an image 
“unrestrained by spatial boundaries” (9) that strategically retain their national identity. 
She deduces that the pirate character in literature can therefore characterize the 
relationships between European nations and the nations of Spanish America. For 
example, the pirate novel would most likely have an English pirate during the colonies, 
while those same pirates would be more likely to be Spanish in literature dating from the 
                                                
7 Justo Sierra O’Reilly served as editor of El Museo and was involved with other revistas 
of this period.  
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independence movements. In this sense, pirate texts engage the complicated process of 
national legitimation during the nation-building period of Latin America.  
Gerassi’s Mexican corpus is composed of the same novels that make up the 
corpus of this chapter. In her analysis of Ancona’s and Sierra O’Reilly’s novels, she notes 
that the pirate employed therein deviates from the trend of casting pirates as Europeans.8 
To reconcile this fundamental difference, Gerassi claims that the emergence of 
American-born pirates “furnishes [racialized and underprivileged American-born 
characters with] an identity.” She goes on to say that “[t]hroughout the novels…the only 
successful projects are those in which the pirate is identified with Europe, as in the novels 
of Soledad Acosta de Samper and Vicente Fidel López. When the pirate is American 
([…] as in Justo Sierra O’Reilly’s and Eligio Ancona’s texts), not only do his ventures 
fail, but the novel itself offers a dim future for those surviving the conflicts” (8). 
While this reading is useful in understanding the significance of the employment 
of the pirate figure in literature, the role of fantasy, displacement, and disavowal in 
Gerassi’s Yucatecan corpus can only be teased out by reading these novels alongside the 
peninsula’s historical context. I argue that the uniqueness of the Yucatecan literary pirate 
must be read through the lens of concrete conflicts over racial identity and land 
ownership. Unfortunately, Gerassi-Navarro only mentions Guerra de Castas in passing, 
                                                
8 To reconcile this fundamental difference of nationality, Gerassi claims that the 
emergence of American-born pirates “furnishes [racialized and underprivileged 
American-born characters with] an identity.” She goes on to say that “Throughout the 
novels…the only successful projects are those in which the pirate is identified with 
Europe, as in the novels of Soledad Acosta de Samper and Vicente Fidel López. When 
the pirate is American ([…]as in Justo Sierra O’Reilly’s and Eligio Ancona’s texts), not 
only do his ventures fail, but the novel itself offers a dim future for those surviving the 
conflicts.” (8). 
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calling it “ a bloody racial war …[that] broke out between the indigenous Mayan 
population and the Spanish-speaking whites and mestizos of Yucatán” (96) and leaves it 
at that; she doesn’t flesh out how the Guerra de Castas might have shaped each novels’ 
conceptions of racial and national identity. In what follows, I illustrate how the pirate and 
the ambivalent discourses of freedom, lawlessness, nation and the individualist mobility 
that the pirate signifies provide an attractive arena in which the creole class could 
confront the complexities of their time. I maintain the idea that the pirate provides a 
vehicle to explore the limits of racialized land ownership, while the sea provides a stage 
free of the complications that the land signifies, a safe space upon which O’Reilly can 
displace land tenure. 
Sierra O’Reilly’s El filibustero takes the reader back to the colonial period, to the 
world of the pirate Diego el Mulato as he falls in love with an encomendero’s daughter 
named Conchita. Diego is described as a racialized character (Mulato, not Indian) born to 
a poor, drunkard, landless, father of ambiguous European descent (the people of 
Campeche speculate that he is either Italian, Portuguese, or Dutch) that lives in a 
“choza”—a word normally reserved to describe a Mayan hut—on the beach of San 
Róman. It is only through the label “mulato” that we receive any racial information 
regarding the mother: the novel loosely suggests that she was a slave from Cuba. What 
we do know, however, is that Diego’s father murdered his mother for unknown motives 
and it is through Diego’s father that Diego becomes introduced to crime. As we shall see 
later, the notion of inheritance (of violence, crime, and revenge) is a major theme in 
O’Reilly’s monographic work on the Yucatán Indio population.  
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Conchita, however, is the pride of Campeche, a beautiful, young criolla that 
resides in the port city. But during one of Diego’s attacks on Campeche’s coastline that 
serves as background story to the novel, Diego sails to the village of Champotón, where 
he arrives to the encomienda of Conchita’s father, a man named don Valerio Mantilla. 
There, Diego goes on a killing spree, and “sorprendió aquel pueblo y pasó a cuchillo a los 
que no tuvieron lugar a escapar anticipadamente de su furor” (Filibustero 5). Don Valerio 
would die in his encomienda, becoming a “víctima del bárbaro furor” (Filibustero 5) of 
Diego, making him the murderer of his true love’s father.  
This scene becomes significant to my analysis when read alongside the history of 
land tenure and the racialized (and politically charged) rebellions that Yucatán was 
experiencing at the time. The period between 1820 and 1839 –what Terry Rugeley calls 
the elite “liberal golden age”—ushered in significant changes in legislation on sugar cane 
export taxes, and even more significant changes in land tenure in the state constitution of 
1825. This constitution ushered in Yucatán—and Mexico’s—first terreno baldío, or leyes 
de privatización, laws that would anticipate Mexico’s Ley Lerdo laws by some 30 years 
(Güemez Pineda). The privatization of Yucatecan territory made it available for 
commercial use while maintaining the church’s institutional status and debt peonage. 
However, realizing that the political rhetoric surrounding land use was not making it to 
the ground because of excessive restrictions, several explanatory decrees were published: 
some were favorable to cattle-raising elite, others to the commercial hacienda, but all 
inadvertently oscillated between favoring the land-buying population and the peasantry.9 
                                                
9 Güemez Pineda lists the following decrees: the explanatory decree of 1827 restricted the 
use of the land for raising cattle, probably stemming form the circulation of falsified 
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The 1833 law, for example, stipulated that peasant agriculture that was already 
established at the time of the law could not be impeded by surveying or sale. 
Furthermore, the measurement of land was a particularly sore point for peasantry, and 
would often result in lengthy court disputes. In short, while land alienation was on the 
rise, it would not be until the 1840s that privatization would reach its apex. 
Creole dreams of economic prosperity and the unchecked use of natural resources 
would come to an abrupt and violent halt in 1839. The Imán Revolt had set itself in 
motion. On May 5, Santiago Imán, a member of the rural elite, and his cohort of 
Yucatecan soldiers revolted against Mexico and its centralist government, a government 
to which Campeche remained relatively loyal. As troops entered the villages that lie in 
this region, chaos reigned free. They pillaged churches, homes, and struck fear in the 
hearts of village inhabitants. Imán and his 500-700 men occupied Tizimín and awaited 
centralist response, all the while terrorizing, robbing and intimidating the local gentry. 
What is most important about this rebellion is its stark racial character: Imán was a 
master of persuasion, and coerced many members of the indigenous population to fight 
under his flag by promising them land and freedom from religious taxes. Thus, the 
essentialized social and racial hierarchies that had maintained the social fabric of the 
peninsula were suddenly and permanently shattered: the Indians had taken up arms 
against the creole population. But once the Imán revolt had run its course, Imán’s 
                                                                                                                                            
titles; the explanatory decree of 1831 restricted the use of land for cattle while limiting 
the indigenous to villages or towns officially recognized by the state and also 
criminalizing the use of land too close to hacienda property; the Regulatory Law for the 
Sale of Baldío Land of 1833 was the last of these decrees, deregulating the sever 
restrictions on cattle which would prove problematic for the peasant community, while 
also labeling cofradía property as property for sale. 
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promises proved empty: the legislation passed in the years after the revolt would 
increasingly favor prospective (and established) landowners, leaving the Mayan with the 
same—if not intensified—social and economic constraints (Rugeley Origins). 
With this historical backdrop brought to the forefront, the fact that Diego targets a 
landowner is significant as it speaks to the parallels between the figures of pirate and 
Indian. Much like the Indians who chose to march under Imán’s flag, Diego attacks the 
encomienda or rural landowner’s space, under the motivation of vengeance. Of course I 
am not suggesting that the actual rebel attacks were solely motivated by this: it is clear 
and well documented that the motivations of indigenous rebellion are complex and 
numerous.10 What is clear, however, is that the reader is informed early on that Diego el 
Mulato’s attack on the terrateniente is exclusively motivated by vengeance: Diego has 
returned to Campeche specifically to “vengarse de un cierto insulto recibido en la villa” 
(Filibustero 4). No further explanation is offered, nor does the reader ever discover why 
or on whom Diego seeks vengeance. 
Let’s compare this to the rhetoric O’Reilly employs regarding Indian rebellion in 
his monographical essay, Los indios de Yucatán (1848). While vengeance appears a 
hanging signifier in El filibustero, it becomes the crux of O’Reilly’s argument in this 
serial publication (originally entitled Los indios de Yucatán: Consideraciones sobre el 
origen, causas y tendencias de la sublevación de los indígenas, sus probables resultados 
y su posible remedio). In it, O’Reilly once again stresses that the Indian and the rebellion 
are both motivated by vengeance. O’Reilly first homogenizes the Mayan population, 
                                                
10 The shifting social landscape, unfair taxation, and new forms of land tenure are much 
more likely motivators Yucatecan civil unrest. For more, see Rugeley, 2009.  
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making them all rebels, and then constructs them as a vessel of an eternal, deep-rooted 
hatred directed at the “sons of the colonizers.” These Indians are fixated upon avenging 
their ancestors for the centuries of colonial violence and oppression. In fact, in the section 
that O’Reilly dedicates to the historical figure of Diego el Mulato, he not only reiterates 
the reality of “el odio siempre vivo de la raza conquistada contra la conquistadora” 
(Indios 212) in the Indians with which Diego has contact, he also paints a picture of 
Diego el Mulato as concomitant in indigenous rebellion. According to O’Reilly, Diego’s 
presence “acabó de destruir la única esperanza de apoyo que quedaba en pie con la 
conservación de [la villa de] Bacalar...” (Indios 214) by facilitating Indian occupation of 
this southeastern settlement. According to O’Reilly, Diego el Mulato’s attacks on the 
Spanish population of Bacalar caused many colonizers to move inland, leaving the 
Mayan population to inhabit the space. Years later, this region would become the center 
of rebel resistance known as Chan Santa Cruz. With this in mind, I suggest that the 
relationship that O’Reilly constructs between these two figures in his historical essay is 
reflected in O’Reilly’s fictional pirate character: in El filibustero, the pirate stands in for 
the Indio and the rebellion that the historical pirate facilitated.  
Furthermore, the rhetoric of the reaction to Diego’s attacks becomes suspect when 
read against O’Reilly’s rhetoric of Indian rebellion. In the first lines of El filibustero, “¡A 
las armas, valientes campechanos! Los bárbaros vienen a robaros, a insultaros, a saquear 
vuestras casas, a violar vuestras hijas y a incendiar la población!” (2). In light of then 
current events, the probable referent of this convocation is difficult to ignore. As the first 
utterance of the novella, it finds no temporal framing; it is not until the third sentence of 
the novel that we know that the novel is set in the colonial period. The audience of this 
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novel, an audience very grounded in a violent present, could easily find in this 
ambivalence a temporally undefined space that activates the reader’s lived experience. 
Once this is activated, the pirate steps in as the vessel that easily fits the experience of the 
Imán revolt. The language used to describe the pirate, in adjectives like “bárbaro” and the 
acts of “saqueo,” and “violación”, language that is also part of the larger rhetoric through 
which the Imán revolt and the greater discourse of the Guerra de Castas would be 
articulated.  It is well documented that the Maya were referred to (almost exclusively) as 
bárbaros, and—the derogatory character of these comments aside—were often guilty of 
committing acts of violence similar to those of Diego el Mulato. 
Even so, I believe there is no greater evidence of the pirate as proxy than in the 
scene that occurs just a few lines later in the novel. Diego’s “terrible fame, his fame of 
violence” culminates in this utterance: “…Diego el Mulato había comido la carne de un 
indio de Río-Lagartos y bebido el agua salobre de una ciénaga” (4, my emphasis). In the 
now iconic study, Shamanism, Colonialism and the Wild Man (1987), Michael Taussig 
examines cannibalism as the “supple sign of construing [colonial] reality” (104): by 
ascribing cannibalism to Indians, vengeances could be "paid and repaid, honors upheld 
and denigrated, territories distinguished in a feast of difference” (105). But here, there is 
no Indian who engages in cannibalism, but rather, the Indian is consumed. In effect, 
Diego el Mulato not only replaces the Indian in a discourse that has evolved almost 
exclusively around Indianness; he also consumes the Indian and once again, physically 
becomes one with him. Thus, while O’Reilly’s novella seems to completely ignore the 
contemporary context of the peninsula, it in fact conjures it obliquely through a series of 
displacements.  Indeed, O’Reilly’s pirate sheds its many signifiers to appropriate 
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rebellion and Indianness.  
I end my analysis of O’Reilly’s novel with its frustrated conclusion: the resolution 
of Conchita and Diego’s mutual love. In the second part of the novel, Diego decides that 
he is no longer destined for a life of crime and wrongdoing. He undergoes a change of 
heart inspired by the love he feels for Conchita as he saves her from the brutality of his 
pirate forces. As Conchita wakes up from fainting, she gazes upon her savior and does 
not recognize him as a pirate. She falls in love with him immediately, and Diego swears 
to follow a path of morality and goodness, inspired by her wholesomeness. 
But Diego’s desire to abandon his life of violence, pillaging and crime is 
ultimately frustrated. It appears that Diego el Mulato is a hired, private corsair: in the 
only moment that the reader witnesses Diego aboard his ship, he opens a mysterious, 
sealed, official letter. Its contents agitate an indecisive Diego: “[Su]…rostro encendido ó 
pálido alternativamente; en actitud de un hombre que sufre en su interior la lucha de 
diversas pasiones que se disputan el imperio del corazón” (Filibustero 38). But after 
deliberating with his father, it is decided that Diego has no other alternative than to attack 
the port. But as Diego carries out his attack on Campeche, his true motivation emerges: 
he wishes to elope with Conchita and marry her, making her his legitimate wife. 
Because O’Reilly’s pirate embodies racial difference in El filibustero, Doris 
Sommer’s iconic notion –the notion that the union of ethnically diverse characters in 
Latin American novels of the nineteenth century serves as projections of future 
possibility for a country—becomes significant here. We see in the final moments of the 
novel that as Diego and Conchita elope, Diego wishes to legitimate the union quickly. As 
Diego swims to his ship with Conchita on his back, they declare themselves married: 
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“¡Tú eres mi esposa! exclamó el pirata. –¡Sí… hasta la muerte! repuso Conchita” 
(Filibustero 51). 
The fact that Conchita is the only daughter of an encomendero cannot be 
overestimated, nor can the fact that as Conchita’s husband, Diego becomes the owner of 
her father’s estate. The possibility of Diego, O’Reilly’s Indian proxy, as the legitimate 
owner of the land reflects a real-life concern once thought impossible by the creole class. 
It is only once the two lovers are at sea that the possibility of their union can even be 
addressed. On land, the basic aspects of such a marriage is unthinkable: an interracial 
couple from two distinct social strata could never materialize. And when we read this 
scene alongside the creole rhetoric of the Guerra de Castas as a massive and violent land 
grab, the allegorical significance of this resolution cannot be overestimated. 
Predictably, Diego and Conchita’s “marriage” fails instantly, simply because the 
Indian rebel that Diego represents with the legitimate claims to land is beyond 
comprehension. Just after they declare themselves husband and wife, Conchita realizes 
that Diego is the pirate that killed her father. As she is pulled from the water to safety, 
Diego sinks to the depths of the ocean and drowns. Conchita, we find out in the epilogue, 
spends the rest of her life in an insane asylum. 
Diego’s watery grave effectively removes him from the land permanently: 
ostensibly, there was no attempt to recover his body. Conchita, the once “bello ornamento 
de la villa [de Campeche]” (Filibustero 6) appears as a “sucia, rota, y desgreñada” 
(Filibustero 54) old woman rotting away in a sanatorium in the epilogue, a direct 
consequence of her contact with Diego. She sees him in every passing stranger and is 
constantly terrified. Her experience with Diego is so condemnatory that it would be 
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difficult to send a clearer warning about the dangers of interacting with Diego/displaced 
Indianness: his desire for legitimate control of the land respects no boundaries.  
This leaves us with one last question: Why is Diego cast as a mulato? Does O’Reilly 
maintain this racial category to remain true to the Diego of the historical record? Perhaps. 
But the fact that O’Reilly maintains Diego’s association with blackness and the 
Caribbean (the historical Diego el Mulato hails from Cuba), coupled with the racial 
character of the Yucatecan revolution in its infancy at the time of this novel’s publication, 
gestures to an interesting coincidence. While this connection is based on pure 
speculation, it is interesting to note that the Haitian Revolution, a black slave revolt that 
ended with French defeat and the independence of Haiti in 1804, projects the very thing 
the creole class is most afraid of: Indian hegemony.  
Nevertheless, the way that race and the Indian rebellion is displaced upon the 
pirate figure will shift slightly as we turn now to Eligio Ancona’s pirate novel also 
entitled El filibustero published in 1864. While colonial vengeance, cannibalism, and 
frustrated romantic love are powerful motifs through which creole anxieties could be 
displaced and redirected onto Sierra O’Reilly’s pirate, Ancona’s pirate, named Barbillas, 
represents something quite different. Ancona – a prolific historian, author, and politician 
who served as the governor of Yucatán in the 1860s and 70s—was also a major 
landholder in the peninsula, and advocated for the landed gentry during the process of 
surveying and mapping Mexican territory (Eiss, Craib). While the sea remains a vehicle 
to express the ongoing conflicts over land, Ancona’s pirate is not the racialized figure 
presented by O’Reilly’s novel. Instead, Ancona casts a poor, orphaned, and landless 
yucateco on the path to self-determination as the pirate of his novel.  
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In the next section of this chapter, I explore how Ancona disentangles the 
narrative pirate from Indian rebellion as he repositions this reprising trope to express the 
complexities of implementing Mexican liberalism in the peninsula. Through the 
displaced expression of Indianness and rebellion, Ancona’s novel reveals the particular 
anxieties and fantasies involving the precarious relationship between socioeconomic 
classes, race, modes of production, and the discourses of modernity. Furthermore, I argue 
that this novel sets up a new sort of displacement involving the intersection of indigenous 
rebellion and the struggle over land that draws upon both the national fixation on 
eradicating indigenous territory and the local creole application of the Ley Lerdo, 
processes with which Ancona was involved with intimately (Craib). In this sense, 
Ancona’s pirate figure signifies in a different way than O’Reilly’s pirate as it addresses 
the creole fantasy of Yucatán’s participation in Mexican modernity. I contend that 
Ancona’s pirate figure is invested with a different kind of possibility: ultimately, a new 
strategy presents itself in this novel, a strategy that imagines Yucatán’s participation in 
the discourses of modernity in terms of deferment instead of exclusion. 
***  
In Ancona’s El filibustero, we are introduced to Leonel, a poor orphaned boy and 
protégé of an affluent encomienda family. The novel moves through Leonel’s unexpected 
journey to piracy through his encounters with the Yucatecan countryside, a 
transformation from the boy with no future and no name into Barbillas the pirate –an 
ultra-ethical, good-doing figure who seeks to find the riches and fame he needs to marry 
his beloved, Berenguela. His story begins at El Olimpo, an edenic encomienda owned by 
Berenguela’s aristocratic parents who took in Leonel when his biological parents 
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abandoned him. It is at El Olimpo where Leonel would pass his early formative years 
under the tutelage of Berenguela’s parents, but his misfortune begins when he falls in 
love with their daughter. Appalled by the discovery of his feelings, Berenguela’s parents 
banish him from El Olimpo. 
It is through the portrayal of the injustices of the aristocratic class and the 
goodness of Leonel’s character, for example, that Ancona attempts to dichotomize 
national and colonial life. In her essay entitled La novela histórica de Eligio Ancona: 
Una literatura con multiples campos de acción (2004), Celia Esperanza Rosado Avilés 
argues that Ancona’s novel is concerned with condemning the oppressive sociopolitical 
colonial apparatus of Yucatán’s past while simultaneously inserting that past into 
emergent national (Mexican) discourses. According to Rosado, Ancona’s work 
articulates Yucatecan colonial past into Mexican cultural liberalism. The evidence for this 
is ample, but perhaps the most telling affirmation presents itself as Leonel/Barbillas 
himself as he fights for the possibility of self-determination (a common trope of Mexican 
cultural liberalism), all the while fighting against the powerful encomendero class as he 
tries to earn the hand of his beloved Berenguela. These forces that oppose 
Leonel/Barbillas act allegorically as the representations of the censorship and control that 
colonial social and political hierarchies engender. 
In the novel’s introduction, Ancona himself presents his position on colonialism 
as he situates it into notions of transition and foundation, coupling it with the European 
Dark Ages:  
“…no hay duda que la época del gobierno colonial en la América española tiene 
el mismo interés que presenta la edad media en Europa, como época de transición 
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en que la humanidad parece hacer una parada para lanzarse con nuevas fuerzas al 
alcance de la civilización, y como campiña en que se siembra el germen que un 
día produce el hermoso árbol de la libertad; pero en que brota y crece también la 
cicuta que envenena todavía la existencia de las antiguas colonias” (Ancona 
Filibustero 631).  
Surprisingly, Ancona’s critique of colonialism is accompanied by praises: he contends 
that it is through the trials of colonialism that the right conditions for liberalism and 
nationalism could be cultivated. Here, he employs the metaphor of land and agriculture 
metaphorically to illustrate both the fertility and hazards of the colonial period, and it will 
not be the last time that Ancona employs this metaphor. 
If the telos of Ancona’s introduction is to establish a teleological connection from 
colonial to national life in Yucatán, then the Guerra de Castas is portrayed as an 
interference. Like O’Reilly before him, Ancona constructs the Caste war as born from 
colonial injustice as he takes an ambivalent position amongst the “valiente conquistador” 
who “[cometió] crímenes y crueldades,” and the  “indolente encomendero” who “sólo 
cuida[ba] de explotar al miserable aborigen” like a “baron feudal de la edad media” 
(Ancona Filibustero 629).  In the face of these unjust colonial characters, he says, the 
Indian would rightly become a “fiero aborigen que lucha incesantemente para conservar 
su independencia” (Ancona Filibustero 629). However, according to Ancona, the Indio 
population at the time of El filibustero’s publication was nothing more than  “…un resto 
de las hordas salvajes [que] desafía desde un rincón del Oriente el poder de la 
civilización” (Ancona Filibustero 630), as they continue to fight against the biological 
sons of the colonizers. The issue at hand for Ancona is that this fight is now unjustified 
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since racial exploitation ended alongside Spanish rule. The prologue tells us that these 
“hordes” lack the capacity to understand that “la emancipación de la metropolis los ha 
hecho entrar en la gran familia mexicana". They still fight against the creole national 
subject who now, according to law, are more than equals: they are brothers. Later on in 
his prolific body of historical research entitled La historia de Yucatán (1878-1880), 
Ancona would even attribute the Caste War to the fact that as “la distinción de razas que 
había desaparecido de la legislación”, the 1847 Caste War “no fue mas que una guerra de 
exterminio, una reacción a la barbarie, un insulto a la civilización del siglo” (Historia 
13). 
Thus, Ancona situates the rhetoric of the Caste War as an antagonistic element 
within the larger, national project of liberalism in the Yucatán peninsula. And with an 
introduction so fixated on the Indian and the colonies, one could easily forget that this is 
a novel about pirates. But just as in O’Reilly’s novel, we see an ambivalent use of loaded 
terminology referencing the pirate, language that is often employed to refer to Indian 
rebellion. Adjectives like “pillaje” reintroduce the notion of piracy into Ancona’s 
discussion of Indianness. The prologue takes us back to the lands where, according to 
O’Reilly, Diego el Mulato once aided the Indians in their land grab in the peninsular 
Southeast. Ancona tells us that  
“…los piratas o filibusteros que infestaron nuestras costas durante el 
gobierno colonial y que dieron origen a la población de Belice, que nos 
causa ahora más daño que sus antecesores, con el criminal comercio que 
mantiene con los forajidos de Santa Cruz. Las huellas que dejaron 
sembradas en la Península aún se conservan bastante vivas en la memoria 
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de todos, para que creamos necesario recordar aquí los templos que 
profanaron, las riquezas que fueron objeto de su rapiña, las poblaciones 
que saquearon y redujeron a cenizas, y el reguero de sangre con que 
marcaron su tránsito, donde quiera que se posaron sus inmundas plantas” 
(Ancona Filibustero 630; my emphasis). 
Once again, the notion of planting appears as a metaphor in this introduction, but this 
seed has little to do with the seeds of liberalism and modernity. Ancona attributes the 
existence of Belize—a region known to have supplied the rebels of the Guerra de Castas 
and Chan Santa Cruz—to its connection with pirate activity. Thus, for Ancona, the real-
life pirate and the rebel Indian are intimately connected: indeed, the acts of “barbarity” 
that Ancona lists—profaned temples, stolen riches, and trails of blood—could easily 
describe either acts of piracy or the rhetorical construction of the events of the Guerra de 
Castas. 
 But this is the end of the relationship between Indianness and pirate. Surprisingly,  
Ancona’s novel transmits a fantasy not of a racialized pirate where the displaced Indian 
lives, but rather, of the ideal liberal yucateco who finds social freedom in piracy. And 
after such efforts to anathematize the pirate in the introduction, Ancona’s decision to 
caste the pirate as the ideal liberal citizen proves unexpected. If we think in terms of the 
national/colonial dichotomy upon which Ancona’s novel builds, the obvious answer lies 
in the pirate’s historical disassociation with the Spanish colonial crown. In other words, 
casting Leonel as a pirate produces a polarizing effect on his character vis-à-vis the 
colonies, allowing Barbillas to become the “…pirata ‘literario’ [que] se trasformó en 
vocero de la causa libertaria y en crítico del antiguo régimen” (Rosado Avilés, in Ancona, 
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2010, El Filibustero 9). However, while Avilés Rosado is correct in identifying that 
Ancona’s El Filibustero is a critique of colonialism, I argue that within the pirate figure 
exists a less obvious attack on modes of production, race, and land, all elements directly 
related to the discourses surrounding Indian rebellion, Chan Santa Cruz, and the emergent 
henequen culture.11 It is without a doubt that the lettered class interpreted the emergent 
Indian autarchy that hindered elite participation in modernity, capitalism, and the 
discourses of Mexican liberalism.12 In what follows, I explore the choice of piracy as the 
ideal trope to express those anxieties and imagine a satisfactory resolution. 
Let’s return now to El Olimpo, the aristocratic Berenguela, and the orphaned 
Leonel. During their infancy, Berenguela and Leonel enjoyed the freedom and beauty of 
El Olimpo, beauty characterized by the “La soledad del campo, la verdura de las hojas, la 
altura de los árboles, el silbido del viento y el silencio de la naturaleza” (Ancona 
Filibustero 636). Leonel, “…dotado de mil cualidades sobresalientes, que la naturaleza 
                                                
11 Chan Santa Cruz [Little Speaking Cross] was both the name used for the second rebel 
wave of the Guerra de Castas and served as the name of the separatist capital of the 
rebels; this capital would eventually be recognized as a sovereign nation by the United 
Kingdom, one of the most powerful nations of the time. The capital received its name 
from the followers of Chan Santa Cruz, often translated as the Cult of the Speaking 
Cross, a politico-religious movement that appeared during the early fragmentation of 
rebel forces just after the assassination of Jacinto Pat and Cecilio Chi in 1849. The 
followers of this cult attested to a Christian cross (or what is more likely, a chain of 
multiple crosses (Talking…Dumond)) that delivered a messianic message of love and 
eventual triumph to the Maya rebels. 
12 The extant historical register is littered with documents that account to rumors and 
hearsay, at best. Creole accounts of Chan Santa Cruz tell us that rebels were taking over 
unpopulated regions of the Southeast, and by 1851, Yucatecan forces were attacking a 
village named Chan Santa Cruz. Serapio Baqueiro believed that the speaking crosses 
were manipulations of the new rebel leader that succeeded Pat and Chi: José María 
Barrera. Comuniqués exist from the region as early as 1850, and Campeche was calling 
Juan de la Cruz, Barrera’s newly appointed high priest, the “new Messiah” and the “son 
of God” of the Speaking Cross followers (Dumond). 
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había derramado ricamente sobre él, como para recompensarle de la vergüenza de su 
nacimiento” (Ancona Filibustero 633), is given the opportunity to study under the 
Franciscan monk Fray Hernando. Leonel blossoms under Fray Hernando’s guidance and 
proves to be a very studious child. He falls so deeply in love with learning that he decides 
to impart to Berenguela the knowledge of reading, writing and literature. In one of these 
scenes, Berenguela becomes frustrated with writing, and she throws her pen at Leonel. 
When Leonel asks her what is the matter, she replies:  
“Oh! –respondió– Si mi maestro supiera lo que debe saber, ya me habría enseñado 
cómo debe escribirse el horrible nombre de esta casa de campo, que apenas acierto 
a pronunciar todavía. Ka... 
–¡Basta! –interrumpió Leonel– No quiero oír ese nombre desde que has dicho que 
es horrible... Y tienes razón... esas palabras indígenas son detestables... Llamemos 
a esta casa de campo... ¿cómo?... ¿cómo?... ¡Ah! Por ejemplo: el Olimpo” (Ancona 
Filibustero 635). 
The reader learns that El Olimpo once had another name, a name that Berenguela cannot 
pronounce. El Olimpo, then, not only represents the antiquated colonial system of 
aristocracy, a system that Ancona rejected as a promoter of nationalism, but it also bears 
the mark of indigeneity, something that should not even be pronounced, according to the 
two lovers. Indeed, the word “Ka”, or “Kaah” in Yucatec Maya refers to a locality of an 
indigenous population or village, further complicating the complexity of this scene. For if 
the indigenous name of this estate includes the Maya-language word for “indigenous 
community,” the ramifications of the word’s erasure go beyond the realm of 
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displacement into full-fledged suppression.13  
 The notion of the hacienda or the land and its relationship to indigeneity replaces 
the displacement of Indianness onto piracy exemplified in O’Reilly’s novel. Instead, the 
encomienda and the indigenous community are mapped upon each other, becoming one. 
Indeed, the convolution of Indianness and land is not unfamiliar to the realm of literature. 
Here, I am suggesting that Ancona’s critique of colonialism goes beyond the contours of 
its object: I contend that the crux of Ancona’s critique emerges from the fact that the land 
is so inseparable from the Indian and its signifiers—signifiers such as backwardness, for 
example—that Leonel cannot heed the call of self-determination, economic possibility, 
and individuality. But as a fervent promoter of Mexican nationalism and liberalism, 
Ancona was determined to imagine a successful liberalism in his homeland. 
 Like O’Reilly, Ancona deals with the irrevocable convolution of Indianness and 
land by not dealing with it at all. Instead, he packages his ideal liberal citizen into the 
only literary figure that need not contend with the complexities of the land: he will 
instead recast Leonel as a pirate. Indeed, soon after the scene cited above, Berenguela and 
Leonel realize that they are in love with each other. But once Berenguela’s parents 
become aware of this, they banish Leonel from El Olimpo and inform him that 
Berenguela is betrothed to another. He ignores the warnings of Berenguela’s father as he 
tells him, “…en la pobre provincia de Yucatán [read: the land] no podrás encontrar un 
                                                
13 Today, the real-life hacienda of Ancona’s novel has been redefined as “legend” as the 
hacienda Kaan-Ac (The Height of Heaven) or Kann-Naah (House of the Tall Ceilings), 
now remodeled to accommodate tourists. The resort boasts a statue of Leonel and 
Berenguela, whose story is now marketed as the real-life Mexican version of Romeo and 
Juliet.  
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nombre que te haga digno de la mano de Berenguela” (Ancona Filibustero 640), and in a 
fit of rage, he embarks upon a campaign to find and kill the man that Berenguela is 
promised to, a Spaniard named don Fernando. 
Ultimately, Leonel finds himself incapable to harm an innocent man and even 
befriends don Fernando, but not before he is accused of murdering don Fernando. During 
his time in jail, Leonel meets a man named Pedro de Cifuentes, a man accused of being a 
Jew who awaits his transfer to Mexico City to be burned at the stake. Pedro empathizes 
with Leonel and helps him escape the prison. Now, a fugitive from the law and desolate 
over his situation, Leonel cannot resist the temptation to return to the Olimpo property, if 
only to the outskirts—what he calls “lo más intrincado de la selva” (Ancona Filibustero 
693). There, he peers into Berenguela’s window, and realizes that Berenguela is now 
married. He flees the scene to the liminal spaces of El Olimpo, and it is here where the 
world loses meaning for Leonel: as he contemplates suicide, he travels through the 
jungle, a land both uninviting and dangerous. He reflects upon the 
“espinas…rocas…y…precipicios” (Ancona Filibustero 694) of his life, metaphors no 
doubt inspired by his surroundings. In this sense, the land and its literal and figurative 
inaccessibility has become nothing but an obstacle for Leonel, a space that inspires 
suffering and suicide, a world that cannot see his value or understand his vision. As his 
journey leads him to his final moments, he suddenly comes upon an unknown force: “El 
espectáculo que tenía ante sus ojos era una poesía incomprensible, que seducía y 
aterrorizaba simultáneamente. Era bello y terrible a la vez: bello, como el relámpago que 
ilumina el firmamento en una noche tempestuosa; terrible, como el rayo que desciende de 
la atmósfera y convierte en átomos lo que toca” (Ancona Filibustero 697). As he nears a 
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steep precipice, the sea stops him from ending his life. The sea, the direct antithesis of 
land, contains hope, life, and the freedom to continue down his path of self-
determination. He asks, “¿Qué otra prueba podía dar allí el hombre de su sabiduría, que 
palpar a Dios en el cielo, en el mar y en el estruendo de las olas?” (Ancona Filibustero 
697). This is the moment in which Leonel becomes Barbillas the pirate, a pirate able to 
pursue the values and attitudes that Leonel cannot. And just as Rosado Avilés mentions 
in her analysis, Barbillas remains the pillar of nobility through the many episodes in 
which he denounces corruption and fights for the common good, and tries to prove 
himself worthy of the aristocratic Berenguela’s hand.  
However, it is extremely significant that this transformation does not take place 
on the land; Ancona’s novel allows Leonel the opportunity to realize his true potential 
only by abandoning the land for the sea. While it is correct to read Leonel’s participation 
in piracy as his way of escaping the remmants of colonial society, it is also true that 
Leonel must escape El Olimpo and Yucatecan space entirely. It is the land, complicit 
with the indigenous community, the unpronounceable “Ka…” –both suppressed by and 
identifiable through the ineffective, pre-capitalist colonial encomienda: it is all this that 
Leonel flees in order to fully develop his liberal persona. 
And so begin many years of piracy for Barbillas. One of the few incidents that can 
boast significant historical overlap with the real pirate Barbillas arises as the new Spanish 
governor of Yucatán approaches Veracruz, a man named don Fernando Meneses Bravo 
de Saravía. Barbillas kidnaps him and holds him captive for a large ransom, money that 
Barbillas will eventually use to win back Berenguela. In fact, in a spectacular turn of 
events, it is this event that reunites Leonel and a recently widowed Berenguela –
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Berenguela’s marriage, we find out, went unconsummated for many years before her 
husband died. Fray Hernando also reprises as an antagonistic element as he forces 
Berenguela to profess her vows and become a nun soon after her husband’s death.  
And so, the two lovers plan Berenguela’s escape from fray Hernando and the 
convent. Barbillas meets Berenguela on the roof of the building as she rings the nightly 
bell, but as they begin to elope, Berenguela catches a glimpse of a piece of paper that 
falls from a pendant her mother gave her before her death. As she reads the paper, 
Berenguela becomes hysterical, tearing at her clothes and the bricks around her. Blinded 
by her madness, she falls to her death. Heartbroken, Leonel picks up the paper that 
seemingly caused her panic, and he finds out the unimaginable. Leonel and Berenguela 
are siblings: Leonel is the illegitimate son of Berenguela’s mother and fray Hernando. 
In this unexpected twist of fate, we discover that Leonel and Berenguela could 
never have had a successful marriage. Just as Leonel could only signify in the sea, he is 
once again alienated from the land through incest- the a priori incapacity to engender a 
productive citizen (Sommer). While Berenguela’s agency was taken from her through 
discourses of hysteria and insanity—a tendency that echoes O’Reilly’s novel—Leonel 
decides he is unable to continue on in the face of such shame. Ultimately, he returns to 
the jail where he was once imprisoned to visit his old friend Pedro de Cifuentes, the man 
falsely accused of Judaism. In a final act of nobility, Leonel gives Pedro his clothes and 
helps him escape. Once Pedro had gone, Leonel commits suicide by shooting himself in 
the face, leaving no way to refute his identity as Pedro.  
And so, the final shift in Leonel’s multiple identities presents itself as one of the 
only markers of racial difference in the entire novel: Jewishness. This adds a provocative 
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layer to the way Leonel signifies. The Jew in Spanish American literature is consistently 
excluded from land ownership, and is often the preferred trope for expressing racist 
imaginaries of finance and national financial crises in countries such as Argentina 
(Beckman). This exclusion from land ownership is significant as Leonel can never be the 
legitimate landowner that he would have been as Berenguela’s husband, a fact reinforced 
with the apparition of Jewishness—that is, the ultimate deterritorialized and diasporic 
subject.14 I argue that this is yet another moment of displacement: here, echoing the 
mulato/Indian in O’Reilly, Jewishness stands in for the racialized (Indian) subject, an 
identity never once developed in Ancona’s work. Thus, Jewishness allows Ancona to 
address race without directly imagining or suggesting the possibility of the Indian as a 
legitimate landowner, an idea too traumatic to entertain explicitly even in fiction.  
Furthermore, it is important to note that Barbillas takes on this identity as his final 
act of noble commiseration: Barbillas takes pity on Pedro, a man mistaken for a Jew and 
mistreated as a Jew. This frames racialization as something lamentable, and more 
importantly, as something surmountable. In terms of the narration, the fact that Barbillas 
helps Pedro escape his racialization reinforces the liberal identity’s benevolence, self-
sacrifice, and justness.  In other words, Barbillas ultimately appropriates racial difference 
in order to frame his death as noble sacrifice, thus maintaining his liberal persona. This 
appropriation, paired with his biological inability to marry Berenguela, inherit her estate, 
and produce children removes him not once, but twice, from the idea of land ownership. 
                                                
14 See Graff Zevin, The Wandering Signifier: Rhetoric of Jewishness in the Latin 
American Imaginary (2008). 
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 The notion of a creole yucateco unable to own land resonates with the real-life 
exclusions Ancona perceived and fought to “rectify.” While this novel was published 
nine years after the Ley Lerdo was passed in Mexico, Yucatán had difficulty 
implementing the notion of the terreno baldío due not only to indigenous resistance, but 
also to the complex web of land appropriation of the representatives of the Catholic 
church—representatives who, when compared to the secular creole population, boasted 
disproportionate access to land, but also to wealth and labor (Bracamonte y Sosa). As 
governor, Ancona worked tirelessly to precipitate the privatization of communal lands 
and passed local baldío laws in 1876 to support regional and national legislation (Eiss). I 
contend that at the time of this novel’s publication –12 years before the more effective 
privatization laws of 1876—Ancona’s frustration with privatization laws could easily be 
externalized in the discourses of exclusion present in El filibustero. In fact, as of the date 
of the publication of this chapter, I have been unable to find any definitive record of 
Ancona as a terrateniente. It is not difficult to imagine that Ancona’s interpretation of 
creole exclusion from land is extrapolated from his own lived experience. 
 Another element characterized as delivering the fatal blow to the elite golden age 
of land tenure and economic abundance in Ancona’s historiography is the Guerra de 
Castas. This was an important factor in Ancona’s perspective of Yucatán’s land dilemma: 
after all, the Guerra de Castas was a “…salvaje programa de exterminar á la raza blanca, 
con el objeto de que los indios adquiriesen el dominio exlusivo del país de sus mayores" 
(La Guerra social 23, my emphasis). But almost immediately after the collapse of the 
sugar boom, the elite class began to work on a elaborating a new miracle commodity that 
would grow in the less-indigenous north: henequen fiber, or what would become known 
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as “oro verde” by the 1880s. In 1869 and 1875–dates that roughly correspond with 
Ancona’s terms as governor—prizes were offered to whoever could invent a machine that 
would separate the fibrous material from the sharp and dangerous sisal leaf in an efficient 
manner (Kirk). But again, at the time of the publication of El filibustero, the outlook for 
making a successful cash crop out of the impossibly difficult sisal plant was not bright. 
In spite of Ancona’s dismal depiction of his regional milieu, I contend that this 
novel frames Berenguela and Leonel’s tragic end with a reassuring vision for the future 
of Yucatán in its epilogue. In spite of their star-crossed fate, Leonel’s exile from the land 
proves to be only temporary. Pedro Cifuentes, now cleared of the markers of racial 
(displaced Indian) difference, purchases El Olimpo and converts it into a refuge for the 
needy. Then, in honor of the two star-crossed lovers, Pedro exhumes Berenguela and 
Leonel and buries them together at El Olimpo. And as the needy come to this new 
safehaven, a “remedio seguro en sus adversidades,” Pedro tells them: “Id a rezar sobre 
ese sepulcro. En él descansan vuestros bienhechores” (Ancona Filibustero 800).  
An epilogue by definition offers insights into the future of a novel to provide 
closure for the reader, and while the personal trials of Leonel and Berenguela were 
riddled with misfortune, the future here presented exemplifies the social propriety born 
from their tragedy.  Pedro is restored to his state of creoleness, making him the ideal 
subject to become a landowner and vindicate El Olimpo—the land whose name 
attempted to mask its Indianness.  In its place, Pedro constructs a more inclusive space 
that rehabilitates the shunned members of society—“El labrador, el proletario, el 
huérfano, el anciano” (Ancona Filibustero 800)—as they are shaped into functional 
liberal subjects. Note that in this list, there is no mention of the Indian, the campesino, or 
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any other racialized identity: their absence speaks to the idea that these racialized subjects 
cannot be rehabilitated as they define the ideal liberal world as its opposite. Thus, Ancona 
here demonstrates that the land may shed its indigenous character and undergo a 
transformation in the face of the barbarity, violence, and racial rhetoric. This situates the 
peninsula outside the discourses of modernity, but the actual markers of that rhetoric—
the Indio—cannot be included. Ancona marks El Olimpo’s transformation allegorically 
with the reprise of the planting metaphor: as he buries the noble Leonel and the virtuous 
Berenguela into the ground, just as one would plant a seed in a garden, the land 
transforms. Thus, it is through the metaphor of the implementation of agriculture and 
liberalism where land can find future redemption and the creole national subject can put 
down roots.  
    *** 
In this chapter, we have seen two contrasting deployments of the pirate trope in 
two Yucatecan texts written during the Caste War. In O’Reilly’s work, the pirate 
appropriates Indian difference and rebellion in the most intimate way possible as Diego 
confronts the limits of race and land. This theme reprises allegorically in Diego and 
Conchita’s frustrated relationship. Their brief marriage, a marriage that would make him 
the legitimate owner of Conchita’s father’s land, can only be imagined in the sea: so 
taboo is their union that the man who once consumed Indianness is himself consumed by 
the sea, erased forever from the land. Conchita’s ruin serves as a warning –her intimate 
interaction with the pirate/Indian seals her fate as a woman with no future and no 
possibility of reproducing. 
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In Ancona’s work, the pirate does not act as the proxy for working through 
notions of Indian rebellion.  Instead, he assumes the identity of the ideal but landless 
liberal subject. His lack of land ownership leads him to a temporary exile from the land, 
and the pirate figure offers Ancona a way to displace the complex relationship between 
indigeneity, land, and liberalism and imagine its possibility without interacting with the 
land directly. In spite of all his efforts, Leonel cannot inherit the encomienda El Olimpo, 
a space that attempts to hide its relationship to Indianness and its discourses of 
backwardness. Because of this, the possibility of Leonel and Berenguela’s marriage is 
impossibly and forever frustrated. Even so, in the future projections of the epilogue, 
Ancona leaves his readers with a sense of hope for the land: he literally plants, or buries, 
the good-doing Leonel in the Yucatecan countryside, but only after racial difference has 
been either eradicated (though absence) or overcome.  
It is in this way that the complex conflict over land must be imagined in the sea, 
the perfect arena for creole imaginings of legitimate landownership and the repercussions 
of Indian rebellion. However, the image of Indianness proves so traumatic that it must be 
displaced upon the quintessential citizen of the sea: the pirate.  
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CHAPTER 2 
CASTE WAR CONSIPRACY TEXTS: NINETEENTH CENTURY LITERARY 
AND JOURNALISTIC PERSPECTIVES IN YUCATÁN AND CHIAPAS 
 
 
            Figure 1: From D. BulleBulle, 1847 
The image above, published in D. BulleBulle: Periódico burlesco y de extravagancias 
redactado por una sociedad de bulliciosos in November of 1847, warns its readers of the 
state of Tihosuco.15 Here, a wild-faced, bare-breasted woman with the word “Discordia” 
written on her chest stands upon a pile of corpses, surrounded by the ruins of the fallen 
city. She holds a harp in her hand and appears to be singing—it would appear that “Miss 
                                                
15 El Museo Yucateco (1841–42), El Registro Yucateco (1845–49), Don Bullebulle (1847) 
y El Mosaico Yucateco (1849) were the first literary magazines of the peninsula. 
According to Celia Rosado Avilés, Don Bullebulle was a “ […] respuesta a una sociedad 
aterrorizada por el avance de los indígenas sublevados” (“Identidad” 53) 
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Discordia” is rejoicing in the first city to fall at the hand of Mayan rebels. For many, the 
fall of Tihosuco marks the beginning of Yucatán’s Caste War.  
 Accompanying this image is a letter addressed to N. N. Peto from an anonymous 
author, pleading for help: 
 “Después de la toma de Tihosuco por la grandísima apatía y escandaloso 
egoísmo de sus vecinos, éstos, en gran número, llegan aquí a cada 
momento, extendiendose hasta por Tekax; las señoras a pie y con sus hijos 
en brazos. Los vecinos de Sabán, Uaymax, Sacalacá, Ichmul, Dzonotchel 
y de esta villa presurosos corren a otras partes en busca de refugio, 
creyendo no estar seguros en sus pueblos a causa de los bárbaros que sólo 
quieren víctimas” (D. Bullebulle 352).  
This letter emphasizes that the rural white families of the interior—known as “vecinos”—
did not take Tihosuco’s cries for aid seriously. After its fall, these “apathetic” members of 
Yucatán’s rural society recognize their error and flee their towns, fearing for their lives. 
This letter also emphasizes that the “bárbaros"—the period’s shorthand for the Mayan 
rebels, a term indiscriminate on the Mayan’s complicity (or lack thereof) in the rebel 
movement—have no demands, no desires, except bringing about the extermination of the 
“blancos.”  
 As the violence escalated, so too did the movement’s journalistic representation. 
Reports began flowing in of unspeakable violence and senseless death. For example, one 
report in D. Bullebulle recounts:  
Hoy día no puede uno echar el pie a la calle sin advertir la mayor 
alteración en los semblantes. […] Me ha convencido de que todos los 
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bárbaros que nos rodean están en combinación para ejecutar su plan de 
“mueran los blancos” y entre ellos no hay mas tratado que sus hermanos 
se ocupen en acabar con los blancos, mestizos, negros y mulatos, vecinos 
de los pueblos del interior. ¡Somos perdidos! Ya oyó mi buen vecino que 
un tal Pech (bárbaro) sacó tamaños ojos a su mayordomo; supo ya que un 
tal Chan le paso la mano a su sobrinita, diciéndola “¡Ea! Chica, pronto 
serás mi esposa”, y por último, sabe de positivo mi vecino que de un 
pueblecito a dos leguas de aqui fue bajado un tal Dzul porque muy 
borracho dijo “me voy con mis hermanos al oriente, porque quiero comer 
carne blanca” (D. Bullebulle 191). 
And yet another: 
 
En la villa de Peto ha tenido lugar el miércoles 18 del corriente, en la 
noche, el escándalo mas inaudito y criminal. A una señor vioda honrada, 
con sables y puñales en mano, se la forzó para que entregase a su inocente 
y joven hija, y a sus criadas….¿con qué objeto?...Es un crimen, una 
violencia que sólo pudiera verse en los facinerosos de camino, y merece el 
castigo más severo” (D. Bullebulle 346). 
The imagery here present—Indios announcing their hunger for “white meat,” scouring 
the countryside, the raping of young women or taking them as “brides”—are examples of 
how the representation of Caste War does not always appear as avoidance and disavowal, 
as we saw in Chapter 1. These reports are representative of the way Caste War is 
expressed in newspapers: Caste War conflicts are expressed in fragmentary, laconic 
snippets that generalize events, causing the Caste War “story” to be difficult for the 
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reader to fully grasp. The above quotations are exemplary of the porous, incomplete 
baseline of Caste War journalism; newspapers publish daily on the vague events of the 
uprising as they codify indigenous barbarism and naturalize an indigenous propensity for 
violence. While often anonymous and incomplete, newspapers demonstrate an anxiety for 
understanding the war and above all, substantiating the conspiratorial nature of Caste 
War rhetoric.  
 This chapter focuses on how regional journals write explicitly on the Caste War 
interact with the notion of Indian conspiracy and how novels step in to flesh out 
journalism’s fragmentary representations. I show how newspapers perpetuate conspiracy, 
but imperfectly: because of limitations of the newspaper as a genre, I argue that its ability 
to represent the war is fragmented. Then, I demonstrate how novels give texture to 
journalism’s conjectural snippets, solidifying a particular vision of the war first laid out in 
the first-hand accounts of the region’s newspapers. In the context of the Caste War, the 
newspaper stirs up fear and offers nightmarish flashes of a lived reality; the Caste War 
novel, I argue, fleshes out those nightmares, solidifying the vision of the Indian rebel 
introduced to the creole imaginary through the pinhole view of journalism and even the 
very definition of Caste War itself. Lastly, I turn from Yucatán to Chiapas—another 
region that experienced an uprising known as the Caste War—to analyze the connection 
between literature and journalism therein.  
*** 
 The abovementioned excerpts originate from a satirical literary newspaper that 
published its inaugural volume just 100 days before the Caste War began called D. 
Bullebulle. This short-lived publication would become the  “ […] respuesta a una 
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sociedad aterrorizada por el avance de los indígenas sublevados” (Rosado Avilés 
“Identidad” 53). Its pages reveal an index of intense fear that penetrates its parodic style. 
The newspaper El Fénix, periódico de Campeche (1848-1851) mirrors D. BulleBulle’s 
publications on Caste War through an objective and traditional journalistic writing style. 
The 452 reports on the Guerra de Castas in El Fenix’s three years of publication testify to 
the anxiety, paranoia, and the desire to know and understand the conflict. Indeed, I argue 
that what these hundreds of reports have in common is that they work to project an image 
of the Caste War as conspiracy. But while El Fénix’s reports are informative and 
objective in nature, journalism lacks the ability to flesh out the ideological underbelly 
merely hinted at within the newspaper’s pages. In what follows, I demonstrate how one 
novel entitled Cecilio Chí (Severo del Castillo, 1868) pulls from Yucatán’s journalistic 
representations of Caste War in order to give a complete image, experienced as murky 
and inchoate by creoles. 
Guerra de Castas reports in El Fénix tend to emphasize intensity, scope, loss of 
life, and violence. Some reports emphasize the intensity of fighting, saying that "Los 
mayas no dejan de atacar Oxcutzcab, Yotholin y Akil..."   (Maya Gatica 30); El poblado 
de Tihosuco es constantemente atacado por los mayas” (Maya Gatica 34); “los mayas han 
asaltado repetidas veces el cuartel de Tihosuco” (Maya Gatica 50) and that “...la situación 
sigue siendo delicada y que una prolongación mejante será más grave” (Maya Gatica 75). 
In fact, the seemingly unending quality of the war eventually caused the editors of El 
Fénix to come to the following conclusion: “Se considera que la guerra para los mayas es 
ya un estado natural, ya que los hombres que por tanto tiempo habían sido pacíficos e 
inofensivos” (Maya Gatica 75).  
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But the language within these reports is unspecific; they use intensifiers and 
superlatives whose definitions are left up to the reader. But Cecilio Chí16—a novel named 
after one of the most crucial Indian agents of the Caste War—gives the conflict a face 
and a name: this man is the “terrible y feroz” rebel general Chí, an Indio rebel who has 
slowly and painstakingly developed a vicious plan of revenge and carnage against 
Yucatán’s criollo population.17 Indeed, the hatred he harbors for the whites of the 
peninsula knows no bounds. When his daughter, María, falls in love with an upstanding 
criollo of Mérida named Raimundo and becomes pregnant with his child, she knows that 
she must escape the wrath of her father. The two lovers elope as Chí and his cohorts 
embark upon his plan to kill the entire creole population. The two lovers must fight 
against Chí as he attempts to recapture María and take over the peninsula. 
  While only mentioned one time in El Fénix, Cecilio Chí’s allegorical importance 
is expressed early on in the novel as “un indio de orígen puro [que] por sus venas corría 
la sangre de esa raza indómita y feroz” (17) who possesses an “odio implacable contra los 
blancos” (14) that “era no solo hereditario, sino desenvuelto mas aún todavía a la vista de 
las mounstruosas [sic] arbitrariades que eran víctimas los hombres de esa altiva raza, que 
siempre se han creído los legítimos señores de la extensa y feroz comarca” (22). In this 
sense, Chí is the allegorical representation of all rebels and possesses the characteristics 
                                                
16 In 1869, the capitalino General Severo de Castillo would publish Cecilio Chí in Mérida 
just three years before his death. As the Miguel Miramón’s Ministro de Guerra y Marina, 
de Castillo was a prominent member of the Mexican conservative faction. He also served 
as the Governor of Jalisco in 1860 before fighting against the Caste War Rebels some 
time between 1863 and 1867. After the Consejo de Guerra sentenced him to death at the 
end of the Reforma wars, Benito Juárez granted him a stay of execution, sentencing him 
to “various years” in prison (Rivera).  
17 The only other nineteenth-century novel that addresses Caste War as its central motif is 
Los misterios de Chan Santa Cruz (1864) by Napoleon Trebarra.  
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imputed to them as a race. Where the newspaper glosses over his character, the novel 
gives him personality and defines his role as a rebel leader. 
In the novel’s extensive description of Chí, his aversion to work is emphasized: 
“el destino le tenía marcado una mision que lo apartaba del trabajo servil 
del hombre que depende del otro. Cecilio…era enemigo del trabajo 
material mecánico, y más de aquel de que se aprovecha un amo: así no 
teniendo tierras propias que cultivar para sí, menos trabajaba en las de 
otros, viviendo en la ociosidad y el abandono; y preciso es decirlo, de la 
rapiña y de la hacienda ajena, como forzosos medios para subsistir, vista 
su renuencia al trabajo” (21). 
I want to call particular attention to several things in this quote that begin to demonstrate 
how Chi signifies the rebel Indian and the greater Caste War movement. Firstly, Cecilio 
possesses the ultimate opposing characteristic to civilized society –he not only detests 
and refrains from work, but he is the “enemy” and thus actively opposes it by pillaging 
neighboring plots of land. This is not the first time that we hear of the rebellious Indian as 
the “enemy” of civilization: for Sierra O’Reilly’s and Ancona’s work on Indianness, this 
is one of the rebels’ defining attributes and motivators.18 Furthermore, as an “indolente 
indio” (21), Chí exclusively is imbued with the laziness that dominant classes of the time 
often assign to Indianness in general. Indeed, we find out later on that Chí also forces 
other Indios to provide him with corn from their own fields. But even in spite of this 
                                                
18 See Ancona, Historia de Yucatán and Sierra O’Reilly, Los indios de Yucatán, for 
example. 
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nefarious behavior, the novel identifies the true underlying cause for his and his 
daughters’ exceptional level of poverty: his dedication to the Caste War.19  
Also visible in this passage is a fleeting gesture in which the narration quietly 
points out that Chí’s behavior is tied to questions of land access—one of the underlying 
motivators of the Caste War. It is clearly and firmly stated here that Chí does not have 
access to his own land (“no teniendo tierras propias que cultivar para sí”). Land here 
functions as a motivator of hard work and productivity, whereas working for others is 
identified as less motivating (“menos trabajaba en las [tierras] de otros”). Even so, Chí is 
expected to feel some level of motivation to work on the land of others, but instead is 
resolved to live “en la ociosidad y el abandono”. While subtle, I identify a fleeting 
acknowledgement (albeit unintentional) between land tenure and rebellion, even though 
this motivator would not be identified and legitimated for another century.20  
*** 
 Violence in El Fénix is muted and unembellished, unlike the examples from Don 
Bullebulle, or even from earlier El Fénix examples cited above. Where the language used 
to portray length and intensity of the war is hyperbolic, violence is often stated matter-of-
                                                
19 Cecilio Chi is consumed by his plan to attack the whites. The narration comments on 
his obsession and his tendency to stalk the criollos: “Tanto vino a aguijonear su inquieto 
genio este dorado ensueño, que acabó por bosquejar en su cerebro un vasto plan de 
insurrección general; plan tan atrevido como era su templado corazón y todo lo que 
producía aquella organización enérgica, feroz y sanguinaria, impenetrable a todo 
sentimiento de debilidad o de temor. 
Pero astuto y reservado como lo es por naturaleza el indio, no dejó traslucir por entonces 
ni la más ligera idea de sus temerarios proyectos; sus trabajos se limitaron sólo a observar 
y a combinar. 
No perdió de vista desde ese mismo instante los movimientos de los blancos engolfados 
en la perdición de Yucatán, por medio de la anarquía más espantosa…” (23) 
20 To the best of my knowledge, Nelson Reed’s The Caste War of Yucatán (1964) is the 
first scholarly research that considers land tenure as a major motivator of the uprising. 
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factly. For example, “la villa de Bacalar...sufrió un ataque de los indios resultando 
importantes pérdidas humanas [...]” (Maya Gatica 50); and “[u]n agente del cura José 
Canuto Vela,...enviado a anunciar a los mayas sublevados del sur su mision de paz, fue 
asesinado por los indígenas” (Maya Gatica 60). No details are offered of the deaths, nor 
is there any elaboration on the specifics of each case of violence. Its function, I argue, is 
to emphasize the profound suffering of the yucatecos, making their victories seem more 
formidable. However, the newspaper shies away from any elaboration, demonstrating its 
inability to flesh out the violence. 
One tactic that El Fénix utilizes to circumvent this inability is the substitutions of 
descriptions of violence with the inherently violent character of the rebels. These 
instances return to the descriptive excess that seem to always accompany the description 
of the rebels’ proclivity for violence:  
El periódico opina que hay que mantener el dominio sobre Valladolid a 
toda costa, pues está rodeada de "numerosas poblaciones indígenas que 
siempre han sido las más viciosas, holgazanas y perjudiciales que hubo 
siempre en el país. [...] cuarenta hombres han quedado fuera de combate 
en la línea de Tihosuco "cuyo descalabro provino, según dicen, de su 
excesivo e imprudente ardor en la pelea, olvidándose del género de guerra 
que hacen los salvajes” (Maya Gatica 29; my emphasis). 
Here, the use of adjectives like “viciosas, holgazanas y perjudiciales” along with the 
qualifications of their manner of fighting signal to the presence of violence, but again, it 
is not described. The tactic of omission is of the most common in El Fénix; as we see in 
this example, the report elaborates on the aftermath of an attack, but the attack itself is 
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omitted from the report: “[...] los mayas han abandonado el cerco a esta población para 
dirigir sus ataques contra nuestros cantones más avanzados del sur. El clima de Bacalar 
ha hecho estragos en la tropa. Hay cerca de 300 enfermos en el hospital que es casi la 
mitad de la guarnición” (Maya Gatica 52). Here, it is uncertain whether the newly 
redirected Mayan attacks or the terrible Bacalar weather is the culprit for putting half the 
garrison in the hospital. 
 Whatever the rhetorical tactic, the fact remains that El Fénix proves unable to 
describe the atrocities of the Caste War in detail. I argue that this is one of the limitations 
of the journalistic narrative: in order to maintain its objective tone, the Caste War snippet 
cannot divulge into particulars. But beyond this, the omission of violence leaves a gap in 
the collective imaginary; this is where the novel steps in, unapologetically filling in those 
details. Indeed, Cecilio Chí has no such qualms about representing the intricacies of 
Caste War violence and recurs to it often. The novel presents vivid descriptions of Chí 
“degoll[ando] a todos los blancos residentes" (78) of Tepich; of a “cadáver destrozado a 
machetazos por los indios”; of every gruesome detail of endless, merciless battles: 
“La rojiza y atteradora brillantéz [sic] de más de seis mil armas de fuego 
enmedio de la profunda oscuridad de la noche; el espantoso estallido de 
estas armas, unido a la infernal gritería de los salvajes y los tristes 
lamentos de los heridos y moribundos, daban una espantosa idea de lo que 
es capaz de hacer el hombre arrastrado por el feroz ímpetu de las 
pasiones” (152). 
The differences in representation are undeniable. The novel spares no expense when 
describing violence, filling in and giving texture to what El Fénix’s abbreviated reports 
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merely hinted at. Its language appeals to the senses, painting a vivid and horrific picture 
of an enemy that, in newspapers, is only mentioned to emphasize the bravery and cunning 
of yucateco troops.  
There are even a few instances in which newspaper and novel present the same 
battles, offering a unique opportunity to compare representations. On November 1st, 
1848, El Fénix reports on the infamous attacks on Valladolid and vicinity: “…al mando 
del coronel José Eulogio Rosado, está en Yaxcabá, recién recuperada, y pronto avanzará 
sobre Tiholop, Ichmul, y Tihosuco” (Maya Gatica 23). On November 5th, El Fénix 
elaborates: “El comandante de las fuerzas miliatares del estado[…]salió el 2 de 
noviembre desde Mérida rumbo a Tekax con su estado mayor, para dirigir personalmente 
los movimientos de la primera división hacia Peto y Tihosuco” (Maya Gatica 24). By 
November 10th, El Fénix reports:  
 “La primera division de operaciones sigue en Tekax, conservando la plaza 
a pesar de los ataques de los mayas, quienes tomaron Ticum. Se habla de 
las otras divisiones y de los pueblos que han sido atacados por los mayas y 
otros que están en peligro de caer en sus manos. Proclama del caudillo 
maya Cecilio Chi aparecida en Yaxuná, en la que, con amenazas pide le 
dejen entrar a la capital. El periódico supone que esto es una evidencia de 
que Chí y el otro lider, Jacinto Pat, no están de acuerdo y se han peleado 
en Tihosuco” (Maya Gatica 25). 
But Cecilio Chí presents several differences in narration of the same attacks, some subtle, 
some frightfully prominent:  
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“Las tropas de Valladolid ([Nota de pie:] Estas tropas fueron conducidas 
por el Coronel Rosado (D. Eulogio) que tan brillantes servicios presentó 
en esta guerra a la península) llegaron, aunque tarde, para proteger a 
Ichmul: el Batallón número 15, con 650 hombres, entró en Peto, y como 
preliminar de las operaciones contra los indios, se puso en movimiento 
una sección de quinientos soldados para ocupar a Oonotchel. 
Pero la fortuna no estaba del lado de los blancos, y parecía decidida a 
proteger la audacia de los bárbaros. Esta sección, compuesta de aguerridas 
y excelentes tropas, fué deshecha y destrozada en el instante mismo de 
ocupar el pueblo por el numeroso cuerpos de los indios, y tal suceso vino a 
poner en desconcierto las operaciones apenas intentadas. 
En seguida, los indios con audacia, en número de quince mil, avanzaron 
sobre Peto lo sitiaron en Ichmul: y a pesar de haber en esa plaza más de 
mil buenos soldados sostenidos con artillería y fortificados, Peto cayó en 
poder del enemigo que se apoderó de dos obuses y dos piezas de a cuatro. 
Pat puso en práctica en Peto el mismo sistema que en Ichmul; el incendio 
y las trincheras a cubierto de las cuales iban avanzando hasta el centro de 
la plaza, que llegaron a circunvalar estrechamente, cortando todo auxilio 
exterior. 
Y como en Ichmul la escasez de víveres se dejó sentir; y la vista del 
incendio, la infernal gritería de los salvajes y la ninguna esperanza de 
socorro, desmoralizaron a aquellos soldados. 
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Desde que el sitio comenzó a tomar tal aspecto y proporciones, no se 
pensó ya en otra cosa que en abandonar aquel lugar terrible, convertido en 
ruinas a la vez por la tea incendiaria de los bárbaros.  
[…] 
La toma de esta plaza, asediada por Chí y Jacinto Pat, produjo, como debe 
suponerse, una sensación profunda en Mérida, por ser pueblo de 
importancia y por considerarse demasiado fuerte con su tropa, 
fortificaciones y artillería. 
Los sublevados, ya bastante fuertes y enorgullecidos con sus repetidos 
triunfos, se dividieron en dos grandes cuerpos, a las órdenes de Pat y de 
Cecilio” (de Castillo 119). 
These two depictions reveal several differences. First, the novelistic narration of this 
battle enters into the gruesome details of “savage” tactics—burning houses, digging 
trenches—; it even offers a concrete number of both white and Indio troops. But perhaps 
the most striking distinction between the two narrations is the difference in perspective. 
While the journalistic representation sidesteps any mention of rebel victories, the novel 
seems to linger on them. More compelling still is the conclusion that the editors of El 
Fénix draw when read against the novelistic interpretation. The newspaper concludes that 
a division in the Indio troops testifies to the fact that that their leaders “no están de 
acuerdo y se han peleado en Tihosuco”; the novel, however, draws no such conclusion. 
Instead, the novel signals that this is intentional, the simple execution of a military tactic. 
So, where El Fénix reads Indio setback, chaos and blunder, Cecilio Chí emphasizes rebel 
strategy, method and canniness; here, the novel steps in, adding complexity and 
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definition to Caste War representation by proffering additional perspectives of the Indian 
rebels, shifting the focus away from the rhetoric of creole heroism that organizes the 
journalistic perspective.  
 In fact, Castillo constructs an image of the Caste War whose violence, he argues, 
cannot be accommodated by one novel: “[d]escribir las innumerables excursiones que 
durante veinte años han hecho estos salvajes llenos de un odio implacable contra los 
yucatecos, sería el trabajo de una obra separada” (281). The author resorts to adding 
footnotes to compensate for this lack. In one such footnote, de Castillo narrates one of the 
most violent instances of the novel, the fall of Tunkás in 1861: 
“A las nueve de la mañana ese día, los bárbaros uniformados como las 
tropas yucatecas y marchando con la regularidad de las tropas arregladas, 
penetraron en el pueblo cuyos confiados habitantes todo esperaban menos 
tal visita; y habituados a ver entrar y salir tropas pronunciadas contra los 
gobiernos en esa época fatal, tomaron a los indios por soldados 
sublevados. 
[…] 
Pero pronto, aquellos infortunados habitantes salieron de un triste error, 
pues los bárbaros fueron sacando a todos los familiares de sus casas, sin 
respetar sexo ni edad y reuniéndolas en el centro de la plaza.  
[…] 
Todos estos desgraciados fueron conducidos a Chan Santa-Cruz, en donde 
sufrieron suplicios inauditos, sin que el gobiero hubiese dado un solo paso 
para salvar a aquella desventurada población 
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[…] 
Los indios los asesinaron al momento, y en seguida se desparismaron en la 
población, asesinando al vecindario, que tranquilo ni siquiera había 
advertido la llegada de sus feroces visitadores.  
La carnicería fue espantosa, y durante cinco días se estuvieron sacando 
cadáveres de las casas. Las plazas, las calles, el interior de las habitaciones 
y corrales, quedaron en pocas horas cubiertos de cuerpos horriblemente 
mutilados, pues los indios asesinaron donde quiera que hablaban una 
victim (283-285). 
I argue that as one of the most gruesome description in the novel, this footnote 
exemplifies that a crucial factor of Castillo’s work is to demonstrate that the 
representation of Caste War violence exists in surplus; even the novel cannot contain 
such brutality.  
Here is an example of how El Fénix presents a similar moment:  
El aspecto de la guerra por la zona oriente comienza a ser alarmante. Los 
indios de Valladolid son considerados como los más holgazanes y 
propensos al desorden, y en esta guerra mostrado su ferocidad y su 
rebeldía; habían dado alguna muestra de oir las comisiones pero han 
vuelto a la lucha tomando la iniciativa (Maya Gatica 63). 
The newspaper snippet pales in comparison to the novel’s ability to flesh out the Caste 
War’s brutality. The novel, by contrast, fills in the contours by narrativizing violence, 
even suggesting that violence is so excessive that it is beyond representation. 
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 In spite of their many differences, both the novel and the newspaper share one 
common thread: the Caste War, they posit, is exemplary of Indian conspiracy. This theme 
has organized Caste War rhetoric since its initiation as a war against civilization whose 
ultimate goal is to obliterate the whites from the face of the peninsula. In what follows, I 
consider these representations in both the novel and the newspaper.  
 In Castillo’s novel, Chí will come to trust and depend on two women: Celestina 
and Arminda (Niní), the two major female antagonists of the novel. We are first 
introduced to the pair during their residence in Tihosuco as neighbors to María’s future 
husband, Raimundo.21 Celestina, who Raimundo refers to as “la infame bruja” (31), does 
not stray far from the literary archetype her name alludes to: a 58 year-old woman of 
short stature who begins the story as a woman that “por la espalda bien podía pasar por 
una jovencita de 15 años” (46).22 As the story continues on and her intrigues grow in 
depth and complexity, she slowly but surely loses her fleeting grasp on beauty as her 
body is made to reflect the ugliness of her actions. Celestina’s daughter, Arminda, is the 
complete physical opposite of her mother: at 6 foot, 6 inches tall and still a “doncella” at 
35 years of age, the book sarcastically constructs her as physically awkward and 
disproportioned. Just as with her mother, these negative attributes purportedly echo her 
personality: the narration pins her as a “vanidosa,” a “sarcástica,” and a “murmuradora.” 
                                                
21 As I mentioned earlier, Tihosuco is of major importance as the center of the beginning 
of the Caste War. It is also the purported home of the rebel leader, Jacinto Pat.  
22 I am here referring to Fernando Roja’s La Celestina, or La tragicomedia de Calisto y 
Melibea (published 1499). This name has become synonymous with the characteristics of 
the Rojas character: the Celestina figure is an older women whose prowess is the skillful 
weaving of complex and often illicit affairs.  
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After Raimundo weds María, Niní is devastated—her only opportunity to enter 
Yucatán’s high society is lost. Celestina and Niní are driven exclusively by their desire 
for revenge. Through an Indio liaison named Puc, Celestina teams up with Chí, telling 
him that she has access to his daughter, who Chí wishes to wed to help him retake the 
peninsula from the blancos.23 The mother and daughter move residence to Mérida, where 
María currently resides, and they embark on Celestina’s master plan for revenge: to 
capture María, turn her in to Chí for gold, and make Raimundo suffer. 
An exchange between the two antagonists that occurs as Celestina solidifies her 
plans demonstrates several key elements to the pair’s ties to Indian conspiracy:  
--Pensemos en nuestra salida, mamá: ya es tiempo, ¿no ves que es preciso 
dejar esto? 
--Niní, dijo la vieja, yo no me voy: tengo deseos y precisión de hablar con 
Chí: dejaría yo pasar esta occasion de vengarme de aquel miserable? 
                                                
23 María is actually not Chí’s blood relative. She is a descendent of Jacinto Canek, the 
leader of Yucatán’s first Indian uprising in 1761. Castillo’s version of events goes as 
follows: during a religious party, a handful of Indios decided to take advantage of 
Spanish good will and attack their masters. The fact that these “Buenos indios, siempre 
pacíficos, obedientes y sumisos a sus autoridades” (164) was beyond comprehension at 
first, but out of this uprising, Can-Ek, a young indio boy, reveals his true identity as an 
“hijo de los cocomes,” or a descendent of Mayan royal lineage. His family hid their name 
for centuries, fearing Spanish persecution, but now, with their newly discovered king at 
the helm, the Maya found the confidence to fight fiercely for their freedom. However, 
their best efforts would fall short, and the Spanish began the hunt for the royal Indio 
leader. The Indios saved Canek by dressing up an unidentified member of their 
community in the king’s ceremonial garb. The Spanish captured and assassinated the 
impostor, believing they had executed the last living member of Mayan royalty. The true 
Canek lived out the rest of his days in peace in the deepest forests of Tulúm. 
Chí wishes to marry María as part of his plan to retake the peninsula and re-establish the 
royal Mayan dynasties. 
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Niní se extremeció al recuerdo de Raimundo: sus ojos despidieron fuego y 
su semblante pálido, tomó un tinte sombrio. Sin embargo, replicó: 
--Pero yo tengo miedo, mamá: estos hombres degüellan a los blancos, 
¿cómo podemos, pues, quedar aquí? 
--Pero blancos yucatecos, hija mía, y nosotras no lo somos, a Dios 
gracias: y además, Chí nos cuidará. 
--Niní no replicó, pero hizo un gesto desdeñoso al oír el nombre de 
Cecilio” (118; my emphasis). 
“Pero blancos yucatecos, hija mía, y nosotras no lo somos,” Celestina says to her 
daughter, and so signals toward the pair’s most salient allegorical characteristic. Indeed, 
Celestina and Niní are not yucatecas: they are Belizean, brought to the peninsula by the 
henequen trade: 
 “[…] eran de un pueblecillo de la colonia de Belice y hacia cuatro años 
solamente que residían en Yucatán, a donde el esposo de la vieja madre 
había ido como empleado de una casa de comercio de sisal; pero hombre 
honrado, solo pudo dejar de sus ahorros y economías y de algún dinero 
que llevó a Yucatán, un corto y reducido rancho en el distrito de Tihosuco, 
que era lo que proporcionaba a la familia un mediano modo de vivir […]” 
(113).  
This “mediano modo de vivir” proves to severely frustrate Celestina and Niní; their 
grandiose dreams of entering into Yucatán’s high society made them the target of much 
ridicule, and were ruthlessly mocked by the criollos of the peninsula. Once the pair’s last 
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possibility of entering Yucatán’s aristocracy through the union of Raimundo and Niní is 
lost, they too get on board to destroy a society that systematically rejected them.  
 There is a gesture here, at the ideological level, to blame the creole’s still 
aristocratic, cosmopolitan society for marginalizing and alienating these two outsiders. 
Indeed, throughout the novel, there are several moments in which the novel blames creole 
society for their current situation.24 But more importantly, I argue, is the fact that these 
two women are Belizeans. Returning to El Fénix, the importance of Belize’s role in Caste 
War violence is clear: one out of every nine reports either focuses on or mentions Belize 
as in conspiracy with the Indios.25 The most salient accusation of the Indian/Belize 
conspiracy is the trafficking of weaponry, but there are also claims of Belizeans of 
various races working as Caste War leaders and of jubilation over the forecasting of 
white yucateco annihilation.26 El Fénix hypothesizes that  
                                                
24 For Castillo, it is thanks to the rebellious creole subject that such a wide-spread Indian 
rebellion could take place. Indeed, Castillo claims that, thanks to criollo political 
disputes, “los indios por la primera vez conocieron su fuerza y su valía; por la primera 
vez satisfacían su odio implacable a la raza blanca su dominadora;…se despertó en su 
corazón el deseo de la venganza, el deseo de exterminio y el de su independencia” (67). 
He directly connects the fighting between “los dos bandos politicos” y “la perdición de 
Yucatán.” In this way, Castillo often positions the Indian rebel as contingent upon unruly 
regional criollos, neutralizing and simplifying indigenous uprising by relegating it to 
criollo social and political actions. 
25 Of the 452 Caste War reports in El Fénix, 42 reports focused on Belize and its 
relationship to the rebels.  
26 A representative example of this: “Segun las recientes noticias traídas por el pailebot 
Republicano hay escasez de pólvora en Belice debido al contínuo tráfico que existe de 
este artículo con los indígenas mayas. La Goleta Saint Elenn salió rumbo a Nueva 
Orleáns, para cargarse de pólvora y continuar vendeendola a los sublevados” (26); “El 
Fénix comenta que en Bacalar, los mayas sondirigidos por un blanco extranjero y por un 
negro ingés, de Jamaica, llamado Yateh” (46); “Se han tenido a la vista varios numerous 
de un periódico que con el título de The Honduras Watchman, se publica en el 
establecimiento de Belice. En algunos de ellos se habla de los encentros que tienen los 
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“El principal objetivo de ocupar [Bacalar] fue el evitar el tráfico de armas 
que mantenían los sublevados con los colonos de Belice, pero esto no se 
logró con la simple ocupación. […] No se deben ignorar las crecientes 
invasiones de los colonos de Belices y la aspiración que tienen de 
apropiarse del territorio de Bacalar” (126; my emphasis). 
Here, the full panorama of the criollos’ Indian conspiracy is elucidated: while the Indios 
machinate the complete eradication of whiteness in the peninsula, the Belizeans plan to 
acquire the newly uninhabited territory.  
 This is why, I argue, the two main antagonists are Belizean: allegorically, they 
step in to complete the creole’s vision of Indian conspiracy. The fact that Celestina uses 
the Indians throughout the novel for her own objectives—seeking revenge and hoard the 
gold that Celestina “earns” as Chí’s acolyte—also speaks to Yucatán’s perspective on the 
conspiracy: that Belize employs the Indians to encroach upon Yucatán’s territory. Indeed, 
the allegorical ties between Indian and Belizean are so reinforced that the two women 
appropriate Indianness itself:  
 “Celestina llevaba el traje de las indias yucatecas y hablaba el idioma 
maya como sucede generalmente con las señoras del país, por el mucho 
trato que tienen con los indios y por la necesidad imperiosa de hacerse 
comprender de ellos que son los únicos sirvientes de las casas y fincas del 
campo. […] Así, pues, Celestina, hablando con rara perfección el idioma 
de los indios, podia pasar cuando menos por una mestizo: y con su disfraz 
                                                                                                                                            
indígenas sublevados con las tropas en Yucatán, y anuncian triunfo tras triunfo por parte 
de los mayas sublevados, pronosticando la caída de la raza blanca” (102). 
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y el honrado Puc que diría que era su madre, podría atravesar audazmente 
entre los bárbaros, protejida por su hijo que le serviría de égida en los 
encuentros peligrosos” (203). 
Thus, Celestina not only dressed and spoke as a Maya, she could speak the language with 
“rara perfección” and “cuando menos” –at the very least—pass as mestizo; at the most, 
then, she could pass as an India.  
I am also suggesting that Celestina, Niní, and Chí demonstrate how conspiracy 
functions along gendered lines: each group reinforces the allegorical work of the other. 
Chí functions within the political milieu of the peninsula—confronting the yucateco 
troops as a leader of the rebel movement—; this is a clear and direct tie to masculinity. 
On the other side of the token, the two female antagonists only assume their antagonist 
role when confronted by the social aristocracy of its (white) inhabitants and through their 
connection with Chí, “enabling” his masculinity—a subordinate, “female” role. This 
allows the allegorical representation a two-fold validation: first, the atavistic Indio hatred 
of creoleness paired with the creole political disputes of the 1840s spurs Cecilio Chí into 
action. Then, the creole social atmosphere antagonizes the two women through their 
social rejection; their resentment alienates them to the point to turn the two women 
against “civilization”.  
So far, I have argued that the journalistic representations of Caste War are 
incapable of capturing the depth and scope of creole fears and anxieties. While the 
newspaper shies away from direct representations of violence in order to maintain the 
objective voice, the novel embraces it, identifying it as one the most meaningful elements 
in the fleshing out of the rebel Indian enemy. The novel imagines the heroes and villains, 
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constructing their motivations and desires. It is in these ways I argue that the novel 
provides the cohesive narrative necessary to structure the creole fantasy of rebel and 
rebellion. 
In spite of these differences, these genres share one common element: the 
representation of Caste War as conspiracy. For example, newspaper snippets reveal the 
anxiety and obsession that the Belize/Indio conspiracy generates by its unrelenting 
appearances in the register. The novel also elaborates on this conspiracy, deepening and 
strengthening it by allegorizing the concept into the novel’s main antagonists. But as I 
demonstrate, the Caste War conspiracy narrative is not a gesture unique to Yucatán. In 
the remainder of this chapter, I discuss how the Caste War novel of Chiapas also 
functions as a vehicle for narrating indigenous conspiracies. 
*** 
 In 1868, Chiapas joined Yucatán as a region to experience a Caste War. In the 
highlands of Chiapas between 1868 and 1870, the Chamula and other Tzotzil 
communities schemed the implacable and violent extermination of all white ladinos. 
These rebels began their own religion with a collection of rocks and clay idols that fell 
from the sky. When their leaders were captured, they attacked the ladino city Ciudad 
Real, initiating the violence; to augment their power, they crucified their own Indian 
Christ, a small boy from Chamula. 
As the war began, two newspapers entitled El espiritu del siglo and La Brújula 
began publishing on the “graves peligros que corría ‘la raza blanca’” at the hands of the 
“chusmas de indios” of the Chiapas highlands (Esponda Jimeno 195). Just as in Yucatán, 
these papers proclaimed that the indigenous raids carried out on ladino (white) towns and 
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haciendas were a threat to civilization; they too published about the numerous battles and 
both the indigenous and ladino campaigns. Indeed, the rhetorical overlap is so great, it 
would be difficult to distinguish between the Caste Wars of the two regions just by 
reading their respective newspapers. 
The author of Florinda, Flavio Antonio Paniagua (1843-1911), was a lawyer and 
collector of documents pertaining to religion, politics, and Chiapanecan uprisings. He 
also served as the editor of the newspaper La Brújula between 1869 and 1871. In the 
newspaper’s July 23rd, 1869 edition, published just after the Caste War conflicts in 
Nichimtoy and San Cristóbal, Paniagua wrote a column entitled “Tristes consecuencias” 
where he states:  
“…de la guerra de castas ya hemos hablado hasta el fastidio […] La 
situacion no puede ser peor, pero sus consecuencias llegan á tal extremo 
que torturan nuetro espíritu y quisiéramos imponernos un sepulral 
silencio: ello es imposible, porque el dolor tiene sus desahogos y la 
enfermedad sus remedios… Hablemos pues, porque el deber lo manda, 
porque el pueblo á quien consagramos cuidados particulares, exige de 
nosotros este sacrificio más y porque él y no más que él, es el que sufre y 
el que en silencio devora las amargas lágrimas que ruedan hoy por su 
semblante escualido.  
  […] 
Todos los pueblos amenazados con mas procsimidad por los salvajes 
deben quedar en guardia, no deben olvidarse que nuestro común enemigo 
es robusto, valiente y descarado, y es natural que provean á su 
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conservación con eficacia y actividad: que cada uno de sus habitantes se 
constituya en un verdadero soldado armado y dispuesto para la lucha 
contra los bárbaros, porque de otra suerte en la hora y el momento que 
menos se imagine, seremos invadidos y somos ya testigos presenciales del 
modo y la manera con que esas hordas de otentotes nos atacan. Ante el 
peligro actual y del futuro se deben deponer todos los colores de la 
política, todos los odios, todas las personalidades y formar una liga, una 
sola comunión para defendernos y hacer un círculo de fierra que jamás 
rompa el enemigo (15). 
In this example, we see how Caste War rhetoric echoes that of Yucatán; the themes of 
barbarism, duration, and threat are just as salient as in the examples from El Fénix an D. 
Bullebulle. The evocation of uniting against a “común enemigo”27 speaks to a political 
dispute in the area between the Highland and Lowland ladinos not unlike the yucatecos’ 
warring liberal/conservative factions.28 It is evident that in these passages from La 
                                                
27 Here I draw from Carl Schmitt’s Concept of the Political (1932). In one of the 
theorist’s best-known theoretical formuations, he states that state unity is contingent upon 
defining state politics in opposition of the “other,” an other that can be shaped into an 
enemy “ […] in a specially intense way, existentially something different and alien, so 
that in the extreme case conflicts with him are possible" (27). At its most basic, this 
distinction of a common enemy causes the internal politic to unite, effectively snuffing 
out internal conflicts and looming civil wars. 
28 After independence, the region of San Cristóbal and the Highlands—home to elite civil 
and religious bureaucrats and rich terratenientes—aligned itself with the conservative, 
centralist government. Tuxtla, Chiapa, and the lowlands—the home of a robust 
commercial agriculture including ranchers and merchants—adopted both liberalism and 
federalism as the dominant ideological apparatus. In Yucatán, the federalist army led by 
Santiago Imán would overtake Valladolid and Campeche and declare Yucatán a 
sovereign state. 
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Brújula, Paniagua’s position on Chiapas’ Caste War intersects with the region’s internal 
strife as well as interpretations of the Indio as barbaric, dangerous, and violent.29 
 While some newspaper accounts bear similarity, a genre developed in Chiapas 
that did not in Yucatán: that of the eyewitness account. This genre is perhaps the most 
powerful and pervasive Caste War genre produced. These documents, produced by 
ladinos of the region, transmit a mystical tale of a cult of talking stones and stone 
figurines that usurped the Catholic Church’s power as the Indios began to worship these 
objects. Their cult escalated to violence, culminating in the death of a regional cura and 
the crucifixion of a young Chamula boy.  
 There are two major eyewitness accounts that, I argue, form the basis for Chiapas’ 
only Caste War novel entitled Florinda: Sublevaciones indígenas en Chiapas (1888). 
                                                
29 Unlike his journalistic publications, Paniagua’s early corpus of novels—all of which 
are published much closer to the dates of the Guerra de Castas than his Caste War themed 
novel—barely touch the topic of the region’s Indians. I contend that these novels 
demonstrate the sort of disavowal that I identified in the Piracy Novels of Caste War in 
chapter one.  Una rosa y dos espinas (1870)—written just after the most heated moments 
of the Guerra de Castas—barely mentions indigeneity at all; instead, it is a novel about 
Chiapas’ role in the Reforma wars. In his second novel, Lágrimas del corazón (1873), the 
only nod at the war comes in the construction of the town of San Pedro Chenalhó (A 
Caste War town): it becomes the scenario for a place of “desordenes, vejaciones, 
atropellamientos de todo género, y en toda clase de personas. Era la hora de la 
desesperación y del exacerbamiento; y de esas dos pasiones solo fluyen actos barbarous, 
tiránicos…(82, cited in Colunga). In his historical essay dedicated to primary school 
students, Catecismo de Chiapas (1876), Paniagua offers another perspective on the war; 
in this text, the narrative voice is very objective, contrasting sharply with Tristes 
consecuencias. In it, Chamula, the epicenter of Caste War conflict, is a backwards town 
full of fierce warriors that stood against the Spanish conquerors. Here, Paniaguas 
articulates Guerra de Castas violence as a response to banditry in the region. 
Paniagua’s later work is heavily influenced by his role as the Protector Oficial de 
Indigenas, a position created by Governor Pantaleón Domínguez. While there is no 
information when he began this charge, we do know he left it in 1869. He was charged 
with intervening on judicial cases of the Guerra de Castas during the “pacification 
process.”   
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Gramática y Diccionario Tzel-Tal (1888) by Vicente Pineda; and The War of the Castes: 
Indian Uprisings in Chiapas, 1867-1870 as told by an eyewitness (1934) by Cristóbal 
Molina.30 In what follows, I demonstrate how these eyewitness accounts present a 
narrativized tale that fictionalizes the Caste War narrative. From here, I turn to Florinda 
(1889) to argue that if, in the case of Yucatán, literature provided a canvas upon which 
journalistic snippets and popular ideologies regarding Caste War could be mapped out, 
then Florinda fleshes out the eyewitness accounts of Caste War, paradoxically 
factualizing eyewitness accounts through recourse to fiction.  
Sublevaciones indígenas en Chiapas. Gramática y Diccionario Tzel-Tal (1888) by 
Vicente Pineda and The War of the Castes: Indian Uprisings in Chiapas, 1867-1870 as 
told by an eyewitness (1934) by Cristóbal Molina are considered to be one of the few 
surviving Caste War eyewitness accounts. In them, their ladino authors state that an 
indigenous woman named Agustina saw stones or idols fall from the sky, an event 
interpreted as God blessing the Chamula. The Chamula began worshipping these objects, 
and the regional fiscal, Pedro Cuzcat, led the cult alongside Agustina. Cuscat and 
Agustina were arrested in Ciudad Real for leading this cult and causing the Indians to 
revolt against the Church. During this period, Ignacio Fernández de Galindo, a “natural 
de la ciudad de México, que enterado de lo que ocurría, proyectó irse á reunir á los 
indígenas para dirigirlos en contra de los de su propia raza” (Pineda 70). The Mexico 
natives visited Cuzcat’s family, stating “that they had come by the order of her husband, 
Pedro, and that [Galindo] was going to set him free because he was very much his friend 
                                                
30 The only copy currently available of Molina’s account is an English translation by 
Ernest Noyes y Dolores Morgadanes from 1934. The original date of publication is 
unknown, as is the original publication date of Flores Ruiz’ account.  
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and because God had so commanded him” (Molina 370). After demonstrating his 
“mystical powers,” the Chamula decided to follow Galindo. At what is considered the 
turning point of the war, a local parish priest by the name of Miguel Martínez visited and 
confiscated the stone/idols; when Galindo heard of this, he ordered his followers: “Let us 
kill these thieves” (Molina 373). Galindo and the Chamula “knocked him off his horse 
with a shot and the Indians chopped him up with their axes” (Molina 374). And so, 
according to these texts, the Chiapanecan Caste War begins its most violent period. 
According to Molina and Pineda, Galindo and his cohort had big plans—their 
goal was to free the Indios. Galindo tells them “en Yucatán sus compañeros había puesto 
en práctica igual cosa de la que [ustedes] querían hacer” (Pineda 79). Galindo’s first 
military move was to free Agustina and Cuzcat from their prison in Ciudad Real by 
offering himself and his white companions as a replacement. Dressed in Chamula attire, 
the fuereños led the Chamula to the walls of Ciudad Real and peacefully initiated the 
exchange.  Surely, Galindo believed that the ladinos would never execute another 
member of their race and class and for this reason, the would-be caudillo replaced the two 
indigenous leaders in order to save their lives and further earn the Chamula’s trust. This 
plan failed miserably—both Galindo and Trejo were executed, and Luiza lived out the 
remainder of her life in a “casa de recojidas” (Molina 370). 
I contend, however, that these accounts are in fact themselves fictionalizations of 
Chiapas’ Guerra de Castas; both texts reveal that their authors were not eyewitnesses to 
the majority of the events they include in their narrative. In Molina’s account, we learn 
that in order “to observe whatever movements there might be” (374), Chamula’s jefe 
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político José Robles pulled together a “commission” of citizens in 1869, a commission in 
which Molina participated. There is no mention of any other specific moments in which 
Molina actually witnessed anything firsthand. Thus, in the two years of Caste War 
preceding the formation of Roble’s commission, Molina’s level of participation goes 
unestablished. Pineda explains that he was only a  “…testigo presencial de algunos 
hechos; para completar, pues, nuestra narración hemos tomado de los datos que 
proporcionan ‘La Brújula’ y ‘El Espíritu del Siglo’, periódicos que se publicaron en la 
época de la revolución” (Pineda 77). Furthermore, Pineda’s eyewitness fictionalizations 
were published 20 years after the end of the war. 
What is clear, however, is that these accounts serve as a register of the collective 
ladino memory of the war. They clearly articulate the uprising in terms creoles associated 
with Indianness—“pagan” religious practices, gullibility, brutal violence—while 
demonstrating the specific way racial tensions and anxieties manifest at this particular 
moment in history.31  Moreover, it is possible that these fictionalizations solidify a vision 
of the war as the frightful event that reunited the warring elites, or they may even work to 
                                                
31 Historian Jan Rus has published extensively on the Guerra de Castas movement and 
contends that the Indian population found themselves amidst a violent and volatile ladino 
society sharply divided into two political factions; both factions considered the Indian to 
be a means of material extraction and source of labor. Between 1864-1867, the political 
and social influence of the Catholic Church entered a period of intense scrutiny; Indians 
were encouraged to abandon churches and practice Catholicism as they best saw fit. And 
between 1867-69, many Indians took this advice. The response from rural parishes varied 
from passive acceptance to excessive aggression to maintain their congregation, as did 
Indian response to this decree. But in Chamula –the “home” of the “caste war” – priests 
refused to let go of taxes or moderate their demands. The Indians withdrew completely 
from the church and established their own independent religious center in Tzajalhemel. 
The most important aspect of this religious center is that it also was a center of 
commerce, and unwelcome competition to already-strained ladino markets. Rus argues 
that it is the reaction to this aspect of Indian autonomy that leads to the violence of 1869. 
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associate this uprising more seamlessly to the Caste War of Yucatán, still on-going at the 
time of their publication.32 What is clear, however, is the Guerra de Castas in Chiapas and 
its eyewitness accounts demonstrate how this movement served as a receptacle for the 
racism and xenophobia of the regional elites.  
 Just as Yucatán’s Caste War novel narrativized the journalistic tradition of Caste 
War, Florinda, transforms the (already fictional) eyewitness accounts of the uprising in 
Chiapas. Its main characters correspond to the movement’s historical agents: Oppás de 
Leal is the fictional representation of Galindo, Florinda of Luisa Quevedo, and Espartaco 
an indigenous version of Trejo. The eyewitness accounts identify Galindo as a “natural de 
la ciudad de México” that “enterado de lo que occuría [en Chiapas], proyectó irse á reunir 
á los indígenas para dirigirlos en contra de los de su propia raza” (Pineda 78). In 
Florinda, Oppás is also a “oriundo de México” (Paniagua 50) but is also an “ingeniero;” 
he would even found a primary school “con asignaturas […] sobre las matemáticas” just 
as Rosario Castellanos’ third fictionalization of Galindo would do 70 years later in Oficio 
de tinieblas (1959) [See Chapter 4].  
Paniagua’s novel does not, however, rename the indigenous leaders of the 
movement: their names correspond exactly with eyewitness accounts, with the exception 
of minor differences in spelling. Indeed, the novel’s first vision of the two Chamula 
antagonists reproduces Molina’s account almost verbatim:   
En esas barrancas, existía apacentando una grey de ovejas, la indígena 
Agustina Gómez Chebcheb sola como se encontraba, eligió dos piedras de 
                                                
32 For more on the Chiapanecan perspective of the connection between the Southeast’s 
two caste wars, see La Guerra de Castas en el año 1869 (1934) by Timoteo Flores Ruiz. 
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color azul negro, las examinó, limpió esmeradamente y las acarició 
singularmente. Al ver esas demonstraciones que hacía las piedra [sic], la 
curiosidad abriría sus ojos e indagaría la causa: nostotros vamos a 
encontrarla súbitamente. 
Sería el medio día del 22 de octubre de 1867, cuando apareció en el 
pintoresco sitio, donde permanecía la Chebcheb, la madre de ésta; y luego 
que la vio, aquéela le dijo con su acento nativo. 
—Que la güil me hillal, oximtom la vinagel  
—¿Buoy? 
—Te hoy, que la güil (Paniaguas 41). 
In a footnote, we learn that this Hispanicized (and wildly imprecise) tzotzil means: “Mira, 
madre estas piedras bajaron del cielo. / ¿Dónde están? / Míralas: aquí están” (41).  
With the exception of the date, the above passage from Florinda duplicates 
Molina’s account exactly. Unfortunately, the original Spanish document is not 
available—the only published version of Molina’s account is a 1937 translation by Ernest 
Noyes and Dolores Morgadanes: 
On the 22d of December of the year 1867, while the Indian girl Augustina 
Gomes Checheb, a native of the town of Chamula, was tending her sheep 
in the hollows of Tzajalemel, she selected three round, bluish-black stones 
and laid them on the ground beside her. When her mother came to see her, 
Augustina said to her: “Look, mother, three stones fell from the sky”. Her 
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mother asked: “Where?” and she replied “Look, here they are” (Molina 
365). 
A footnote referencing Molina’s original Spanish text mentions that “[t]he manuscript 
carries this conversation in Tsotsil with the Spanish equivalent in parenthesis: Quelagüil 
me hillal oxim ta vinagel. Buoy? Te hoy quelagüil” (365).33  
 Another example of the novel’s reproduction of eyewitness accounts comes after 
Oppas, dressed in Cuscate’s ceremonial garb, meets with a large gathering of Indios: 
—Compañeros—dijo don Oppás con acento melodioso: ha llegado la hora 
en que reunidos los pueblos de indígenas bajo la bandera de la 
civilización, vayan a libertar de las manos del tirano al ilustre Pedro Díaz 
Cuscate, calumniado, vejado, preso, y tal vez condenado a muerto por el 
solo delito de pedir la manumission de nosotros. Yo he venido aquí 
descendiendo del cielo. Cuscate lo sabe y así lo dice en estas cartas. 
También debo probaros que soy hijo de los dioses: mis pruebas son 
evidentes. Traedme unos niños. 
En el acto le presentaron cuatro de tierna edad y los tocó varias, repetidas 
veces, hasta que aparecieron muertos, sumergidos en hondo sueño. […] 
                                                
33 This particular example is especially problematic. The eyewitness accounts “speak” for 
the indigenous agent. In the indigenista literature of the twentieth century, Estelle Tarica 
has identified this as “a gesture that coopts, marginalizes, and ultimately silences 
indigenous voices while empowering indigenistas themselves” (xii). I argue that this 
applies here, also. 
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—Ya véis, sé dar la muerte instantáneamente. Esos niños han muerto; 
vedlos, movedlos y llamadlos, ellos no volverán, si no es que yo lo quiera. 
[…] 
Frotó a los niños, les pasó las manos varias veces y despertaron del sueño 
magnético en que los sumergió. 
-Ahí tenéis sanos y Buenos a los niños: así pasará con vostros: sois 
muertos, os resucitaré (Paniagua 70). 
 And here, the corresponding section from Molina’s account: 
“[Galindo] hypnotized children of both sexes in the presence of everybody 
and told them ‘that they had died but as God had given him the power to 
raise the dead, he would bring them to life’, and in fact, he awakened them 
from hypnosis and they came to. By all of this the Indians were convinced 
that he had in reality descended from heaven. He preached to and 
admonished them frequently to do all he commanded in order to liberate 
Cuscat, that they should have no fear and that if there should be a war and 
any one of them died, he would rise him on the third day as they had 
already seen” (Molina 371)  
As we have seen, it is obvious that the author of Florinda re-fictionalizes the eyewitness 
accounts, documents that are, in themselves, a fictionalization. If I argued in the case of 
Yucatán that fictionalization allows the fleshing out of that which the newspaper cannot 
represent, what remains to be established is the function of fiction in the case of Chiapas. 
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The eyewitness accounts do the work of substantiating the violence, and narrativizing the 
porous, fragmented journalistic accounts. They also imagine a panorama of Indio 
violence, complexity and greed, elements understood as the a priori backdrop of the 
Southeastern Caste Wars.34  
There are two functions embedded in Paniagua’s novel: first, I argue that the 
eyewitness accounts do not effectively develop the conspiratorial nature of the Guerra de 
Castas uprising. In Florinda , an example of this comes as the reader witnesses the secret 
meetings between don Oppás and Espartaco,:  
Cuando el manto negro de la noche envolvió en sus pliegues a la 
naturaleza, aquellos dos hombres se pusieron de pie, y al haber luz, su 
hubiera visto, que sus ojos de lince se enclavaban en el camino y que su 
alma sofocaba los latidos de su corazón, como con el intento de escuchar. 
[…]  
Los dos hombres parecían inanimados; no abrían sus labios; eran espectros 
hórridos sentados en medio de la oscuridad con el halite que no se 
percibían. […] 
Al aparecer la luz, aquellos dos hombres dijeron a la vez. 
—Es la señal. 
                                                
34 This is not to say that Florinda does not continue the work of imagining Indio cruelty 
and violence. For example, during one of the first battles of the uprising, the novel 
describes the following scene:  
“Supo el jefe de los rebeldes, que en el pueblo de San Andrés existían familiares de 
blancos o ladinos, y el 25 de junio envió grandes chusmas a matarlos, como lo ejecutaron 
en el mismo día, dando muerte a todas las personas sin distinción de edad, ni de sexo y 
llevando su ferocidad salvaje al extremo de que muertas algunas mujeres que estaban 
grávidas, el feto era puñaleado o machacado ¡¡Horror!! Ni los nerones, atilas, ni brenos, 
grandes tiranos de la historia llevaron su crueldad a los niños que no habían nacido” (88). 
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Uno de ellos hizo fuego con unos cerillos y encendió unas rajas de pino, 
que, ardiendo violentamente, formaron un foco de luz. […] 
Ya unos pasos de distancia, la luz vino recta, sin detenerse y se oyó una 
voz que decía 
—Cajual don Oppás 
Los dos hombres respondieron al unísono. 
—¡¡Espartaco!! 
Here, in this example, we see men camouflaged by the night, awaiting secret signals to 
conjure up their “cajual” (Tzotzil for señor, according to author). This sort of language 
peppers the novel: Cuscate awaits his victims “envuelto en las sombras” (41), a man 
await signals on dark street corners, “envuelto perfectamente en una gran capa, calado el 
sombrero hasta las cejas” (43), and Indio legions, “millares de indígenas” (87), enter into 
guerrilla warfare, “…durante aquella noche las luces encendidas por los indígenas, se las 
miraba moverse en todas direcciones” (87). The eyewitness accounts do not focus on 
Indio conspiracy, opting instead to focus on the gullible Indio nature and the 
inconceivable betrayal of the white Galindo. 
 The second function of fiction in Chiapas’ Caste War novel is the imagining of 
motive. There is something unique to the construction of Caste War in Chiapas when 
compared to Yucatán: the leader is white. The novel works hard to develop this 
character’s decay in order to imagine how a white man could turn against his own race. It 
begins by describing Oppás (Galindo) as a man with ideals—he wishes to free the Indios 
from the injustices of the ladinos, saying “todos los hombres son hermanos, y las 
desigualdades sociales deben perecer” (40). By the end of the novel, however, Oppás 
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spirals into madness. He turns into “un poseso” with “los ojos inyectados de sangre, 
despedían fuego en su mirar rápido y continuo” (57).  Even as he is convicted to death by 
a tribunal, he would hear “el toque de clarines y voces de guerra; pero no existía nada, 
todo era creación de su exaltada imaginación” (92). In a word, the novel posits that the 
only imaginable way that a white would turn against his own race is through insanity. 
 I close with a final consideration: what effect does fictionalization have on 
eyewitness accounts? I have argued thus far that the function of fiction to incite the 
imagination and shape both fantasy and behavior, but I believe there is an important, 
second element at play: that is, Florinda inadvertently factualizes the ficticious. By using 
these accounts as a historical baseline, Florinda effectively solidifies their role in 
literature as foundational texts of the war. Indeed, as we shall see in Chapter 4, these 
accounts will experience a revival at the hands of Rosario Castellanos.  
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CHAPTER 3 
THE BUEN INDIO NOVEL: CHAN SANTA CRUZ, THE HENEQUEN BOOM 
AND THE LITERARY REPRESENTATIONS OF YUCATAN’S SPANISH 
CONQUEST 
 
 En la llanura la planta se implanta  
en vastas plantaciones militares.  
Ejército inmóvil  
frente al sol giratorio y las nubes nómadas. 
El henequén, verde y ensimismado,  
brota en pencas anchas y triangulares:  
es un surtidor de alfanjes vegetales.  
El henequén es una planta armada. 
El henequén,  
verde lección de geometría  
sobre la tierra blanca y ocre.  
Agricultura, comercio, industria, lenguaje.  
Es una planta vivaz y es una fibra,  
es una acción en la Bolsa y es un signo. 
Octavio Paz, “Entre la piedra y la flor” (1937) 
 
In 1937, the acclaimed Octavio Paz would spend a few months as a resident of Mérida, 
Yucatán. Paz was moved by the fact that little had changed for the Mayan campesinos 
that worked the land in spite of the implementations of Cardenista land reforms taking 
place in the region. His poem exemplifies the scope and signifying power that the 
henequen plant—the centerpiece of Yucatán’s export economy that lasted from the 1860s 
through the 1920s—had become imbued with over the last 80 years, along with its 
articulation within the vicissitudes of the international market. His poem continues on, 
“Es un tiempo humano, / tiempo que se acumula, / tiempo que se dilapida. / La sed y la 
planta, / la planta y el hombre, / el hombre, sus trabajos y sus días” (3), demonstrating the 
interconnectedness of the plant and the histories of the people who worked the henequen 
fields.  
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This chapter discusses that interconnectedness of plants and people, and the part 
literature plays in shaping it. But the story of henequen begins long before the publication 
of Paz’ poem. By 1853, the intensity of the Caste War Violence had begun to wane; the 
intensity of the press and its anxiety surrounding its representation, however, certainly 
did not.35 Regional Newspapers such as El Constitucional: Periódico oficial de Yucatán 
(1859-1861), and La voz liberal. Periódico del pueblo (1860-1861), as well as journals 
from Mexico City such as La paz. Diario de política, ciencias, literatura, comercio, 
artes, variedades y anuncios (1871) and even El Siglo diez y nueve (1861-1876) would 
continue to publish on the “bárbara” war Yucatán as a social conflict considered to hinder 
commerce, arts, and agriculture in the peninsula long after the violence had begun to 
subside (Castro y Curiel 204).36  
Yucatán’s war would soon find company in the papers. In the farewell address in 
El Repertorio’s final edition (Mérida, 1863), the editors exclaim: 
"¡Pues quién ha de desconocer ni olvidar que el Repertorio se ha sostenido 
en un año el más aciago en la luctuosa historia de la patria...! Una guerra 
civil general en la República; una guerra civil particular en el Estado; una 
guerra bárbara de castas; y otra guerra mayor todavía, por último, la de 
                                                
35 In his groundbreaking book on the Henequen-Wheat complex entitled Bound in Twine 
(2007), Sterling Evans considers the Caste War to be over in 1853. While violence did 
decrease significantly, I contend that the establishment of Chan Santa Cruz by the rebel 
faction signals the emergence of a new phase of the war, not a conclusión to it.  
36 See also Bojorquez Palma (2015) for additional representations of Yucatán’s 
journalistic rhetoric.  
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poderosas potencias extranjeras sobre la mejicana" (Curiel, Castro, and 
Luz 493).37 
Here, the list of wars and civil unrest seems unending; the way these wars appear here, 
separated only by semicolons, surely echoes popular perceptions of a seeming deluge of 
civil unrest. Newspapers reported on never-ending regional conflicts, desperate battles in 
Mexico City and Puebla, foreign invaders attempting to take over Mexico’s sovereignty. 
In Yucatán, where war has been a mainstay for decades, the Caste War is discussed 
alongside the Imán conflict and the separatist movements that would briefly establish 
Yucatán as a separate nation.  
This inundation of violence and chaos sees the emergence of an unlikely 
narrative: novels of indigenous civil war between the Tutul Xiu dynasty and the Cocom 
dynasty, two warring Mayan factions whose battles were still ongoing during the Spanish 
conquest of the peninsula. The way these novels evoke Yucatán’s colonial experience, at 
this precise moment in history could not be more significant. For alongside the wars and 
unrest, a new age was about to commence; creoles of this period, as I argue below, must 
soon recover the non-rebel image of Indianness through the possibility of redeemable 
Indios. 
The age I am referring to is the henequen boom, a period of unimaginable wealth 
that, unexpectedly, would catapult the Yucatán peninsula to becoming the most wealthy 
and modernized region of nineteenth-century México. In 1879, William Deering & Co. 
revealed a machine that would herald “the emancipation of the American farmer” 
                                                
37 The “guerra civil general en la república” and the “potencias extranjeras” are of course 
in reference to the Reforma Wars and the French Intervention in Mexico (1861). 
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(Rothstein, as cited by Wells 95) called the twine binder harvester, a harvesting machine 
that attached to a reaper that increased harvest productivity by 1400%.38 The first 
prototypes of this machine used wire binders to enclose wheat and grain bundles, but the 
inevitable bits of wire were costly and sometimes deadly.39 As the inventors turned to 
natural fibers as a binding agent, only the most resilient of fibers passed the test: the fiber 
derived from Henequen (Agave Fourcroydes).40 And Yucatán, one of the only places in 
the world where henequen can be grown in abundance, answered the world market’s 
insatiable hunger for the fiber. While henequen had been produced minimally to diversify 
cash crops by a small handful of ranchos and haciendas during the early and mid-1800s, 
in 1885, Yucatán would begin exporting 93,450,000 pounds of henequen fiber around the 
world.41 This number was but the beginning. By 1910, at the height of the henequen 
boom, Yucatán would be exporting nearly 217 million pounds annually, increasing the 
                                                
38 While Deering was able to produce the first machine, McCormicks twine binder 
harvester in 1881 perfected the design, and would prove to be the most popular of the two 
models. JP Morgan would merge Deering-McCormick in 1902. Another important 
technological advance was the invention of the rasper, a machine that mechanically 
separated the fiber from the plant, drastically increasing the peninsula’s ability to keep up 
with the US’ endless demands. 
39 Wire binder would not only clog the machine, causing it to break down, but would also 
cause deaths in cattle who consumed the grain these machines harvested. 
40 The US also experimented with Kentucky hemp, Russian Hemp, Indian Jute, and 
Phillipine Manila. While the latter of these fibers was in fact the most resilient, Yucatán 
henequen was a cheaper option that still suited the needs of the machine. Furthermore, 
the US-American War of 1898 would pause the possibility of importing from the 
Phillipines. 
41 Most exports were destined for the US, who had developed a dependency upon the 
fiber in the wheat market (Remmer). Indeed, the dependency that the US had upon 
Yucatán is exemplified by this phrase: “The United States is dependent on Yucatán for its 
bread supply…our bread supply is at the mercy of Yucatan” (Miner). 
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amount of pesos in the world market by more than 4,000 percent and taking Yucatán 
from one of the poorest to one of the wealthiest states in Mexico. 42  
Thus, the peninsula begins a complete and irrevocable transformation. Henequen 
was by far the most important cash crop of the late nineteenth-century and early twentieth 
century; referred to as oro verde within the peninsula, it catapulted Yucatán into the 
world economy. By 1869, newspapers were announcing that henequen “will be known as 
the base of wealth and for public prosperity” (as cited in Evans 39); by 1884, henequen 
would become not only the leading export crop of Yucatán, but also of Mexico. By the 
turn of the century, Yucatán would provide the US with more than 95% of its henequen 
supply. At the peak of the henequen boom, the “50 henequen kings” (Turner), or who 
Salvador Alvarado would call the “casta divina,” would see returns on their investments 
exceeding 600% (Evans).  
I follow other scholars in contending that the possibility of this new economically 
oriented phase of Yucatán did not emerge in spite of the peninsula’s political and social 
atmosphere; instead, I argue, the henequen boom grew in tandem with the ebb and flow 
of Caste War Yucatán. Henequen and Caste War exist in a paradoxical relationship: the 
very war that halted economic development in Yucatán would bring about a need to 
cultivate in the arid Northwest. In essence, the boom of henequen farming would find a 
propellant in the ways Caste War limited access to the more fertile land of the interior 
                                                
42 Yucatán’s henequén industry was unique from other “banana republics” across Latin 
American in that until 1912, it was relatively autonomous of US interests. With the 
creation of the International Harvester Company at the end of the nineteenth century, a 
US-controlled monopoly was eventually formed over Yucatán’s henequen market.  
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and Southeast. 43 Furthermore, analyzing Caste War and henequen together reveals 
another paradox: the indigenous—all of whom have been constructed as rebel “enemies 
of civilization” in the nineteenth-century creole imaginary—became a crucial component 
to the Yucatán’s economic success. Thus, understanding the important role that the 
region’s cultural and literary production played in reshaping the regional imaginary is 
crucial to fully understanding the Southeast in the mid to late nineteenth century.  
This chapter explores a new genre of literary production that emerged during this 
period of extreme social and economic change: the historical novels of the Yucatecan 
Spanish Conquest. In order to tease out the racial discourse emerging from this genre,  
this chapter focuses on Eligio Ancona’s La cruz y la espada (1866) and Eulogio Palma y 
Palma’s La hija de Tutul-Xiu (1864) as they take up the legend of the fatal rivalry 
between the virtuous royal dynasty of the Tutul-Xiu family and the corrupt Cocomes. 
Ultimately, this rivalry facilitates the Spanish conquest of the peninsula. Published at the 
end of a Caste War phase, at the beginning of Chan Santa Cruz and Yucatán’s insertion 
into the world market, these novels consequently coincide with political, social, and 
economic change. But while these novels appear to have little to do with the Caste Wars 
or henequen explicitly, it is precisely the combination of these two historical markers 
that, I argue, necessitated more nuanced representations of Yucatán’s indigenous people. 
As I argue throughout this chapter, these novels are the first regional novels to mention 
henequen within their pages, demonstrating a transitionary moment in the creole 
imaginary in which the ruthless and savage Indian trope found in earlier narratives of the 
                                                
43 See Alston, et al (2009), Remmers (1981), Brannon and Backlanoff (1987), and Eiss 
(2008), for more on the connection between henequen and Caste War. 
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Caste War entered into conflict with the region’s need for indigenous bodies to labor on 
henequen plantations. Through the appearance of henequen as an agent in key moments 
of the plot, these novels demonstrate how the creole class attempts to gain narrative 
mastery over the way Yucatán’s indigeneity is represented and understood; it is precisely 
in these representations that indigeneity becomes available as a site of exploitable labor. 
*** 
D. Eulogio Palma y Palma, the author of La hija de Tutul-Xiu (1864), was one of ten 
children born in Motul, Yucatán in 1851. His father was involved in agriculture, and his 
brother died in the Caste War. After his brother’s death, the family moved to Mérida, 
then returned to Motul to help his father after the “desastre económico de la familia” 
(Durán Rosado IX): the loss of his land. While specifics of Palma’s occupation are 
unknown, with more than 70% of Yucatán’s land dedicated to the production of the plant 
by the early twentieth century (Evans 40), it is safe to speculate that the loss of Palma’s 
property was somehow involved with the henequen land grab that commenced in the late 
1880s. 
While Palma struggled to finish his education, he eventually became deeply 
involved in politics, serving as the municipal president de Motul and a 4-time diputado, 
twice under the Henequen King Olegario Molina (http://sipse.com/milenio/motul-
homenajea-a-eulogio-palma-18883.html). As a journalist, he founded La Gaceta de la 
Costa in 1885 and its revival in 1893-97, while also publishing a political newspaper 
called El Porvenir, and collaborated on El Correo del Golfo (1889), a newspaper based in 
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Mexico City.44 His literary corpus mostly consists of reconstructions of Mayan legends, 
the majority published in La Gaceta de la Costa, which he later recompiled in one 
volume entitled Los Mayas (Disertaciones histórico-filológicas) in 1901.  
 Also in the 1850s, the Caste War entered a new phase. The unbridled violence of 
the Caste War lessened as the Maya and the criollos reached a stalemate. The Caste War 
began to take a new shape under the name of Chan Santa Cruz (Little Talking Cross). As 
I noted in Chapter 1, Chan Santa Cruz is the name given to the territory that served as the 
separatist capital to the rebels, a capital recognized as a sovereign nation by the global 
superpower, the United Kingdom.45 The capital received its name from the followers of 
Chan Santa Cruz, often translated as the Cult of the Speaking Cross, a politico-religious 
movement that appeared during the early fragmentation of rebel forces just after the 
assassination of Jacinto Pat and Cecilio Chi in 1849. The followers of this cult attested to 
a Christian cross (or what is more likely, a chain of multiple crosses) (Dumond) that 
delivered a messianic message of love and eventual triumph to the Maya rebels. But 
beyond its religious implications, Chan Santa Cruz was far from a peaceful group, the 
Mayan military forces far outweighed the neighboring British militia, a group with whom 
the Mayan often entered into bloody encounters.  
Ironically, while the Caste War generated a body of displaced Mayan poor who 
were attracted to peonage, creole henequeneros would actually experience a labor 
shortage. From 1847 to 1861, criollos participated in the forced exportation of Mayans to 
                                                
44 During this period, Palma began publishing using the pseudonym Nemo. 
45 This recognition was certainly related to Chan Santa Cruz’ close proximity to British 
Honduras and the trade relationships that existed between the two regions. The British 
recognition of Chan Santa Cruz sovereignty ended in 1893. 
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Cuba, rounding up “suspected Mayan rebels” to sell as slaves on Cuban sugar estates 
(Evans).46 With the peninsula transformed into plantation society seemingly overnight, 
the federal government, in tandem with regional henequeneros, would respond with a 
system of “enganchadores,” men who would kidnap “thousands of laborers from central 
Mexico and Oaxaca” and relocate them in the peninsula (Evans 56). 47 By the twentieth 
century, this shortage would also be addressed by the capture of the Yaqui Indians as well 
as indigenous people from the central highlands, who were forcibly transported to work 
on plantations in the Yucatán (Wells and Joseph 164).48 But even then, the labor shortage 
continued unabated: beginning in 1878, the henequeneros would turn to “importing” 
labor even from China, Japan, Java, Korea, Spain, the Canary Islands, Cuba, and Italy 
(Alston, Mattiace, and Nonnenmacher 114). 
                                                
46 While there is currently no research suggesting this, I speculate that forced deportation 
may very well have influenced the Chan Santa Cruz movement: as Mayans and rebels 
alike feared for their freedom and for their lives, the security that the Chan Santa Cruz 
capital would have offered would be enticing to say the very least. 
47 Leo Waibel defines plantation societies as “characterized by the combination of 
agricultural and industrial functions in the processing of the export production location” 
(as cited in Evans 40). Other scholars have refuted Yucatán’s inclusion in this term 
because 1. henequen properties were often family-owned; 2. the crop being cultivated is 
indigenous to the region; and 3. the local initiatives were by and large sufficient to supply 
the demands of the global market, whereas other plantation societies require some form 
of foreign intervention. I contend, however, that these trivialities are not sufficient to 
exclude the region.  
48 The Yaqui Indians were a people who never considered themselves under Spanish rule, 
and would eventually revolt against the Mexican government in 1825 when forced to pay 
taxes. The Mexican government would later begin to confiscate and redistribute Yaqui 
lands, causing the Yaqui to band together and revolt. Under Porfirio Díaz, the Yaqui 
Indians would be sold at sixty pesos a head to the tobacco plantations in the valle 
nacional, the sugar plantations of Oaxaca, and of course, to the henquen plantations of 
Yucatán. By 1908, more tan 5,000 Yaqui had been kidnapped and sold into slavery 
(Wells and Joseph).  
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Eulogio Palma y Palma’s novel, La hija de Tutul-Xiu (1864) was published just 
after this period rife with political, social, and economic change.49 This novel also 
presents a moment of departure from other novels: I argue that the historical narratives of 
Chan Santa Cruz, henequen, and labor fluctuations that I have here outlined interact with 
new examples of the Caste War novel as they change in appearance and scope for a third 
time. Here, there is a turn away from earlier motifs of piracy, displacement, violence, and 
conspiracy; in their place come stories of Indian dynasty, Spanish conquest, and the 
annihilation of the vestiges of Mayan autonomy—motifs that, I argue, develop the 
distinction between “good” and “bad” Indios. Interestingly, there are several historical 
novels published during the mid-nineteenth century about Spanish Conquest; in the 
Yucatán peninsula, one of Mexico’s more prolific novel-producing regions, colonial-
themed historical novels often focus on indigeneity.50  Indeed, Yucatán proves fixated on 
their colonial beginnings, a fixation most likely intertwined with their condition as the 
region of first contact: the Yucatán peninsula would serve as Cortés’ entry point as he 
marched to Tenochtitlán.  Yucatán’s pacification would prove to be one of the most 
                                                
49 While Alberto Villegas Cedillo asserts that this novel was indeed published in 1864, 
the second 1951 edition of the novel claims that the 1st edition was published in 1901. 
Based on the fact that Palma y Palma recompiled his folletín publications in 1901, I 
contend that Villegas Cedillo’s assertion is correct. 
50 See José Pasual Almazán, Un herege y un musulmán (1870) Vicente Rivas Palacio, Los 
piratas del golfo (1870) and Monja y casada, virgen y mártir (1868) Enrique de Olavarría 
y Ferrari’s El tálamo y la horca (1868) and Justo Sierra O’Reilly’s La hija del judío. On 
the literary front, the 1850s would also see Mexico enter its literary “golden age” of 
nineteenth century novels with Eligio Ancona, Justo Sierra O’Reilly, José Pascual 
Almazán and Vicente Rivas Palacio, some publishing in folletín form.  (1848), for 
example. These are just a few of the nineteenth-century authors that published Mexican 
colonial themed-novels in the mid- to late-nineteenth century. Beyond the two novels of 
this chapter, Ancona’s “Los mártires de Anahuac” (1870) is an example of other novels 
published on pre-conquest indigeneity. 
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violent and most difficult of all of Latin America—in March of 1517, Diego Velázquez, 
the governor of Cuba, organized an expedition headed by Francisco Hernández de 
Córdoba to further explore the New World, making the Yucatán Peninsula the first 
mainland contact point between the Spanish conquistadores and the indigenous peoples 
of the Americas. Multiple colonization attempts were unsuccessful until the pacification 
of Tabasco in 1535 and the founding of Campeche in 1540 and of Mérida in 1542. In all, 
it required more than 30 years of conflict to partially pacify the peninsula. 
Following in Ericka Beckman’s call to rethink Latin American literature as 
objects that “[allegorize] a field of power relations both internal and external to the 
nation: the global market” (Fables 99), I argue that writing Spanish conquest and Indian 
dynasties is an allegory of a massive labor shortage in the context of an unprecedented 
export boom. Thus, these novels demonstrate a new moment in Yucatán’s literary 
tradition, one that examines its past in order to project its injection into the world market. 
This, I argue, is an ineluctable function of Latin American historical novels published 
during major economic change—to quote Beckman once again, “…capitalism is 
incapable of inventing a vision of the past that does not reinforce its resolute presentism” 
(Macondo 147). 
 I argue that the allegorical function of these novels serve several purposes. The 
Caste War, once an impossible war, has now produced an impossible outcome— the 
Mayan continue to fight and establish themselves as a separate, sovereign state. As we 
have seen, one rhetorical tactic of the textual production of the Southeast was to 
reconfigure the past multiple times during the most violent period of the Caste War in 
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order to abrogate away from the creoles any responsibility of the war and its outcomes.51 
This rhetorical move is reinforced in these novels. To this end, the peninsula’s many 
newspapers published innumerable Caste War anecdotes and updates that often countered 
or expounded upon popular rumors of fearful “enemy victories,” or recounted the 
glorious deeds of yucateco generals and troops (Bojorquez Palma 90).52 These papers 
also demonstrate that early depictions of the Caste War rebels continue to resonate and 
have meaning in the 1850s as they include opinion articles that describe rebels as 
“salvajes,” “bárbaros," and “de raza inferior” (Bojorquez Palma 91). These depictions, I 
argue, work in tandem with the Caste War as a “war against civilization,” further 
validating the blamelessness of the creole class.  
 Palma y Palma’s novel, I argue, returns to the past in order to “recast” the Guerra 
de Castas and further reinforce the historical continuity of the war. The Xiu/Cocom 
allegory is critical to the creole imaginary as the peninsula’s constituents continuously 
struggle to mitigate their role in the war to that of the victim or of the hero, as we have 
seen in the journalistic tradition of the times. Historically, however, the Tutul Xiues were 
a royal family accredited with founding Uxmal in the Puuc region (Tizimin Codex). In 
the 1440s, a civil war commenced between the Xiu dynasty and the Cocomes of the liga 
de Mayapán, a war whose resolution brought about the fragmentation of Yucatán’s 
Mayan into 16 separate cacigazos and the possession of Sotuta by the Cocomes. In 1535, 
                                                
51 For example, the historical essays of regional erudites Justo Sierra O’Reilly and Eligio 
Ancona tailor the peninsula’s colonial past to create a teleological narrative within which 
the impossible violence of the Caste War could even begin to be comprehended. 
52 See La Aurora, El Fénix, El siglo XIX, La Unión Liberal, or Don Bullebulle. See also 
Bojorquez Palma’s recent research (2015) on how these particular periodicals interacted 
with Caste War rhetoric and narrativization.  
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after the arrival of the Spanish, the old rivalry flared up again and the Cocomes 
vanquished the Xiu dynasty, leaving this royal family to become one of the most actively 
militant and violent indigenous groups that the Spanish would encounter.  
Palma’s tale uses the historical register as an outline within which, he claims, “el 
novelista … puede disponer de un campo mucho más vasto…” (XVI). This “campo,” I 
argue, comes from Yucatán’s present. Palma begins with “la bella hija de tutul Xiu” (27), 
Itz-Caan, and her love affair with Chan-Ek, a noble man belonging to the social rank just 
below her own.53 In order to prove his worth, Chan-Ek joins the fight against the ruthless 
Cocomes: his ability and leadership at war earns him the title of “jefe del ejército” and 
Itz-Caan’s hand. The young Cocom, however, greatly covets Itz-Caan and initiates a 
string of intrigues and conspiracies—including the adoption of human sacrifice—in order 
to force her into matrimony with him. Cocom’s obsession with war and Itz-Caan would 
eventually force Tutul Xiu and his subjects to abandon the spectacular city of Uxmal—a 
city that had perplexed scholars of the time as a city of inexplicably great technological 
advances—and take up residence in Maní. Uxmal was one of the handful of ancient 
Mayan cities to utilize cisterns, or chultuno’ob (aguadas in Spanish), to cope with the 
complete lack of ground water available in the peninsula. Palma y Palma emphasizes 
their importance, mentioning them on nearly ninety separate occasions throughout the 
novel.   
 The allegorization of pre-conquest civil war generates a very specific sort of 
signifying versatility. Firstly, the civility and moral refinement emphasized in the Xiu 
                                                
53 All quotations correspond to the Editorial Yucatanense “Club del Libro” versión of the 
novel published in 1951. 
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dynasty creates a strong point of comparison for creoles inundated with the rhetoric of 
Caste War rebels as “enemies of civilization.” Furthermore, Mérida, Yucatán’s capital, 
finds itself on the cusp of becoming the most modern and progressive city of México; 
Uxmal’s position as the peninsula’s most advanced ancient city would certainly resonate 
with the yucateco reader. In other words, Yucatán’s creoles—a group also nearly forced 
out of their modern city, a group at war with the enemies of civilization—may have 
found enough overlap to identify with this tribe. But more importantly, perhaps, is that 
this novel marks the first time that, instead of being homogenized, the Mayan identity 
undergoes a heterogeneization embodied by the civil and honest Xiues versus the violent 
and deceiving Cocomes. This literary move enables this novel to encompass the 
rhetorical identity of the Mayan rebel while also recovering the possibility of the “good” 
Indian—as we shall see, this identitary redemption will be taken up by Ancona in his 
novel two years later.  
 But the most meaningful moment in Palma’s novel comes as the princess Itz-Caan 
is forced to seek refuge just outside of Maní, in an “aldea de aspecto agreste, como son 
hasta hoy día nuestras poblaciones” (151, my emphasis). Note the narrative voice’s 
sudden anchorage in the present.  The village’s inhabitants “…por lo general, eran 
agricultores o, lo que es lo mismo, tributarios que labraban las selvas de los contornos, a 
condición de ceder una parte de sus productos a la Hacienda de la Corona” (151). Among 
these agricultores lives Ixcay, who “[v]ivía la pobre anciana del mísero producto de su 
trabajo, consistente en mantas de algodón corrientes, que hilaba y telaba y vendía a los 
comerciantes que, en demanda de efectos, solían llegar a sus puertas” (151). But her 
condition as one who offers her labor for sale veils her family’s traditional role—that of 
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an X’men, or curandero. 54 Her home is built upon the only entrance to a deep complex of 
caves and waterholes called cenotes. This cenote served Ixcay’s grandfather as a place of 
power where he enacted curaciones and exorcisms. But with his death died his “fama y 
sabiduría” (152), leaving his granddaughter only with her unskilled alienable labor, 
causing her to fall into poverty. 
 Such is life in this town, the narration notes: this is a village so like Yucatán’s 
villages of Palma’s day. Ixcay’s work matches the quality of her raw material: her labor 
is “mísero,” her cotton, “corriente.” This lack of quality—both of commodity and of 
labor—is representative of a pre-henequen Yucatan: a market in which indigenous 
alienable labor and regional commodities have little exchange value.55 But while her 
labor-power may not be ideal in the world of cotton, this scene demonstrates her generic 
capacity for alienable labor, a notion that had long since become de-emphasized in the 
popular rhetoric of Yucatán. Thus, I argue, while the poor Ixcay stands in as a 
representation of a pre-commodified Yucatán, she will undergo an economic 
transformation through the symbolic intervention of henequen. One of Tutul Xiu’s 
counselors goes to Ixcay in secret and asks her to offer up the old and forgotten cave as a 
hiding place for Itz-Caan. Ixcay agrees; the counselor, “[…] metiendo la mano en un 
sucio morral de henequén, [extrae] un magnífico collar de ámbar y algunas joyas de oro 
                                                
54 Palma’s novel incorrectly uses the feminine marker X (xmen) instead of an H (hmen) 
when he refers to Ixcay’s grandfather. In fact, the name Ixcay is more than likely 
misspelled: in Yuatec Mayan, the “X” produces the sound [iʃ], making the i- in Ixcay 
redundant. 
55 Between Mexican Independence and Caste War, the region had briefly attempted to 
penetrate the international cotton, sugar, and tobacco industries, all of which required the 
quality and depth of the soil of the interior. During the early years of rebel assaults, one 
of the first cotton factories in Mexico (located in Valladolid) was targeted, demolished, 
and pillaged (Remmer). 
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traídas de México, país en que habían sido trabajadas y en que abundaba 
extraordinariamente aquel metal” (155; my emphasis). 
 Allegorically, this dirty henequen sack serves as the motor of exchange: it is not a 
coincidence that here, henequen takes the form of a receptacle that transports wealth. 
Furthermore, “meter mano” is a common colloquial expression in Spanish that conveys 
the idea of “becoming involved in” or to “undertake” an activity, making the action of the 
counselor reaching into the sack an unconscious nod to the incipient accumulation of 
wealth that Yucatán will undergo. Thus, as Yucatán stands at the precipice of an 
unprecedented period of economic boom and subsequent labor shortages, a very real need 
emerges to present an image of Indianness as pacified subjects with commodifiable 
(exploitable) labor. Here, Ixcay is the first instance of answering that call: this indigenous 
woman (and her labor) will become transformed. 
Eligio Ancona’s La cruz y la espada, published in 1866, also begins to answer 
this call. Set in 1539, this novel tells the tale of a pair of star-crossed lovers, Beatriz and 
Alonso Gómez de Benavides, both Spanish and of aristocratic lineage. Their relationship 
is frustrated by the fact that Benavides is a segundón without legal claim to his father’s 
accounts and estates, making a marriage to the noble Beatriz impossible. After entering 
into a duel and killing Beatriz’ father as he tries to prove his worth to him, he flees the 
repercussions of his murderous act and joins the Altamirano Francisco de Montejo and 
his expedition to pacify the “bárbaro[s]" (11) and “bellicoso[s]” (8) Indians of Yucatán.  
 If Palma y Palma’s novel begins to set up the new role of indigeneity in the 
henequen boom, this novel offers up a a thinly veiled nod at the social and economic 
situation of late nineteenth-century Yucatán criollos. First, the fact that Benavides is a 
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segundón—that is, he is immutably separated from the land and riches of his father—
speaks subtly but clearly of the nineteenth-century creole experience. Between 1846-
1950, the white population of the peninsula had declined by an unbelievable 41%, and the 
number of people living in the interior –or sugar-producing—regions of Yucatán 
decreased by 71% (Remmer). With the sugar-producing regions representing the notion 
of prosperity and livelihood up until the discovery of henequen’s global demand, such an 
exile would prove absolutely detrimental within the creole collective unconscious.  
Futhermore, by subtly evoking the conditions of conquest within Yucatán’s 
excitable imaginary of Caste War—that is, a war of bárbaro[s]" (11) and “bellicoso[s]” 
(8) Indians fixated upon attacking non-Indian constituents —, the novel allows the reader 
to draw similarities between the two time periods. This is not the first time that 
“preparatory” language or imagery had been used in Yucatán’s Caste War literature. 
Justo Sierra O’Reilly relies on a similar tactic as he evokes a colonial attack on the port 
of Campeche in the first lines of El filibustero (1841) [See Chapter 1]. Similarly, La cruz 
y la espada invites the reader to make connections between popular Caste War rhetoric 
and the conquest. 
Just as Palma y Palma’s novel allegorizes Yucatán’s henequen-induced wealth 
through jewels and precious metals wrapped in a henequen bag, Ancona’s novel uses the 
colonial marker of wealth par excellence to signify Yucatán’s still inchoate prosperity—
gold. After his daily visit to the sea to lament his lost Beatriz, Benavides is confronted by 
a group of mutinous Spaniards. They tell him that they wish to abandon their current 
expedition in order to join other conquistadores in Peru, where the discovery of gold had 
been confirmed. They also say that they can no longer stand  
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“…las desgracias que diariamente les sobrevenían, de la falta de alimento, 
de la necesidad ordinaria de alcanzarlo con la punta de la lanza, de la 
ferocidad de los indios, del descontento general que reinaba en el 
campamento, de la imposibilidad de continuar la conquista de tan pobres 
elementos [… y] del resultado de todo esto, que era la inutilidad de 
permanecer en la desierta e inhospitalaria playa de Champotón” (40). 
They continue on, explaining that the two expeditions to find gold in Yucatán had been 
both arduous and fruitless and that “…es una verdadera locura y un solemne disparate 
seguir perdiendo el tiempo en Yucatán, cuando en el Perú podíamos adquirir honra y 
provecho, trabajando acaso menos que en este miserable suelo” (42). 
 It would be difficult to argue that the attitudes here expressed—defeatism, 
unending conflict, hostility, and hardship—could not be mapped on nineteenth-century 
Yucatán. While henequen and sugar production had been in an (underwhelming) rivalry 
in the early nineteenth century, the Caste War drastically shifted geographical access to 
sugar plantation sites as well as drastically altering the demographics of the region. As 
creoles were pushed farther and farther away from the more fertile lands of the interior 
and southeast, the prospect of having to cultivate and thrive on the arid, inhospitable, and 
impoverished land of the northwest would surely have brought about similar feelings of 
despair. Furthermore, the cattle industry, once a large part of Yucatán’s economy, had 
diminished exponentially due to rebel pillaging, which would further diminish the 
creole’s sense of economic opportunity in the northwest.  
 In the novel, Montejo answers these sentiments with an inspiring soliloquy: 
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¿Quién había de figurarse que a pesar de estos tres grandes objetos que 
deben ejercer tan poderoso atractivo en los corazones españoles, tan 
valientes, tan amantes de su rey y de su religión sacrosanta, vosotros que 
sois todos hijos de la noble España, promoveiseis en tan corto tiempo un 
número incalculable de motines para olvidar vuestra hermosa mision, 
abandonar a vuestros capitanes y renegar de vuestro honor, de vuestra 
patria y religión? […] ¿Y qué pretexto alegáis para lanzar casi diariamente 
el grito de rebelión? ¿Que estáis desnudos, que tenéis necesidad de 
alcanzar vuestro alimiento por medio de las armas, que no se adelanta 
nada en la conquista por nuestro poco número, que la tierra es pobre y que 
sus naturales son indomables? Verdad es que no transitamos sobre un 
camino sembrado de flores. Pero ¿desde cuándo los soldados castellanos 
se han quejado del hambre, de la sed, de la desnudez, de las fatigas y de la 
pobreza? Creéis por ventura que para dar cima a las grandes obras, como 
la nuestra, no hay que pasar antes por un número incalculable de trabajo?” 
(45) 
Interestingly, Montejo’s oration borrows from the rhetoric of the newspapers dedicated to 
sensationalizing what had become known as the “teatro de la guerra” (Bojorquez Palma 
90). From El Fénix, 1848: “Valientes y animosos, como eran los españoles, determinaron 
avanzar a todo trance, sin arredarse antes el enorme cúmulo de peligro que 
necesariamente habían de encontrar” and “[f]recuentes son los choques y encuentros con 
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los bárbaros en que nuestros valientes hombres se cubren de honor, y en que también 
derrama su inestimable sangre.”56 From El amigo del pueblo, 1848:  
“creíamos que ante la civilización desaparecerían como el humo las masas 
informes de salvajes representantes de la barbarie, porque el valor, la 
disciplina, la moralidad, y la inteligencia forzosamente debían triunfar de 
la cobardía, de la indisciplina, de la desmoralización y de la ignorancia 
que son los dotes características del indio.”57  
As evident within this comparison, nineteenth-century Yucatán copes with uprising 
through the evocation of the many positive qualities and attributes that the criollos and 
their troops possess, while even invoking their ties with the “valiant and spirited 
Spanish,” a rhetorical strategy that, I argue, aids in drawing stronger connections 
between the fighting of the Caste War and the notion of conquest and pacification. 
Moreover, the invocation of the Spanish and their conquest in popular rhetoric paired 
with the appearance of novels of Spanish conquest is suggestive at the very least.  
 Just as Yucatán’s papers presented these lines of assurance and acclamation of its 
creole heroes to its public, so too does Montejo present his speech to his tired and beaten 
mutineers. And with these words, the mutiny is quelled. To raise troop morale, Montejo 
sends Benavides and his companion, father Bernal, to steal some chickens from a nearby 
Indian village in order to feast that night. As the two advance toward the village, they feel 
the first arrows zoom by their head. However, there is a double-sidedness to the referent 
of conquest in this allegorization: of course, given the popularity of the Black Legend 
                                                
56 My emphasis. As cited in Bojorquez Palma, pp. 93 
57 My emphasis. Ibid. 
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version of colonial historicization, the Spanish prove an unlikely candidate for creoles to 
identify with. However, the political and historical essays of the period signal gesture to 
the sentiment that yucatecos of European decent feel trapped in a cycle of permanent 
conquest, indigenous uprising, and racial tensions. 
 This is where the narration changes gears –after already having tapped into the 
fears, the exhaustion, the frustration of Yucatán’s criollos through the voice of the weary 
Spanish troops, I argue that the novel begins the work of re-constructing the image of 
Indianness. As I demonstrate, this work is done through the appearance of henequen as an 
agent in key moments of the plot. As Benavides maneuvers through Mayan society, 
henequen will subtly but assuredly follow him—throughout the entirety of the novel, the 
fiber will be mentioned nine different times in three unique forms.  
 The first appearance of henequen comes as Benavides and Bernal hide from their 
assailants. But,  
 “[l]a espera no fue larga. No tardaron en ver a través de las hojas que los 
ocultaban, dos indios que se aproximaban con cuanto silencio y cautela les 
era possible. No venían desnudos como los indios que en otros países había 
visto Bernal Pérez. A causa, sin duda, de la estación, y merced al grado de 
civilización respectiva de los habitantes de Yucatán, traían el vestido que es 
hasta ahora común entre sus degenerados descendientes. Consistía este en 
unos calzoncillos de manta que se sujetaban en la cintura, y les cubrían 
hasta la altura de las rodillas, y en una camisa larga del mismo género, 
cuyo cuello cerraba en la garganta con dos cintas de algodón. Cubríanse la 
cabeza con un sombrero recio de paja, formado de la palma tierna del 
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guano, y los pies con unas alpargatas sujetas bajo de las pantorrillas con 
tres cordeles de henequen, que daban algunas vueltas alrededor de la pierna 
(51). 
The first observation the narration makes is that these Indios were unlike the Indios that 
Bernal had previously encountered on his other expeditions across the New World in that 
they are clothed. Indeed, the narration proves anxious for the reader to make the 
connection between their clothedness and their level of civilization. When this referent is 
considered from within the social discourses of nineteenth century Yucatán, civilization 
is an extremely loaded term, a term that defines and organizes the entire Caste War 
movement for the creoles. But the narration quickly rescinds and slips into commentary 
on nineteenth-century Indians, stating that while the clothing of the contemporary Mayan 
may remain the same, the Indians of the day were nothing but the “degenerados 
desciendientes” of their ancestors. But in spite of this criticism of nineteenth-century 
Indianness, henequen continues to mark the ancient Mayans as civilized—here, it is used 
as the element that binds their clothing, their civilization, to them.  
 Just as Palma y Palma stressed the civility and morality of the Tutul Xiu dynasty, 
so too does Ancona: 
Sobre su camisa de algodón, hecha de la tela más fina que tejen los 
manufactureros del país, se encuentra ceñida una manta ricamente bordada 
de jeroglíficos, que por medio de un nudo se halla sujeta en la parte 
anterior de su cuello. Sus alpargatas, de corteza de árboles, se ven 
aseguradas en la garganta de su pie con unos cordeles de henequen que, 
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dando vueltas simetricas alrededor de las piernas, desaparecen bajo los 
anchos pliegues los calzones de finísimo algodón.  
Here lies a pinnacle example of how henequen signifies civility and refinement. Tutul 
Xiu himself, the most noble of all the pre-conquest Mayan, uses henequen in conjunction 
with the finest fabrics and materials of his kingdom. Henequen will appear several other 
times in different forms—as a hammock, as a bag, and as the adornment on a ornately 
carved wooden chair.58 It is important to note that all of these items exist in Tutul Xiu’s 
kingdom; henequen does not function at any point in this novel as a marker of civilization 
in the realm of the savage Cocomes. 
The second configuration of henequen comes just a few moments later as 
Benavides and Bernal are caught. A warrior 
“ […] se arrojó a los pies de Benavides un hombre, abrazó sus rodillas, y 
antes de que tuviese tiempo de bajar la espada para herirle, le hizo perder el 
equilibrio. El valiente español cayó en tierra y al bajar la mano para 
sostenerse con ese impulse tan natural que sentimos al dar una caída, clavó 
en la arena la punta de su espada. 
Una exclamación general de alegría saludó la costosa victoria mientras que 
veinte manos se agolpaban y chocaban sobre el cuerpo del español para 
arrancarle su puñal y su espada y atarle los brazos con cordeles de 
henequen. 
                                                
58 Henequen appears as Benavides hammock, one of “dos hamacas de henequén” (92); 
later, as a “pequeña hamaca de henequén” (96) used in Tutul Xiu’s residence; then, as a 
“saco de henequén” (98) where Mayan idols are stored; lastly, on “una silla de 
madera…adornada con flecos de henequén” in Tutul Xius bed chamber.  
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Bernal Pérez se batío con igual valor que Benavides, pero el ardid 
empleado con este había surtido tan buen efecto que no tardaron en 
ensayarlo con él, y el viejo veterano sucumbió del mismo modo que el 
joven andaluz” (53; my emphasis). 
Unbeknownst to them, the two conquistadores had been captured by the warriors of Tutul 
Xiu. This moment of contact marks the beginning of the end of Tutul Xiu’s sovereignty, 
but not in the way one would expect. Instead of being vanquished by their European 
enemies, Tutul Xiu and his tributaries of the South ally themselves with the Spanish in 
order to assist them in ending the Cocomes tyrannous reign. Zuhuy Kak, Tutul Xiu’s 
daughter, is a pivotal character in bringing about this alliance: she rescues Benavides 
from the sacrificial alter and hides him from Cocom. Just as in Palma y Palma’s versions 
of events, Cocom desires to marry Tutul Xiu’s daughter in order to take over his 
kingdom; Zuhuy Kak and Benavides fall in love in spite of the latter’s dedication to 
Beatriz.  
 Here, henequen takes the form of the rope that binds Benavides hands as he 
slowly but steadily turns the tides of Yucatán’s conquest. Henequen quite literally 
accompanies him as he intervenes in the indigenous civil war and Spanish pacification. 
Benavides and Zuhuy Kak realize that neither will be safe from Cocom without the 
protection of the Spanish, the two flee the Xiu’s reign, and both are captured. Henequen 
cords will appear once again as he plans his escape: 
Benavides creyó comprender al instante lo que significaba aquel cambio 
[de prisión]. Habiendo cerrado su herida lo suficiente para permiterle 
andar sin ayuda de otro, no debía ser ya vigilado como enfermo, sino 
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como prisionero peligroso. En efecto, su nueva prisión, aunque construida 
de la misma material que la que había dejado, sus paredes eran más sólidas 
y su puerta fuerte de madera se cerraba exteriormente con una cuerda de 
henequen (218). 
And again, as Benavides rubs his face and body in dirt and dresses as an Indio in order to 
pass through Sotuta to rescue Zuhuy Kak: 
Zuhuy Kak, entre tanto, no casaba de mirar al desconocido. Este, que 
ponía todos sus conatos en esquivar aquellas miradas, hacía vagar sus 
ojos por el reducido ámbito de la estancia. De súbito se detuvieron sobre 
un rincón en que se veía arrollada una cuerda de henequen. 
Entonces, volviéndose al sumo sacerdote, [Benavides] le dijo [en Maya]: 
-Cerremos la puerta para dormir con mayor tranquilidad. 
Y tomando un madero que se veía cerca de la puerta la atrancó 
cuidadosamente. Luego se aproximó al sumo sacerdote, y cayendo 
súbitamente sobre él, le aseguró por los brazos, le echó por tierra y gritó a 
Zuhuy Kak en español: 
-Hermos itzalana, tráeme esa cuerda para atar a tu verdugo (226). 
In the first instance, henequen emphasizes the difficulty of what Benavides must 
surmount in on order to free himself and his beloved. In the second, henequen acts as an 
agent of support, assisting Benavides as he finally rescues Zuhuy Kak. But what all these 
appearances have in common is that henequen takes a very important form: that of a 
cuerda, a cordel, or dare I say, twine. This literary prefiguration and its subtle coexistence 
alongside the Indians of Yucatán speak to the imagined interconnectedness of the two. 
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Where Ixcay’s interaction with henequen brought her prosperity, henequen in Ancona’s 
novel bridges the Spanish/Indian divide, which offers the template for the Buen Indio 
model.  
*** 
In all, La cruz y la espada presents a new model of Indianness by reimagining the 
Xiu dynasty’s role in conquest: the historical connections that the discourses of Caste 
War draw perpetuate the perception of conquest into the present day. This historical 
“bridge” allows the Xiu Indians cross over as an allegorical vessel that transports the 
“good” Indio model that dovetails historically with growing labor demands. The Xiu’s 
alliance with the Spanish conquest strengthens that perception. Palma y Palma’s La hija 
de Tutul Xiu does similar work through its representation of henequen and Indian labor, 
allegorized in the character Ixcay. The narration establishes her labor as inadequate until 
henequen intervenes as an opportunity of prosperity. In this way, henequen serves as a 
catalyst to re-evaluate the worth of her labor. 
 Thus, I contend that this new literary moment of Mayan civil war novels interacts 
with the literary construct of Indianness in several ways. First, they allegorize the civil 
war for a population that believes itself to live a continuation of conquest; from within 
this allegorization, a “good” Indio emerges, one that understands and actively preserves 
civilization. This buen Indio is willing to abandon their culture, morals, and traditions in 
order to ensure the success of the powers of good, be that through vanquishing the rebel 
Indians independently or through an alliance with the Spanish. 
 With this new “buen Indio” archetype, henequen appears in tandem with 
representations of Indio civilization, enhancing the “refinement” of the Xiu dynasty by 
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binding their clothing to them. Henequen is also used to “bind” Benavides as he is 
captured; his capture ultimately leads him to facilitate the Xiu/Spanish alliance through 
his love affair with Zuhuy Kak. Henequen also serves as a tool for him to escape the 
clutches of the rebel Cocomes. In all, henequen acts as a silent and subtle catalyst, almost 
always taking the form of twine, that allegorically “binds” creoles and Indians in distinct 
but interconnected ways, thus changing the literary conceptualization of Indianness away 
from rebellion for the first time in nineteenth-century Yucatan.  
 As the Mexican Revolution slowly entered the peninsula, the Partido Socialista 
Sureste [PSS], founded by Carrancista Governor Salvador Alvarado, funded a huge 
intellectual project that sponsored regional indigenistas such as Antonio Mediz Bolio and 
Luis Rosado Vega (Fallaw).59 The mayista narratives of these prolific authors would 
serve many functions; in all, they demonstrate Yucatán’s cultural wealth—an important 
factor for tourism, the industry that would replace henequen (albeit inadequately) after its 
fall during the Great Depression. The Buen Indio novels of this chapter serve as a first 
important step toward Yucatán’s prolific corpus of state-sponsored indigenista novels of 
the twentieth century. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
59Mediz Bolio’s work, especially his novel La tierra del faisán y del venado (1922) were 
read widely and included a prologue by Alfonso Reyes and illustrations by Diego Rivera. 
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CHAPTER 4 
POST-REVOLUTIONARY CASTE WAR NOVELS: THE NINETEENTH-
CENTURY HISTORICAL REGISTER IN ROSARIO CASTELLANOS’ OFICIO 
DE TINIEBLAS AND ERMILO ABREU GÓMEZ’S LA CONJURA DE XINÚM 
 
In 1958, the world-renown author Rosario Castellanos published a book that took 
up the theme of the Chiapanecan Guerra de Castas more than 100 years after its end. In 
Oficio de Tinieblas [Book of Lamentations], Castellanos famously overlays two historical 
moments—the Chiapanecan Caste War and the onset of Revolutionary Reform in 
Chiapas.60 The white, landed, ruling class prevails against the Chamula and the Mexican 
government by manipulating the good intentions of the government officials sent to help 
with land reform. With their uprising in shambles, the Chamula disperse, beaten and 
hopeless, and their defamed and defeated advocate –Fernando Ulloa, the representative of 
Cardenista government from Mexico—abandons not only his hope to distribute land to 
the Indians of Chiapas: he also abandons his belief in the ideals of the Revolution itself. 
Ultimately, her novel offers a “lamentable” resolution for the Chamulan rebels. 
Many scholars have approached Castellanos’ novel as a novel of the Mexican 
Revolution, emphasizing the way in which Castellanos demonstrates the continuity 
between the social undercurrents of the two movements while “distanc[ing] herself from 
the fifties rhetoric of triumph and progress” (O’Connell 136). It is often discussed as the 
most sophisticated version of Castellanos’ earlier, semi-autobiographical works, Primera 
Revelación (1950) and Balún-Canán (1957), in which certain aspects and characters are 
“scooped up and refigured” (D’Lugo 102) for use in Oficio. It has also been characterized 
                                                
60 A revolt by conservative landowners known as The Mapache Revolt frustrated 
revolutionary reform, causing Chiapas to begin land reform much later (Chiapas began 
reform in the late 1920’s, compared to 1917 in other regions of Mexico) (Lewis). 
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as a Bildungsroman, a “metaphorical Kunstleroman [sic]” (D’Lugo 111), as a regionalist 
novel, and as “one of the most ambitious attempts by a Mexican writer to create a 
historical novel in the Lukacsian sense” (Franco 139). Furthermore, the vast majority of 
scholarship on Oficio de tinieblas has orbited around the intersections of race, gender, 
and class –and rightly so, since the characters that portray the most development are 
Mexican, Ladino, and Chamula women (namely: Julia, Idolina, and Catalina) of varying 
sociopolitical position. Indeed, even Castellanos as a literary figure is often cast as an 
author sensitive to the plight of the underrepresented, such as women and the indigenous. 
In this particular novel, female characters attempt to find some sort of agency within an 
oppressive patriarchal apparatus, but their attempts are thwarted in varying degrees 
relative to their race and social position. This has brought about many thought-provoking 
conclusions, such as the impossibility of a feminine protagonist of a national allegory 
(Franco), while producing an extensive conversation that teases out the complications of 
the predominantly masculine and racist rhetoric of the Mexican Revolution vis-à-vis the 
non-male, non-mestizo national subject. Estelle Tarica challenges Franco’s conclusions, 
asking:  
“Might not the possibility of plotting a female heroine be affected by these 
influential reflections on whether any individual biography can be 
exemplary of the collective experience? To so many writers in this period, 
Mexico appears as a melancholy nation, a country of shadow dwellers, 
nobodies, and ghosts. It may not have been possible to plot a heroine, yet 
among intellectuals in 1950s Mexico, it was not easy to plot a hero either” 
(144).  
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For Tarica, indigenist narratives like Oficio de tinieblas demonstrate a consciousness of 
indebtedness to the Indian figure, a figure appropriated so that the “author [can] journey 
toward authenticity and autonomy” (145). Tarica examines Indianness as a legitimatizing 
force from the standpoint of widely accepted gender and racial inequalities within the 
national imaginary of post-revolutionary Mexico –identities informed by the Cristero-
War image of woman and the vision of the Indian as culturally or intellectually incapable 
of participation in national life. 61 
This chapter demonstrates the continued relevance of the nineteenth century 
discourses of race and race war outlined thus far in this dissertation. I argue that here, 
Castellanos cannot avoid returning to the Caste War narrative—the discursive zenith of 
complex historical transformations of Indianness, land and its use—all made visible in 
the twentieth century through Cardenista land reforms. I focus my analysis on the 
complicated relationship the narrative voice has with the indigenous representation by 
analyzing the temporal space that many scholars relegate to discourses of the Revolution: 
the nineteenth-century indigenous uprising. Through my analysis, I consider the 
continued relevance of nineteenth century narratives concerning race even beyond the 
supposedly transformative racial ideologies of the Revolution; so much is this the case 
that Castellanos, I argue, is unable to construct a historical novel of 1930s Chiapas 
without the discourses of the Guerra de castas. Indeed, I contend that the Caste war 
                                                
61 Women were overwhelmingly associated with the militant religious faction that 
participated in the Cristero Wars (1926-1929), especially in the events that led up to 
Obregón’s assassination. In fact, this association was so strong that it was directly 
responsable for impeding women’s sufferage until 1953. Much like the Indian in the 
Mexican revolutionary state, women’s capacity to reason and participate in the public 
sphere were harshly questioned.  
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serves as an insuperable foundational moment of ladino-Indio social relations that is 
absolutely central to Castellanos’ understanding of Chiapas. In what follows, I consider 
1) the way in which ladino eyewitness accounts of the Chiapas Caste War are employed 
in this novel and 2) how these employments alter the narrative resolutions of race war 
movements. Ultimately, I wish to consider the problematic albeit commonplace 
amalgamation of the ladino and indigenous voice that Castellanos employs throughout 
this novel. As I do this, I answer the following questions: What signifying weight do 
Oficio’s conclusions hold? Does this book truly position the Chiapanecan Caste War as a 
powerful antecedent to the Mexican Revolution? Are the Caste Wars truly insuperable, 
even 100 years after their emergence? Lastly, I turn from Chiapas to Yucatán to analyze 
the Yucatecan post-revolutionary Caste War novel and its relationship to nineteenth 
century racial discourses. 
Castellanos has been lauded for her ability to capture the indigenous perspective; I 
contend, however, that this is not the case in Oficio de tinieblas as this novel undoubtedly 
interacts with the nineteenth century ladino eyewitness accounts. In Jesús Salas-Elorza’s 
recent study, he identifies Oficio de tinieblas as what he calls a paratestamento, or a 
“narrativa construida a partir de la recopilación de fuentes históricas” (82). He goes on to 
identify several moments within the novel that overlap with the two most influential 
eyewitness accounts of the Caste War: Cristóbal Molina’s  War of the Castes: Indian 
Uprisings in Chiapas, 1867-70, As Told By An Eyewitness (1934), and Vicente Pineda’s 
Historia de las sublevaciones indígenas habidas en el estado de Chiapas (1888). 
To give an example of how Castellanos’ appropriates the indigenous voice while 
reproducing ladino eyewitness accounts, I turn to the opening pages of Castellanos’ 
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novel. Here, we find an indigenous origin story that follows the ethos and general 
narrative feel of the Popol Vuh. In it, we are introduced to San Juan el Fiador,  
“…el que estuvo presente cuando aparecieron por primera vez los 
mundos; el que dio el sí de la afirmación para que echara a caminar el 
siglo; uno de los pilares que sostienen firme lo que está firme. San Juan 
Fiador, se incline cierto día a contemplar la tierra de los hombres. 
Sus ojos iban del mar donde se agita el pez a la montaña donde duerme la 
nieve. Pasaban sobre la llanura en la que pelea, aleteando, el viento…” 
(Castellanos 9).  
In spite of the seeming creation-story language common in indigenous texts, this story is 
not part of the Popol Vuh. With the indigenous voice established, Castellanos’  turns to a 
set of specific source texts that, while unacknowledged in the book, structure the entirety 
of her vision of the nineteenth-century Caste War in Chiapas. The narrative continues: one 
day, the saint’s gaze falls upon the valleys of Chamula, and its natural beauty inspires him 
to charge its people with building his church. To facilitate their labor, he blesses the 
Chamula by turning the grazing sheep into stone so that the Tzotzil people would have no 
trouble finding appropriate building material. Even so, however, the Tzotziles were unable 
to fully interpret San Juan’s deeper meaning, understanding only “el mandato que obliga a 
trabajar” (Castellanos 10). 
 In Cristóbal Molina’s account, War of the Castes: Indian Uprisings in Chiapas, 
1867-70, As Told By An Eyewitness (1934), we find the following introduction to his 
experience with the Chiapanecan Caste War [See Chapter 2]. Unfortunately, the only 
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extent version of these accounts is an English translation published in 1934 by Ernest 
Noyes and Dolores Morgadanes: 
On the 22nd of December of the year 1867, while the Indian girl 
Augustina Gomes Checheb, a native of the town of Chamula, was tending 
her sheep in the hollows of Tzajalhemel, she selected three round, bluish-
black stones and laid them on the ground beside her. When her mother 
carne to see her, Augustina said to her: "Look, mother, three stones fell 
from the sky!" Her mother asked: "Where?" and she replied:  “Look, here 
they are." Her mother examined them full of wonder and carried them 
home with her (where they remained until the 10th of January of the 
following year of '68…) […] [Cuzcat and el presbítero Martínez] arrived, 
then, at the house and saw a small gathering and in a little house separated 
by a short distance from the other, an old box and many candles burning, 
and incense and flowers and besides these things an image of clay at the 
foot of the box and which was considered a saint. As soon as they arrived, 
the Indians attempted to conceal it. […] ” The following day this news 
spread rapidly through the immediate settlements and from them a 
multitude of Indians began to descend with candles, incense, flowers and 
juncia. Seeing this, Cuscat placed the Indian woman Augustina behind the 
box in order that she might answer the prayers that the people would make 
to these stones and thus they passed the nights praying, singing, and 
dancing…” (Molina 365). 
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Here, the overlap between Molina’s introductory paragraph and Castellanos’ opening 
pages is difficult to ignore. For example, we see various similarities when compared to 
the beginning paragraph of Oficio: in Chamula, a sheepherder encounters stones and 
interprets from these stones a religious message. In fact, many of these elements make a 
nuanced appearance in Vicente Pineda’s introductory paragraphs to Historia de las 
sublevaciones indígenas habidas en el estado de Chiapas (1888): 
En el año de 1867, Pedro díaz [sic] Cuscat, fiscal del pueblo de Chamula, 
en unión de Agustina Gómez Checheb se situaron en el paraje de Tzajal-
hemel que se halla á un lado del camino público que de Ciudad-Real se 
dirije para el pueblo de Chenaljá (San Pedro): allí fabricaron un figurín de 
barro, lo vistieron y adornaron con listones, é hicieron correr por todas las 
rancherías inmediatas la buena nueva de que el ídolo había bajado del 
cielo para favorecerlos en sus necesidades; y que era necesario que todos 
contribuyeran con ofrendas para no disgustarlo, y evitar de esta manera 
que se volviese á su primitiva mansion [...] Al ídolo se colocó en una caja 
de madera, y cuando quería hablar, que por lo regular era cuando había 
más concurrencia, el fiscal Pedro Díaz Cuscat se introducía dentro de la 
caja y la movía; al movimiento de ésta todos los creyentes se postraban en 
tierra. La indígena Agustina, que era la intérprete de la voluntad del ídolo, 
ponía oído á lo que Cuscat decía dentro de la caja y á continuación lo 
comunicaba á todo el concurso de tontos; éstos, al oir lo que se les 
prohibía ó se les mandaba, quedaban admirados del maravilloso portento 
de que el ídolo hablara, y de que la divinidad en persona se hubiera 
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dignado venir á habitar entre ellos, levantaban las manos al cielo, besaban 
la tierra y se santiguaban” (73). 
While the stones have disappeared in Pineda’s story, the overarching notion of religious 
signification remains. Pineda, like Molina, notes that rumors arose, spreading the news 
that the idols had come down from the sky to bless the Chamula. These two documents 
clearly intervene in Castellanos’ narration. Thus, what we actually experience at the 
beginning of Castellanos’ work is not at all an example of the indigenous voice or 
perspective. It is instead an example of the complex interweaving of the nineteenth-
century ladino voice and the mimicry of indigenous perspective. But in this interweaving, 
a fundamental problem arises: the indigenous ethos here appropriated is exclusively 
imbued with nineteenth-century ladino eyewitness accounts. In other words, Castellanos  
unproblematically dresses up the ladino voice in indigenous attire.  
The unacknowledged borrowings from these documents clearly provide the deep 
structure of this novel. Beyond this, however, it is clear the Caste War rhetoric and 
discourse is central to this novel of the Mexican Revolution.62 Indeed, as Salas-Elorza 
underscores: “para comprender la obra…es fundamental distinguir la significación de las 
influencias del testimonio histórico y esforzarse en comprender qué pertenece a la 
Historia y cómo la autora trasforma la documentación histórica” (83). But it is crucial to 
keep in mind that both Castellanos’ narrative and the primary sources she used as a 
                                                
62 Beyond the press and the accounts focused on in this chapter, other purported primary 
sources include Timoteo Flores Ruiz’s Guerra de Castas de 1869 (1939), and Flavio 
Antonio Paniagua’s historical novel (Florinda, 1890), studied at length in chapter 2.  
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historical baseline are in their core fictionalizations [See Chapter 2].63 While Castellanos 
calls for a distinction between historical logic and literary logic, two categories that she 
calls ‘absolutamente distinta[s]” in an introductory note to the novel, this approach 
merely privileges earlier narrativizations of events lost to the past. Ultimately, I follow 
Diane Nelson’s call to  “explore the story of historical narratives [of Caste War] while 
always analyzing the production of historiography” (333); we must be critical of all 
forms of historical narration, openly fictional or not.64 
Diane Nelson also comments on “the histories told and retold” (331) about the 
Mayas (read: indigenous communities of Chiapas “involved” in Caste War) and the 
ladinos, borrowing from Ranajit Guha’s theoretical concept “negative consciousness.” 
This term is defined as the “semiotic power of the colonial relationship of dominance and 
subordination” as the subordinate learn to know themselves “through the identity 
imposed on [them] by those who hold power through ruling ideologies” (332). But while 
such sources accredit the uprising’s existence, scholars like Jan Rus question the idea that 
                                                
63 By approaching the historical accounts critically, many scholars have considered 
Pineda and Molina’s own flavor of ladino fantasies of race mapped upon an indigenous 
movement. Indeed, as Victor Manuel Esponda Jimeno has pointed out, Pineda’s and 
Molina’s race war fantasies are heavily informed by creole tales of indigenous rebellions 
and recycled themes from the Yucatán Caste War. In fact, two popular local newspapers 
of the time, El Espíritu del Siglo y La Brújula often drew parallels between the Yucatán 
and Chamula Indians as announced and denounced the imminent dangers present for the 
“raza blanca,” the pending “retroceso de la civilización,” and the never-ending 
perpetuation of the Indian’s “[redentorio y conspiratorio] movimiento milenarista” 
(Esponda Jimeno 195). 
64 If we follow Hayden White’s work on the process of historicizing the past, these 
documents demonstrate the limitation of story-types culturally available to these authors 
when emplotting the historical data points available to them. Emplotment, or the 
arrangement of a series of data points into narrative form. This concept builds upon the 
assumption that there is no objective historicism, no primordial story waiting to be 
“discovered” by historians –instead, White establishes that any narrativization of facts is 
to fictionalize them into tropes appropriate for the historian’s culture.  
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this war ever occurred at all. For Rus, the Chamula Caste War could hardly be 
categorized as a violent, barbaric war; instead, he notes that as the Chamula begin to 
exercise their right to economic and cultural autonomy by creating their own markets and 
religious centers. Soon, the markets and churches of the ladino population began to suffer 
at the loss of Chamula presence.65 Rus inverts the traditional reading by claiming that 
“the provocation and violence were almost entirely on the side of the ladinos; the Indians, 
far from having been the perpetrators of massacres, were the victims” (25). Instead of 
using sources commonly labeled as primary –that is, the ladino accounts of Pineda and 
Molina—, Rus turns to “diaries, official reports, and the recently discovered 
correspondence of the parish priests in the “rebel” communities” (25) in order to situate 
the movement into a larger historical discourse: that of Chiapas’ development as a 
Mexican State that would culminate in the late 1860s. 66  
                                                
65 Castellanos reproduces the Tzajal-hemel market in her narrative. As the Chamula 
overcome the impossible terrain that leads to the center, the travelers discuss the news 
that the ancient gods have finally been resurrected. Catalina Díaz Puiljá looks upon the 
construction of the site as a metaphor for autonomous development and prosperity: 
“Mira: donde no había más que monte y maleza hay caminos, caminos frecuentemente 
andados. Y el interior, una vez oscuro y húmedo, ahora está limpio, regado y oloroso de 
juncia” (209). During market days, the narrator comments on the success of the newly 
founded plaza: “¡Qué contraste el de esta pequeña plaza improvisada con la de San Juan, 
silenciosa y desierta desde hacía varios domingos!” (218). And as the crowd listens on to 
the Catalina’s incomprehensible prophecies, they imagine the outcome of their 
autonomy: “¡Vamos a renacer, igual que nuestros dioses!” (212). 
66 According to Rus’ reading, the ladino population had been long competing amongst 
itself for control of the region’s land and labor, resulting in strict, regional factionalism. 
After independence, the region of San Cristóbal and the Highlands—home to elite civil 
and religious bureaucrats and rich terratenientes—aligned itself with the conservative 
centralist government and its paternalistic tendencies. The region of Tuxtla, Chiapa, and 
the Lowlands, however –the home of “vigorous commercial agriculture,” ranchers, and 
merchants—adopted both liberalism and federalism as the dominant ideological 
apparatus. While the ladino community picked political sides, Indians were being 
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Salas-Elorza has identified that many of the protagonists of Castellanos’ novel 
correspond directly to the protagonists of the nineteenth-century eyewitness accounts (see 
table 1). The historical figure Agustina Gomes Checheb, the woman that performs the 
Pineda and Molina’s vision of “…la intérprete de la voluntad del ídolo,”67 is here called 
Catalina Díaz Puijla. Like Agustina, she enters into trances, prophesizes, and is greatly 
                                                                                                                                            
stripped of their land and reduced to living on small ejidos surrounded by enormous 
feudal estates by 1850.  
Much like Yucatán, the Chiapas conservative government controlled Indians through the 
extant church system after independence. But by 1844, new conservative terreno baldío 
laws threatened liberal access to Indian labor. This period marks the greatest spike in 
exploitation of the nineteenth century, and also marks the beginning of ladino fears about 
an “imminent and inevitable” caste war, thanks to the dissemination of the sociopolitical 
atmosphere in Yucatán. But back in the north, the liberals gain the upper hand in Mexico 
City: by 1855, they overthrow the government, target the church, nationalize land, and 
abolish religious taxes. The Reforma years had begun, and from 1856-1861,with them 
came one of the better moments for the Chamula since independence. It is here where 
Rus highlights two crucial and often overlooked elements to the ladino accounts of the 
Chamula Caste War. The first, the fact that the liberal attack on the church involved a 
smear campaign that simultaneously abolished church taxes while encouraging 
indigenous populations to abandon the church and “practice catholicism without their 
priest and their temples” (Rus 36). Many acted on this suggestion as they established 
their own religious center in Tzajalhemel. Secondly, the most important aspect of this 
religious center is that it also was a center of commerce, and as such, unwelcomed 
competition to already-strained ladino markets. 
But in spite of these positive changes, this “golden” period was cut short as the 
conservatives pronounced against the liberal government, ushering in the Reform War in 
Central Mexico (1860-1861). The political situation in Chiapas mirrored the events in the 
center of the country. Juan Ortega, an anti-reformist politician who found a more than 
willing following in the highlands and Guatemala, instigated a guerrilla style war against 
liberal authorities and those areas that remained “in a state of rebellion” against the 
empire in 1856. But once the liberals had definitively won the fighting in the north in 
1861, it was futile to continue the struggle in Chiapas. The state capital was returned to 
the highlands.  
 
67 Molina refers to Agustina here as “Santa Luisa” in his account (373), as does Pineda. 
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revered by the community.68 But unlike the historical figure, Catalina’s inability to bear 
children is a catalyst for her leadership as the feared and revered ilol, or shaman woman, 
an alternative position of power for her gender in the novel.69 Furthermore, it is unclear 
whether or not Catalina is truly blessed with the gift of magical powers: the novel 
presents an ambivalent picture of her capabilities as it unceasingly accesses discourses of 
insanity, hysteria, and legitimacy. Thus, the reader is left unsure about whether or not 
Catalina falsely assumes this position out of a sense of powerlessness, or out of an 
“authentic” gift of clairvoyance. This uneasy ambivalence is compounded upon during 
the establishment period of Tzajal-hemel. While Catalina serves as the mouthpiece of the 
gods, it is the domain of masculinity, embodied by “sacerdotes” and “brujos” who 
interpret her speech, a fact that unsettles Catalina.  
While Salas Elorza is correct, he fails to point out the ideological baggage that 
Castellanos’ characters carry. While it is clear that Castellanos is critiquing common 
discourses of femininity and sexism through Agustina, that critique is achieved through 
re-writing race and Caste War historicity by examining femininity in terms of mysticism 
and female excess.  In other words, the fact that Agustina/Catalina, the catalyst of the 
Caste War, serves as an ideological mouthpiece for feminism demonstrates once again 
the way in which Castellanos manipulates Indian discourses to better serve the needs of 
the dominant classes. 
                                                
68 While I do not address all of the intertexual references of Molina’s historical figures 
and Castellanos’ fictional characters, Salas provides a useful chart that maps the 
similarities between them (see table 1). 
69 As ilol, Catalina sustains the temporal and physical space of the Caste Wars. She exists 
almost exclusively within the Indian pueblos and “wilds” of Chiapas, specifically the 
caves of Tzajalhemel. 
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Oficio’s entanglements between the historical and the contemporary continue 
beyond Agustina/Catalina and feminism. Pedro González Winikton, Catalina’s husband 
and the fictional equivalent to the historical Caste War leader of indigenous descent 
named Pedro Díaz Cuzcat, initiates his own sort of prophesizing. While Catalina 
approaches her leadership from the realm of the mystical through the stones and idols, 
Pedro appeals to the presence of the capitalino and Cardenista representative Fernando 
Ulloa. Here, Ulloa steps in as the representation of the historical Ignacio Fernandez 
Galindo, pinned by Pineda as a “…natural de la ciudad de México, que enterado de lo 
que ocurría, proyectó irse á reunir á los indígenas para dirigirlos en contra de los de su 
propia raza” (Pineda 78). Indeed, Galindo is charged with introducing the possibility of 
successful race wars by invoking the Caste War just north of Chiapas: “…en Yucatán sus 
compañeros habían puesto en práctica igual cosa á la que ellos querían hacer, y que 
habiendo triunfado de los ladinos permanecían libres y sin que nadie los mandase ni les 
exigiese contribución de ninguna clase..." (79). But in reality, Galindo was a profesor de 
primeras letras who had been asked to enter Chiapas to create a geographical map of the 
state that would take into account “estadísticas, poblaciones, distancias, fincas, ranchos, 
costumbres, climas, etcetera” (Esponda Jimeno 196).  
In the novel, Fernando Ulloa was also a professor sent to Chiapas as an official 
representative of the Cardenista government charged with the mapping of the very things 
that Galindo aimed to map, as well as implementing the now infamous post-revolutionary 
land reforms. Filled with hope, Winiktón tells his community that “[Ulloa] está midiendo 
lo que se nos debe y cuando haya terminado marchará en busca del Gobierno hasta la 
ciudad de Tuxtla, donde los ajwaliles firmarán los papeles de la restitución” (215). Thus, 
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Castellanos interweaves contemporary anxieties into her fictionalized representations: 
just as Catalina is both imbued with the discourses of feminism and serves as the 
mouthpieces of Caste War, Ulloa is also loaded with the ideologies of race, revolution, 
and the frustrated (failed) attempts at the implementation of Cardenista land reform in 
Chiapas.  
Thus, Oficio offers a nuanced expression of the Caste War, but only insofar as it 
creates a historical framework for Castellanos’ ideological criticism. Even so, the 
nineteenth century discourses on race and race war that serve as the underbelly of 
Castellanos’ novel prove their continued relevance. While the narration attempts to 
appropriate the indigenous voice and recount the indigenous plight, Castellanos’ 
indigenismo is actually ladino. 
In spite of the unacknowledged use of the ladino eyewitness account, I believe 
that there is an attempt present to problematize the narrative’s inheritance of the ladino 
voice in Castellanos’ depiction of Leonardo Cifuentes, the tyrannical hacendado who 
reigns over Ciudad Real via his influences, wealth, and social standing. Castellanos 
charges Cifuentes with the duty of “protecting coleto interests” as Chiapas undergoes 
agrarian reform, much like the historical jefe politico José María Robles, as Salas Elorza 
suggests. But for Castellanos, this charge entails something much more sinister than mere 
preservation: it signifies fabrication, manipulation, and control. The death of the 
presbítero Martínez, a scene recycled directly from the historical accounts, presents a 
concrete example of Castellanos’ attempt at problematization. In the accounts, a violent 
tale is expressed: while Martínez and company travels the road home after having taking 
the idols from Tzajal-hemel, Galindo is informed about what had happened. Galindo and 
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a band of Indians ride out to cut the thieves off, ruthlessly murdering them. In Molina’s 
account, only one member of Martínez’ company –a young schoolboy—survives.70 
Castellanos’ retelling follows these descriptions faithfully, filling in the gruesome 
gaps that the accounts leave to the imagination: “Algunos con palos, otros con machetes 
y los demás provistos con piedras, todos se abalanzaron contra el padre Manuel. Cuando 
se fueron de allí no quedaba más que una masa asquerosa de huesos y de sangre. El 
sacristán que lo acompañaba, Xaw Ramírez Paciencia, se salvo de milagro” (264). But 
                                                
70 Molina remarks: "Felipe Díaz Cuzcat, who remained in the house, hurried to where 
Galindo was and said to him: ‘Señor, the priest came with the schoolmaster and other 
señores whom I do not know and carried away the box of the saint and all your things and 
you had better hide yourself so that they do not catch you’. Galindo, in a haughty and 
angry voice, asked him about how many had come and Felipe answered: ‘Señor, they 
were about eight or ten’ and Galindo said to them: ‘It does not matter. Let us kill these 
thieves. Come, Benigno’. 
[…] 
Actually the priest had gone scarcely a league and had dismissed at the foot of the 
embankment the schoolmasters of San Miguel and San Pedro and the carriers they had 
brought and climbed the slope when, beginning the descent, they heard cries off to the 
right, cries that the Indians are accustomed to give to call people together. The priest 
being convinced that they were coming in pursuit of them, they tried to hurry their pace 
when the schoolboy said suddenly: ‘Señor, there comes the Caxlan with the people to kill 
us’[...]And surely it was Galindo who came with a great mob of Chamulan Indians in 
pursuit of them and in a short distance they overtook the priest. Galindo knocked him off 
his horse with a shot and the Indians chopped him up with their axes (hachas). They 
followed the teacher and the other three and overtook them quickly [...] and [they] 
murdered them all except the schoolboy who escaped in the grass and palms, making his 
road through the bush (rompiendo monte) to come out on another (Molina 373). 
Pineda’s account is very similar: Luego que el cura Martínez con sus acompañantes se 
separaron del ya citado Tzajal-hamel, los indígenas pusieron en conocimiento de su 
director Ignacio Fernández Galindo que se hallaba en Tzonte-huitz, que el cura se había 
llevado un ídolo, haciendole también una suscinta relación de lo más que les había dicho. 
El conspirador al oir aquella relación, con voz fuerte y ademán feroz gritó 'á matarlos;' 
montó á caballo él y Benigno Trejo, y con más de mil indios partieron á escape, tomando 
un camino escusado á fin de poderles salir al encuentro; ... Las cuatro victimas 
desventuradas se aterrorizaron. El padre quizo hablarles; pero la gritería y silbos de los 
bárbaros ahogaron sus palabras, descargándoles golpes de hacha y luc, más de lo que la 
extensión de sus cuerpos permitía (Pineda 82). 
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the element I wish to focus on is the fact that in the novel, Cifuentes had provided el 
padre Manuel and his party with several weapons, encouraging them to confront the 
Chamula while arousing a false sense of protection. Realizing he has been manipulated, 
Xaw asks himself sorrowfully, “¿En qué trampa lo habían hecho caer los finqueros?” 
(Castellanos 266). 
Leonardo’s well-planned “trampa” marked the beginning of a violent frenzy in 
Ciudad Real, a scenario that mimics the historical accounts. Panic ensues as rumors take 
root: the Indians are planning to take over the city. Padre Manuel’s sister roams the city 
streets, crying out “¡Me lo mataron[…]! Los zopilotes se lo van a comer, como a los 
animales” (268). And as the people of Ciudad Real begin to enter a state of paranoia, they 
lose confidence in the city’s leadership. Instead, they begin to look for the guidance of 
“un jefe que guiara sus acciones, que decidiera por ella, que pronunciara las palabras que 
iban a conferir a su conducta un calificativo y una justificación […] No, lo que se 
precisaba era un caudillo” (271). 
And of course, Leonardo Cifuentes’ answers this call. His fabrication of Indian 
uprising could not have been more flawless. What becomes very evident in the final 
chapters of Oficio is that Leonardo is the figure behind supposed Indian uprising: the true 
conspirator. In essence, he manipulates the fears, traumas, and anxieties in order to create 
a racist history that serves the needs of his class. In fact, to concretize the reality of Indian 
violence on the people of Ciudad Real, he orchestrates one final incident: “Mientras tanto 
era preciso mantener vivo el interés de la gente, atizar su odio. Con tal propósito un 
finquero hizo venir de su rancho a una partida de indios cerreros. No traían carga y por 
órdenes expresas de su patrón todos llevaban machetes y escopetas” (282). When the 
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Indians are apprehended, their patrón turns a blind eye, claiming that he does not know 
them. 
Could we not argue, then, that Cifuentes is much more than the simple 
fictionalization of the jefe político Robles? Could he not be a personification of the 
eyewitness accounts themselves? Indeed, Cifuentes is the interpreter here, the one who 
places indigenous movement within a particular framework or discourse. Perhaps the 
most compelling evidence of such an allegorical charge comes earlier in the novel when 
Fernando Ulloa and Cifuentes confront each other in Cifuentes’ hacienda. Fernando 
Ulloa reveals to Leonardo his plan: to “levantar un plano de la zona” (147) and to 
“devolver lo que les pertenece [a los indios]…La tierra” (149). Shocked, Leonardo 
changes tactics, retelling the last hundred years of the precarious relationship between 
Chiapas and Mexico. He frames this history as that of how “…el gobierno se está 
metiendo en camisa de once varas. Y no por primera vez” (151); first, the (racist) racial 
politics of the Reforma, when the government ordered Chiapanecos to help defend the 
nation against the French, even though “A Chiapas los franceses no llegarían jamás. No 
había caminos” (152).  
Of course, the ladino class gathered up Indians to fight for them, and the Indians 
did not go freely. Leonardo remarks, “tuvieron que cogerlos como quien coge a una res: 
con lazo” (152). While fighting, he says, the Indians of Chiapas were exposed to the 
indigenous movements going on in Yucatán at the time, provoking another disaster: 
“…un levantamiento en que Ciudad Real estuvo a punto de desaparecer” (152). The 
government, he continues, “no mandó un soldado ni un rifle para que nos defendiéramos” 
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(152), referring of course to the Chiapanecan Caste War, the war that this novel revives 
and inserts into a critique of post-revolutionary politics. 71 
As we have seen throughout this chapter, the eyewitness accounts present a sort of 
historical figuralism wherein the signifying power of the present and the past are 
mutually determined: that is, these documents present a concrete example of the creation 
of a historical world that both prefigures and fulfills the multiple discursive needs of the 
lived present. Here, we see Cifuentes functioning in this way in real time.  He 
interweaves various historical flashpoints into a narrative that reflects upon current 
themes of the nation’s disconnectedness (physically, culturally, ideologically) from 
Chiapas as a sort of manipulation to deter Fernando, the metonymic representation of 
Cardenista government, from “meddling” in things he cannot fully understand as an 
outsider. Thus, Cifuentes prefigures the history of national involvement in Chiapas so 
that it fulfills the needs of the present moment: fabricating evidence to deter current and 
future government interference. Casting Cifuentes as the eyewitness account not only 
exemplifies this figuralism, it also provides Castellanos with a space in which she can 
problematize the historical narrations of the past. By loading Cifuentes specifically with 
the allegorical weight of these accounts, Castellanos is able to frame them in the very 
dissoluteness that Cifuentes signifies. 72  
                                                
71 This particular reference speaks strongly to a third “primary” account of the 
Chiapanecan Caste War, one that focuses not on the events themselves, but on the 
political underpinnings of those events. I discuss Timoteo Flores Ruiz’ La guerra de 
castas en el año de 1869 (1939) at length later on in this chapter.  
72 There are similar instances of such figuralism peppered throughtout Castellanos’ tale, 
many of them neglected by scholars to date. For example, Padre Mandujano, the fictional 
presbítero Martínez, attempts to remove the idols from the cave and is accompanied by 
Ciudad Real authorities to arrest the leaders of the “culto idolátrico” (Castellanos 230) 
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We find another instance of historical figuralism in Castellanos’ rendition of the 
ladino chaos occurring in the streets of Ciudad Real during the peak of the Caste War. 
Here, we witness Cifuentes discussing options of accessing federal aid. He says: “Algo 
vamos a sacar en claro: que el Presidente sepa que en Chiapas sus leyes valen una pura y 
reverenda chingada” (277). Julia, Fernando’s domestic partner and Cifuentes’ lover 
comments internally: “Otros repetían, sin entusiasmo, los rumores. Que, en sendos 
telegramas, se había pedido al Presidente de la República y al Gobernador del Estado su 
protección para defender a Ciudad Real contra la amenaza de los indios. Pero el papel 
había ido a parar a alguna oficina subalterna y allí seguía el trámite lento, rutinario, 
laberíntico de la burocracia. En México nadie se imaginaba la inminencia del peligro…” 
(281).  
This is another example of how Cifuentes acts as a “primary” account of the 
Chiapanecan Caste War. In Timoteo Flores Ruiz’ La guerra de castas en el año de 1869 
                                                                                                                                            
just before his gruesome death. To her dismay, Catalina is accused by Xaw Ramírez 
Paciencia, the novel’s fiscal or religious cultural broker to the Chamula. In one instance, 
the lawyer representing the accusers states: “…la libertad de cultos era una garantía 
salvaguardada por la Constitución, [pero] so pretexto de reverenciar unos falsos dioses en 
la Cueva de Tzajal-hemel, ocultaban…la intención [de] sublevarse contra los ladinos de 
Ciudad Real” (Castellanos 233, my emphasis). 
If we return to Pineda’s account, we see that Castellanos not only drew from this text: she 
recycled the exact same phraseology. During one of the many instances in which Robles 
attempted to dissolve Cuzcat’s gatherings, the state Governor pardoned the Indians, 
“…bajo el efímero pretexto de que estaba vigente en el Estado la ley de libertad de 
conciencia y de libertad de cultos. Con tal occuriencia, los indígenas…volvieron á 
continuar en sus reuniones con más audacia y más descaro, seguros como estaban de que 
el gobierno los apoyaba” (Pineda 75, my emphasis). Just as the historical text draws 
connections between autonomy and uprising, so too does Castellanos’ text. In each, 
authorities begrudgingly acknowledge that the law protects the Indians, but demonstrate a 
social prejudice that marks this law as insensitive to the nature of Chiapas’ Indians, 
allowing them the dangerous opportunity to congregate unsupervised. Unsupervised 
congregation inevitably leads to uprising, according to these cultural biases. 
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(1939), we find a new framework that shifts the focus slightly away from the events 
themselves and toward the political underpinnings of the war. Flores operates upon the 
assumption that there is a sort of nationwide Indian “conspiracy” that the federal 
government must not ignore. He argues that in the aftermath of the Reforma, Indians 
across the nation have found an opportunity to revolt by allying with political strongmen, 
or with “…quienes ofrecen restablecer en sus imaginarias propiedades, quitándolas a los 
actuales poseedores, para que distrayendo con esta guerra, que es propiamente de castas, 
la atención del Gobierno, puedan realizer sus proyectos revolucionarios” (6). This 
quotation by Jalisco’s comandante general ends with the ominous phrase: “…no será 
extraño que la intenten en otro Estado” (6). This conspiracy established, Flores outlines 
how Chiapas has been abandoned by the state. When Chiapas asked for federal aid, they 
were abandoned in their time of need. He says, begrudgingly, “…ni un peso, ni un 
soldado, ni un fusil, porque los 400 de quince adarmes llegaron a esta ciudad hasta que se 
había sofocado la rebelión a costa de sacrificios y de sangre del paisanaje…” (12). He 
compares government response to the Yucatán Caste War experience, and finds that in 
spite of their “lack of loyalty,” Yucatán received over 100,000 pesos in federal aid, along 
with the establishment of “colonias militares,” “para defenderlos de los indios bárbaros" 
(6), with an option to expand aid up to 600,000 pesos to use “según las necesidades de 
cada localidad” (12).  
Ultimately, while Oficio demonstrates the perpetual applicability and the veiled 
discursive function of nineteenth century historical accounts, it also demonstrates the 
racist pillars upon which the Caste War is constructed. The pinnacle example of this lies 
in the now infamous crucifixion story of a young Chamula boy named Domingo, the 
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most recognized scene of historical overlap that scholars have identified to date.73 
Molina’s account mentions nothing of such an event, except that during one of his tours 
of the countryside, “Comandante Rosas…visited…other fincas of the Simojovel district, 
…bringing a young boy of the town of San Andrés who was being worshipped as a saint” 
(380). Pineda’s account, however, paints a gruesome tale of intrigue in which Cuzcat “les 
había hecho ver, que no necesitaban adorar á imágenes que representaban á personas que 
no correspondían á su raza, teniéndo las propias, tanto más cuanto que las que había en 
los templos eran fabricadas por los ladinos” (77). He explains that they must establish a 
god “…que tuviera una misma alma y una misma sangre que sus hijos” (78). The Tzajal-
Hemel community accept this idea, and choose Domingo Gómez Checheb as their victim. 
 The description of the crucifixion is as follows: 
Llegado el día colocaron una cruz en la plaza de Tzajal-hemel, lugar en 
que tenían sus reuniones, sacaron á la víctima de la pagoda y entre varios 
la sujetaron á la cruz; ya bien ligada, dieron principio á su bárbara, atroz y 
criminal ejecución, clavándole piés y manos á un tiempo. La infeliz 
fíctima daba con voz lastimera y conmovedora, los más dolorosos gritos, 
ahogados por la algarabía de aquellas furias infernales, ébrias de licor y de 
sangre: las llamadas santas recogían la sangre del crucificados, otras lo 
sahumaban, espirando al fin el joven Domingo entro los más punzantes 
dolores. Ignoramos qué hicieron los nuevos judíos con el cuerpo y sangre 
                                                
73 See Victoria Reifler Bricker’s The Indian Christ, The Indian King: The Historical 
Substrate of Maya Myth and Ritual (1981) and Diane M. Nelson’s “Crucifixion Stories, 
the 1869 Caste War of Chiapas, and Negative Consciousness: A Disruptive Subaltern 
Study” (1997) for the most representative examples.  
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de mártir del salvajismo, aunque no es nada extraño que se hayan bebido 
esta última. (Castellanos 78) 
In general terms, the extant research on this scene describes a sort of “revitalization 
movement” (Bricker), a concept that hedges the indigenous movements of Yucatán and 
Chiapas in terms of cultural syncretism, “[taking] the form of ‘Indianizing’ the concept of 
the Passion of the Christ” (5). On the other end of the scale, Diane Nelson identifies the 
political power in this scene as an example of an inversive “negative consciousness” in 
which the Chamula appropriate “the signs of authority instead of destroying exploitive 
relations” (333), demonstrating the limits of peasant insurgency. However, what these 
critiques do not fully take into account is the questionable verisimilitude of these sources, 
sources that perpetuate a discourse that has plagued the notion of indigeneity in Mexico 
for more than 500 years: that of unbridled, irrational barbarity.  
 How, then does Castellanos imagine this event? As we shall see, her narrative 
elaborates upon the structure of Pineda’s account almost exactly. During Lent, Catalina 
takes Domingo to be blessed with holy water when the sacristán accidentally bathes him 
in it. With this act, Domingo—already known for his metaphysical qualities as “el que 
nació cuando el eclipse”—overflows with signifiers of divinity and mysticism. Catalina 
attributes this signifying excess to the idols as a familiar, yet unknown force overcomes 
her. Framed in her anxieties around motherhood, femininity, and leadership, she realizes 
that by her own doing, Domingo is now “fuera de su alcance” (319), for “La cruz reclama 
a un crucificado” (317). 
 During the several pages that narrate the horrific, violent atrocities that this child 
suffers, Domingo assumes new signifiers. According to Catalina, during his seemingly 
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never-ending death, Domingo signifies “la lucha desigual, ” “la fuerza,” and finally “el 
mundo.” As she watches on as Domingo incredibly hangs on to life, she realizes that she 
must fill the silence, or his death will be in vain. As Domingo takes his final breath, 
Catalina prophesizes, telling the Chamula that it is time to move against the ladino, and 
that this is a sign that “ninguno de nosotros morirá” (325).  
 Thus, if Cifuentes represents the eyewitness accounts that Castellanos used as a 
pillar for her narration, this crucifixion story substantiates the way Caste War can be 
refigured to create ideological markers. Domingo signifies the “lamentable” state of 
indigeneity, a key characteristic of Mexican indigenismo.74 Following Catalina’s 
prophecy and Leonardo’s careful grooming of the ladino imaginary, the Indian 
population ruthlessly lashes out against the ladino cities. Meanwhile, Leonardo finishes 
off his political enemies, implicating both Fernando and his domestic partner/Leonardo’s 
mistress Julia as instigators of this war and achieving that an ordenanza militar be 
ordered against the Indian rebels. Even the aftermath of the violence, each character 
continues to lament their situation. Catalina looks upon both her role as a motivator and 
the “incomprehensible” death of Domingo as deplorable. Fernando now finds himself on 
the run, even having to reluctantly dress as a Chamula –a fact both grounded in historical 
overlap and emblematic of the central metaphor of this novel: the ladino voice 
masquerading as indigenous experience. Finally, Fernando gives in to the racist logic that 
his ladino peers have been insisting upon ad infinitum: there is no sense of “deber” or 
“lógica” (349) among the Chamula. There is no way to save them, there is no way to help 
                                                
74 See, for example, El indio (1935) and Los peregrinos inmóviles (1944) Gregorio López 
y Fuentes; El resplandor (1937) by Mauricio Magdaleno; Más allá existe la tierra (1947) 
by Magdalena Mondragón; or La Guelaguetza (1947) by Rogelio Barriga Rivas. 
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them. But out of all of these sorrowful resolutions, only Leonardo breaks this cycle of 
lamentation. He takes advantage of the chaos and flourishes: he is elected diputado 
federal. 
While the novel could have ended here very comfortably, Castellanos staples on a 
very unexpected and seemingly disjointed final chapter to her narrative. We are taken 
back to the chambers of Cifuentes’ incapacitated stepdaughter, Idolina as she babbles 
incoherently, somewhere between dreaming and madness.75 She hears a great battle 
ensuing, voices from “bocas sofocadas de tierra” (366). She sees flashes of the demise of 
each character of the novel as she listens on, terrified, unable to understand her visions. 
Here, Idolina’s Indian nana, Teresa Entzín López, intervenes. She tells Idolina of an “ilol 
de gran virtud” (366) who birthed a child of stone…a story that corresponds directly to 
the Guerra de Castas story we just witnessed—albeit rearticulated through the typical 
rhetoric and narrative feel used to correspond to the indigenous origin story. 
 This seemingly disjointed chapter demonstrates an unconscious recognition of the 
ladino perspective. Here, Idolina –the blood relative of the man who largely produced 
Chamula violence, Leonardo via his corrupt political and social power—establishes the 
narrative data points upon which the indigenous voice is mapped. In other words, Teresa 
reinterprets the story of the Caste Wars once more, the exact ladino tale that the novel 
constructed, but now “clouded” (tenebroso, see title) with “Indianified” otherworldly 
imagery –things such as the ilol consuming all the first-born children of the Chamula 
community, bullets that bounce off the Chamula, and other descriptions of this nature. In 
                                                
75 Idolina is the biological daughter of Leonardo’s brother. It is believed that Leonardo 
killed her brother, then marrying his wife Isabel. Idolina is a vengeful character who 
feigns illness to create hardships for her parents. 
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essence, this final scene introduces an entire new framework for the novel, for it is now 
possible that the entire story was simply the feverish hallucinations of a ladino child. 
Indeed, I contend that this chapter builds upon an unconscious recognition in which this 
novel suggests that the Caste War narrative itself is nothing if not a site of the ladino 
imaginary, as Jan Rus has suggested, a site where the indigenous past is irrevocably 
caught up in the machine of hegemonic history-making doomed to signify pre-modernity 
and barbarism. 
Thus, this novel has but one overarching theme that implicates discourses of 
indigeneity, revolution, and race: Oficio de tinieblas demonstrates the interminable 
production and reproduction of ladino history dressed up as the indigenous experience. 
With this is in mind it becomes clear why this novel presents a lamentable future for the 
indigenous. It is because this future is not about the indigenous at all, for underneath the 
Indian façade, this is a novel about ladinos. Here, the Caste War theme represents the 
ladino loss of power as the Revolution slowly encroaches upon the long-established racial 
hierarchies of Chiapas. For the region’s ladino population of the 1930s, the Caste War 
represents a similar moment of white hysteria in which the ladinos—not the indigenous—
are poised to watch their power be dismantled as Cardenas’ land reform is implemented.  
*** 
 To close, I turn now to a novel published the same year as Oficio de tinieblas—
this historical novel, entitled La conjura de Xinúm [The Xinúm conspiracy], is the work 
of the prolific yucateco indigenista Ermilo Abreu Gomez. From its revisionist, pseudo-
cronista approach, it attempts to (re)construct events over 50 years of the war, 
emphasizing its complex sociopolitical arena and the inconsistencies in the historical 
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record as he reintroduces Indian “conspiracy” into the notion of race war. The novel’s 
conclusion contrasts sharply with that of Castellanos: seeped with divine providence and 
apogee, the rebels successfully establish a separatist space in the peninsula’s southeastern 
region known as Chan Santa Cruz. Here, the rebels remain triumphantly “Por años de 
años (107)—only Porfirian intervention would precipitate an end to this grueling period 
of history, bringing about the final political division of the peninsula from which a new 
state – known today as Quintana Roo—was born. 
While Oficio has enjoyed a central position in literary criticism, Abreu Gómez’ 
novel has received much less attention. In the novel’s prologue by Miguel Ángel 
Asturias, we find that, like Oficio de tinieblas, Conjura also is perceived to do the work 
of interlacing past and present indigenous struggle: “Ayer guerrearon y hoy mismo están 
guerreando en esas misma tierras, bajo el sol que alumbró aquella Guerra y alumbra la de 
hoy, la de siempre, la del indio desposeído y la del explotador insaciable” (8). Indeed, 
this is so much the case that Asturias attributes the novel’s laconic tone to its 
“testimonio” character: Abreu “…no escribió esta fábula guerrera para deleite de 
atonados por los elixirs de las letras, sino como tesimonio, bajo el cielo y sobre la tierra, 
de lo que sucedió en Yucatán, que fue lo que sucedió también en mi Guatemala” (8). 
 I argue that when read together, these two novels present the two extremes of how 
the Southeastern Guerra de Castas could be articulated in the twentieth century. In what 
follows, I demonstrate how the (uncited) historical register of Caste Wars completes a 
very different function in Abreu’s account when compared to that of Castellanos.  
 Where Chiapas has the authored eyewitness account to draw from, the crucial 
document to the Caste War myth is a letter addressed to Antonio Ay purportedly from 
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Cecilio Chí that announced his scheme to attack Tihosuco. According to Caste War 
expert/historian Terry Rugeley, this letter requested information from Ay “on how many 
villages Ay had succeeded in recruiting for the conspiracy” (Origins 176). The story goes 
that one night in July, a group of Mayans was witness en route to Culumpich, the 
hacienda of Jacinto Pat. Rumors began to arise of the Belizean Bonifacio Novelo, armed 
with British rifles and other contraband, had paired up with Pat to recruit a group of 
indigenous soldiers to take up arms against the whites on the ground of unfair taxes. 
These suspicions would be confirmed during a night of heavy drinking at the hacienda 
Acambalam; the alcalde of Chichimilá fed Pat drink after drink of aguardiente, causing 
him to divulge his plans for uprising and drop the letter to Chí from his hat. 
 Because of this letter, Ay would be executed by firing squad in Valladolid. His 
body was put on display in Chichimilá. The new jefe politico, José Eulogio Rosado, 
wrote in a letter: 
In these towns the Indians menace the white race with impudence, and if 
these Indians go forward with a general uprising, we wil be unable to 
count on the forces necessary to suppress them, and in the towns, 
haciendas, ranchos and roads nothing will be found but the blood and 
stiffening cadavers of the whites” (as cited in Origins 177). 
Thus, a creole posse was formed to find Jacinto Pat and Cecilio Chi to quell the uprising 
before it began. But clearly, early attempts to locate and execute them were unsuccessful. 
Severo de Castillo’s Cecilio Chí from chapter 2 also reproduces the abovementioned 
scene: 
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El disgusto entre los indios del Oriente fué profundo, y desde entonces 
comenzaron a circular los rumores de un alzamiento general, denunciando 
ya a Cecilio Chí y Jacinto Pat como los caudillos de la insurrección. […] 
El alcalde del pequeño pueblo de Telá aprehendió a un indio, portador de 
una carta de Cecilio: esta carta iba dirigida a un sargento de la trop que 
estaba en ese mismo pueblo, y en ella pretendía Cecilio catequizar o 
seducer a dicho sargento para que tomase parte en la conjuración. 
El correo y la carta fueron remitidos a Tihosuco (77).  
Later on in the story, the protagonist mentions that the “borrachín de Antonio Ay” (90) 
had been executed.   
 Turning now to La conjura de Xinúm, I wish to demonstrate how this novel 
reflects the same narrative move that Oficio portrays in the reproduction of nineteenth 
century Caste War stories; however, I argue that because Abreu frames these accounts 
critically, the result is vastly different. La conjura de Xinúm begins in the contemporary 
moment in the Yucatán countryside as the narration takes the reader back to a memory 
from the perspective of a hacendado named don Miguel Jerónimo Rivero. He remembers 
something of an Indio conspiracy, “[una] cosa que sucedió en mi tierra hace muchísimos 
años,” (11), a memory described as not “claro sino confuso, como si [la memoria] saliera 
de un sueño” (11). He recalls “rumores que de tiempo atrás corrían acerca de cierta 
conjura de caciques, celebrada en el pueblo de Xinúm” (11). These meetings, according 
to Abreu, “[eran] donde solían reunirse los señores de la antigua tierra maya rebelde" 
(Canek 36).  
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I contend that unlike Oficio, the construction of Caste War in Abreu’s novels 
destabilizes the nineteenth century historical pillars that have organized Caste War 
narratives. As I demonstrated earlier, critical readings of nineteenth century accounts are 
non-existent in Oficio de tinieblas; Abreu, however, establishes immediately the temporal 
distance and the nebulous nature of the central story of the novel, thus framing the 
multiple “rumores,” “fals[edades]” and “confusiones” of the historical register with an 
incredulity that answers Diana Nelson’s call to “explore the story of historical narratives 
[of Caste War] while always analyzing the production of historiography” (333). Where 
Castellanos remained loyal to the nineteenth century account of Caste War (of indios 
conspiring against an innocuous white population), Conjura makes a radically different 
gesture by bringing the verisimilitude of such documents into question. 
Conjura does this by presenting the underbelly of creole’s Caste War origin story. 
The hacendado owner Rivero overheard a group of indios speaking of injustices, and 
their desire to remedy them under any means necessary. The hacendado then recurred to 
an older memory: “recordó los excesos cometidos en las sublevaciones pasadas” (12) and 
became afraid. He reported to jefe politico José Eulogio Rosado, telling him that the 
indios had conspired to uprise. Rosado, once characterized as a hero in the nineteenth 
century novel, is here portrayed as “desdeñoso de los indios a quienes creía remora para 
la civilización y estorbo para el progreso de Yucatán” (13); with his racist disposition 
established, Rosado then went to a local taberna and overheard Antonio Ay saying, “esta 
situación tenía que terminar,” (14) but with “tantas copas Manual Antonio no podia 
contener la lengua” (14). Rosado assumed that “el cacique sabía más de lo que 
aparentaba” (14) and began feeding him more drinks, causing him to eventually drop the 
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letter to Chí from his sombrero. Just as in the nineteenth-century tale, Ay is executed for 
conspiracy.76  
Here, Abreu successfully establishes the malleability of Caste War narratives vis-
à-vis a century of impermeable, factual accounts the peninsula had produced. The novel 
emphasizes the origins of nineteenth century rhetoric: it addresses the historical 
component of fabricating teleologies between colonial and nineteenth-century uprising 
and the racism behind the “enemies of civilization” argument. But the ultimate moment 
of questioning the origin stories of Caste War comes as Cecilio Chí and Jacinto Pat 
discuss their political situation after Ay’s execution. Chí comments “al amanecer, lúcida 
su cabeza, pensó que la suerte estaba echada; que ya no era possible retroceder en la 
empresa y que sobre él y los otros caciques se cernía un inminente peligro” (23). This 
utterance extablishes creole rumor and conjecture as the true cause of caste war; Indian 
rebellion only followed its fabrication as a response to “imminent danger” at the hands of 
panicking creoles.  
                                                
76 From here, the novel moves through the events, spaces, and major rebelde and criollo 
figures both of the rebellion and of the wars of secession, but these things are presented 
in a fashion that contrasts starkly with Castellanos’ approach. Abreu’s novel is incessant 
and explicit about bringing the historical register and eyewitness accounts into question: 
he presents historical figures in an incredulous manner, facts that contradict each other, 
purported events that seem to have undergone some sort of manipulation. Each chapter 
presents a sort of “flashpoint”  as the novel progresses through historical events (ie 
chapter 2: “El proceso y fusilamento de Ay” or chapter 16: “Tratado de Tzucacab”), and 
regional spaces (ie pueblos like chapter 3: “tepich” and chapter 4: “culumpich”). 
Curiously, the novel spends little time developing characters and reads very much like a 
primary document. Indeed, there is only one brief chapter dedicated to developing the 
personalities of the Caste War leaders Pat, Chi, and Pec, wherein they are reduced to 
simplistic representations of dissident non-violence (Pat) or unbridled ferocity fueled by a 
strong desire for racial equality (Chi and Pec).  
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In this chapter, we have examined the two contrasting visions of the Southeastern 
Caste Wars. In La conjura de Xinúm, Abreu constructs a vision of Caste War that 
contrasts starkly with Castellanos’ resolution in Oficio de tinieblas. While Abreu’s novel 
problematizes the sources from which Caste War knowledge stems, Castellano’s novel 
firmly situates –indeed, even fuses—her construction of the Chiapanecan Caste War with 
its historical representation. Of course, these conclusions are of course spatially and 
culturally determined: Chiapas experienced far fewer moments of historical revisiting and 
revision over the century after the beginning of Caste War violence, inevitably 
influencing the perception of the region’s Caste War narrative.77 Do these novels 
demonstrate that the traumas that race wars generated truly insuperable, even 100 years 
after their occurrence? I argue that this is absolutely the case, as both of these novels 
speak to this in spite of the stark differences in rhetorical gesturing. What these novels 
                                                
77 I wish to briefly mention that Caste War narratives had undergone several changes in 
Yucatán over the century after its inception. Chiapas experienced much fewer 
opportunities for revision. For example, as we saw in Chapter 3, the introduction of 
henequen between the years of the Caste War and the Revolution profoundly altered the 
discourse of Indio representation, spurring significant reconfigurations of race as scores 
of displaced Maya seek refuge in the peonage systems of the new plantations. A few 
years later, during the Mexican Revolution, the intervention of revolutionary ideology 
and national political strongmen like Salvador Alvarado and his successor, Felipe Carrillo 
Puerto, allowed first opportunity for the Caste War to be rewritten in the twentieth 
century. The Partido Socialista Sureste [PSS] funded a massive scholarly project that 
created a platform for intellectuals like Antonio Mediz Bolio and Luis Rosado Vega, two 
regional authors that published extensively on Mayaness and Yucatán folklore.   
Ultimately, it is the combination of these introductions and interventions that mold the 
twentieth century vision of the Yucatán Caste War in Abreu’s novel. A strong national 
presence and influence cultivated a re-articulation of the Caste Wars that recast the rebel 
leaders as heroes, effectively associating them directly to the discourses of Campesino 
rebellion and the Mexican Revolution. This is not the case in Chiapas. Even after the 
Mapache revolt by conservative landowners that frustrated revolutionary reform, no 
regional political party was ever founded, thus leaving regional intellectuals without 
support. 
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fixate upon is the trauma and violence embedded within the historicization of race wars, 
what Joshua Lund defines as land wars made intelligible through race. These novels 
demonstrate that in moments of complex historical transformations of Indianness, land 
and its use, all made visible in the twentieth century through Cardenista land reforms, the 
Caste War narratives reveal their continued relevance. 
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CONCLUSIONS: THE CASTE WAR THROUGH TIME 
In this dissertation, I have presented a reading of the nineteenth and twentieth century 
creole intellectual production of Yucatán and Chiapas that explores two central themes. 
The first is the suggestion that racial rhetoric is forged and reforged in tandem with 
economic change, demonstrating how race often serves to de-emphasize liberal land 
reforms and mass expropriation, as well as nuanced forms of indentured servitude. In the 
literary production of the 1840s, the peninsula’s letrados veiled the political and 
economic nature of the war in the texts of their emergent historical narrative by firmly 
rooting it in indigeneity. The major sociopolitical changes (shifts in land tenure and sugar 
taxation, for example) that resulted in the Caste War prove too traumatic to confront 
directly, causing the creole urban elite to codify the war as strictly racial and 
contribuiting its causes to the social discontents of the colonies.  
These same authors pen what I have called the Yucateco Pirate Novel, novels that 
I contend offer a more nuanced reading of attitudes toward the indigenous and their 
uprising.  In them, the signifying power of the pirate protagonist—namely, his inverse 
relationship to land —illustrates how the creole class works through notions of modernity 
and indigenous land holdings vis-à-vis race war. As the Caste War entered its most 
violent period, all prospects of sugar farming in the war-ridden south were neutralized 
while the Caste War Conspiracy Novels demonstrate how the literary register becomes 
much more explicit about codifying race. In them, the indigenous rebel embodies racist 
characteristics assigned to the Indio early on in its construction: laziness, depravity, 
unreliability, and above all, the capacity to commit unfathomable acts of violence.  
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This cycle of change—both literary and economic—repeats as Yucatán enters into 
a second, intense period of extraordinary prosperity during the henequen boom. As the 
fiber began to rise in demand, negative portrayals of indigeneity lose popularity, replaced 
by what I refer to as the Buen Indio Novels. While the Caste War continued on in the 
peninsula’s southern regions, especially in Chan Santa Cruz, these historical novels go 
back to regional narratives of conquest to recover the image of Indian royalty. The Buen 
Indio Novel drastically reconfigures the intense Mayan resistance that the conquistadores 
experienced in the peninsula, depicting them as noble, good-hearted, helping hands that 
facilitated  and even welcomed Spanish conquest.   
Lastly, this dissertation moves to the twentieth century as the Caste War reprises 
in a niche literary market: the indigenista novel. Here, the Indio is reforged through the 
archetypal characteristics of Mexico’s literary indigenismo, a persona grafted into the 
ideals and complexities of the Mexican Revolution and its frustrated attempts at land 
reform. These novels depict the Caste War itself in a nuanced way. In Castellanos’ El 
oficio de tinieblas, race war is depicted as a teleological antecedent to the Mexican 
Revolution as a way to emphasize the extreme prejudices that continuously frustrate 
attempts at land reform in the Southeast. Unfortunately, the novel constructs a sense of 
hopelessness vis-à-vis the possibility of integrating indigeneity into land reform and 
therefore economic productivity. In Abreu Gómez’ La conjura de Xinúm, the Caste War 
discourse is problematized and its participants celebrated, demonstrating the very unique 
way that Yucatán has commercialized its indigenous presence. 
The second theme of my dissertation demonstrates how literature intervenes at the 
crossroads of race and economy to offer a site of fantasy where hegemonic racial 
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constructions can be deployed and tested. The Yucateco Pirate Novel illustrates this 
through their unique and charged endings. In O’Reilly’s El filibustero, the allegory of 
Diego el Mulato and his beloved Conchita, the daughter of a terrateniente, ends in 
tragedy, suggesting that indigenous land ownership (reified in the pirate) would produce 
similar results. Ancona’s El filibustero demonstrates an (un)conscious anxiety to erase 
the remnants of indigeneity from the land, further demonstrating the convoluted nature of 
the land/race pairing, while the pirate embodies the liberal creole Yucateco and his desire 
to become the ultimate liberal subject. Similarly, the Caste War conspiracy novel revisits 
the uprising, imagining its ending through the successful union of a Mayan princess and a 
creole gentleman, successful in spite of her father being none other than Cecilio Chí, 
himself, a character named after the historical figure who incited the Mayan to rebel. 
However, these two lovers find their union impossible on Yucatecan soil. They forever 
flee the peninsula, establishing their family in Europe. 
Both the Buen Indio Novel and the Indigenista Caste War Novel attempt to 
realign the Indio, reconfiguring it away from the vicious cruelty of Cecilio Chí to 
reconstruct it into something positive. In the Buen Indio Novel, Indianness is defined as 
noble, obliging, and eager to please though the figure of Mayan Royalty. These novels 
also explore the benefits of the Indio when in ideological alignment with the creole 
population, as well as reestablishing the Indio in a positive light. Finally, the twentieth 
century Indigenista Caste War Novel revisits the Caste War motif by both perpetuating 
(in the case of Rosario Castellanos’ Oficio de tinieblas) and problematizing (in the case 
of Ermilo Abreu Gomez’s La conjura de Xinúm) the way Caste War shaped race. While 
Castellanos’ novel perpetuates a stark interpretation of indigeneity as incompatible with 
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hegemonic society, it also (mis)uses “eyewitness” texts (texts written by Ladinos some 
20 years after the war’s end) as evidence to a construction of the Caste War, documents 
that lack historical accuracy and abound in a explicit sort of racism. Castellanos does not 
problematize the employment of these Ladino documents, and even uses them to 
represent the indigenous perspective of the wars. On the other hand, Abreu Gómez 
forefronts his critique of a string of criollo eyewitness documents by suggesting that these 
texts do not represent the indigenous perspective. For the first time, the novel’s 
resolution, depicts the Caste War Rebel—as well as the war’s legacy— as a positive 
force in Yucatáns history. 
 The legacy of the ideological work in Caste War Literature reaches far beyond the 
scope of this dissertation. It is important to remember that the attitudes and 
reconfigurations of Mayanness, indigeneity, and the Mexican Southeast captured through 
the mobilization of Caste War (among other) discourses and economic change continue 
to reprise throughout Mexican literary and cultural history. This is the case, for example, 
in a visit to Yucatán by Lazaro Cárdenas in August of 1937. As Ben Fallaw argues, “[t]he 
president not only reinterpreted the Caste War to justify land reform and a broad 
indigenist project; he attempted to mobilize the Yucatecan peasantry along class and 
ethnic lines and threatened recalcitrant landlords with another caste war should they 
oppose him”(552). Later, in a travel monograph entitled Ki: El drama de un pueblo y una 
planta (1956) by the anthropologist and journalist Fernando Benítez, the word Using ki—
the Yucatec Mayan word for henequen—as the organizing theme of the novel, Benítez 
explores the “millones de esclavos, codicias, intereses, jugadas de bolsa y especulaciones 
increíbles” that the henequen trade brought to Yucatán. As to be expected from a 
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Mexico-City author drawing from the newly popular indigenista rhetoric, Benítez’ tale 
elaborates upon the hopelessly tragic conditions—be those conditions economic, 
political, educational, ethical, or moral—of the Yucatec Mayan, all through the 
exploitation they experienced at the hand of the henequeneros.78  
These examples reflect how popular values, ideologies, and economic systems 
interact with new iterations of the Caste War origin story, constantly creating new 
meanings for the war that create congruity between the discourses of Indianness and 
hegemonic power.  Furthermore, these examples demonstrate the continued malleability, 
the signifying power, and the interconnectedness of the elements that this dissertation 
brings together for the first time: literature, race, economy, land, and Caste War. As 
Yucatán entered into the twentieth century, they would face a new set of economical and 
cultural concerns that would cause continual revisions to the Indio discourses first 
conceptualized in the nineteenth century. The peninsula remained isolated from the rest 
of Mexico until 1937 when president Cárdenas created the Ferrocarril del Sureste, which 
connected Coatzacualcos and Campeche. This marked the first attempt to connect the 
southern railroad system, “Ferrocarriles Unidos de Yucatán” to its counterpart in central 
Mexico (Brannon and Joseph). Even so, southeastern Mexico and its land has become 
conflated with racial difference, specifically Indian difference, and therefore 
problematizes the dominant discourse of mestizaje upon which the nation functions today 
(Lomnitz Adler). The historical and racial specificity that the southern zone, coupled with 
the limited communication between this zone and the center, leaves it outside of the 
                                                
78 For Benítez, the Mayans only remaining source of wealth is cultural—this is a common 
portrayal of Mayanness, even to this day.  
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bounds of the discourse of mestizaje. Within this discourse, the Southeast has come to 
represent an inassimilable Indianness.  
Even today, governmental bodies arbitrate this Indian difference. For example, in 
2007, the Institute of the Development of Mayan Culture in the State of Yucatán 
(INDEMAYA) launched a campaign called Wey ya no’one, meaning: we are still here.  
This campaign focused on reviving awareness for the Mayan culture in communities 
scattered throughout the state. This campaign reflects former President Vicente Fox’s 
initiative entitled the Puebla-Panama Plan [PPP], a project that targets the nine southern 
states of the Mexican Republic in order to promote regional economic development. 
Designed to integrate some of the poorest regions of Latin America into the larger global 
economy, the PPP articulates a plan consisting of eight components that promote 
corporate and private investment in these zones thanks to the neoliberal emphasis on 
infrastructure and economic advancement.79  
                                                
79 The Puebla-Panama Plan, also known as “El proyecto mesoamericano” [The 
Mesoamerican Project] targets the states of Puebla, Guerrero, Veracruz, Oaxaca, Chiapas, 
Tabasco, Campeche, Yucatán, and Quintana Roo. While this initiative also targets the 
countries of Central America, I will not be focusing explicitly on this region within this 
chapter. Even so, the PPP as a project linked to larger neoliberal legislation such as the 
FTAA [Free Trade Area of the Americas] and NAFTA [North American Free Trade 
Agreement] confirms the neoliberal configurations that these plans graft upon less 
productive regions of the global market. Overall, the PPP has been largely unsuccessful 
on the ground because its implementation is so costly 
(http://www.proyectomesoamerica.org/). According to the percentages cited in Pickard 
(2004), highway construction was allotted 85.2% of the purported US$10 billion 10-year 
budget. Electrical interconnectivity follows this at 11.1%, while tourism, in third place, is 
allocated 1.3%. Human development (0.8%), Prevention and mitigation of disasters 
(0.7%), Trade facilitation (0.6%), sustainable development (0.4%), and the integration of 
telecommunication services (0.03%) are the final five categories, all sharing a total of 
2.53% (5). 
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These governmental interventions serve as a final example of how the racial 
rhetoric of the nineteenth century present in this dissertation appears within the neoliberal 
attitudes and values of today. Of course, the indigenous communities of the Mexican 
Southeast see very little change in their political, social or economic status through these 
incentives, but are instead a way of exploiting and commodifying the image of 
indigeneity. This economic potentiality has redefined the discourses of the Indio, 
transforming the notion of indigeneity into a source of cultural and economic wealth, and 
the labor of its inhabitants as untapped sources poised to aid in bettering Mexico’s 
position in the global market through exploitation. 
Ultimately, this dissertation is a point of entry into a larger, global conversation 
about regions considered peripheral and the racialized bodies that often inhabit them. 
What lies next is to further flesh out the role these regions have in the global market and 
intervene in the discussion of Southeastern Mexico as a region that “doesn’t quite fit;” 
instead, I argue that these regions have far more points of comparison with plantation 
societies like Haiti and the US South. Furthermore, as other scholars such as Margaret 
Shrimpton have pointed out before me, articulating Yucatán in the intellectual 
frameworks of the Caribbean is crucial to fully understanding the “multi-image 
representation of our regional identity” (238). These strategies help undermine the 
limitations that national frameworks impose upon the liminal literatures of Yucatán and 
Chiapas. 
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